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Abstract

Program validation is one of the most crucial tasks during program development since
programs should conform to programmers’ requirements.2 To this end, one is often
required to formulate requirements into formal specifications and analyze a given pro-
gram against these specifications until no error is detected; if an error is detected, its
cause must be located and fixed.

In this dissertation, we present applications of symbolic execution and reverse ex-
ecution that can help program validation; symbolic execution is used to detect errors
and reverse execution is used to locate errors.

We review symbolic execution used for program testing and proving to recall
two main difficulties in performing symbolic execution, namely (1) handling heap-
allocated pointer-data structures and (2) dealing with a potentially infinite number
of symbolic execution paths. We extend symbolic execution to address these prob-
lems. To handle heap-allocated pointer-data structures, “lazier initialization”, which
is an improvement over lazy initialization, is introduced and compared with the exist-
ing methods. To deal with a potentially infinite number of symbolic execution paths
without requiring loop invariants, the size of input is bounded during symbolic execu-
tion. In particular, an algorithm to bound the size of arbitrary pointer-data structures is
combined with lazier initialization. This bounded lazier initialization helps symbolic
execution to terminate, providing a user with relatively high confidence in a given
program.

Meanwhile, we also review reverse execution used for program debugging and
the backtracking of explicit-state model checking to observe that reverse execution has
been evolved to reduce its memory usage. We point out that themost memory-efficient
way to perform reverse execution, the reverse-code generation method based on static
analysis, may not be applicable to non-deterministic programs such as multi-threaded
programs. We introduce our own reverse-code generation method based on dynamic
analysis to address this problem.

We provide the experimental result to show that our bounded lazier initialization
is fast enough to detect all possible errors existing withina bounded domain. We
also provide a case study of our dynamic reverse-code generation method to show its
memory-efficiency.

2We approach validation from programmers’ perspective rather than from customers’ perspective.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is one of the most crucial tasks during program development to validatethat a pro-
gram conforms to programmers’ requirements.1 This validation is usually achieved by
two sub-activities: verification and debugging. Programmers formulate their require-
ments into (formal) specifications, and analyze a given program against these specifi-
cations until no error is detected (i.e., program verification). If an error is detected, the
cause of this error must be located and fixed (i.e., program debugging).

Symbolic execution and reverse execution have been used to help programmers
with the verification and the debugging, respectively, of programs. In this dissertation,
we point out the problems of the existing symbolic executionmethods and reverse
execution methods, and present our solutions to the problems. In essence, we present
the following two theses:

1. Bounded lazier initialization is feasible and useful forterminating the symbolic
execution over programs that handle heap-allocated pointer-data structures, pro-
viding a user with relatively high confidence in a given program.

2. Dynamic reverse-code generation is feasible and useful for memory efficient
reverse execution.

Dissertation Outline

This dissertation consists of two parts. Part I gives an overview of related research
areas (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and our contributions (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). On
the other hand, Part II consists of four chapters based on three published articles and
one submitted article:

Chapter 6 Jooyong Lee. Reverse code generation for Java program modelchecking.
In Proceedings of Winter School on Modeling and Verifying Parallel Processes,
pages 89-95, 2004.

Chapter 7 Jooyong Lee. Dynamic reverse code generation for backward execution.
In Proceedings of the Post-CAV Workshop on Verification and Debugging, pages
25-43, 2006.

1We approach validation from programmers’ perspective rather than from customers’ perspective.
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Chapter 8 Jooyong Lee. A case for dynamic reverse-code generation.submitted.

Chapter 9 Xianghua Deng, Jooyong Lee, and Robby. Bogor/Kiasan: Ak-bounded
Symbolic Execution for Checking Strong Heap Properties of Open Systems.
In Proceedings of Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE’06),
pages 157-166, 2006.



Chapter 2

Program Verification

Incidentally, when we’re faced with a ”prove or disprove”, we’re usu-
ally better off trying first to disprove with a counterexample, for two
reasons: A disproof is potentially easier (we need just one counterex-
ample); and nitpicking arouses our creative juices. Even ifthe given
assertion is true, our search for a counterexample often leads to a
proof, as soon as we see why a counterexample is impossible. Besides,
it’s healthy to be skeptical.

— Ronald L. Graham, Donald E. Knuth, and Oren Patashnik,
Concrete Mathematics: A Foundation for Computer Science,

Addison-Wesley, 1989.

Program verificationis the act of proving or disproving that a computer program be-
haves as intended, based on rational (mostly mathematical)reasoning. Whether a
given program is verified has been an interesting question for computer scientists and
computer engineers for almost four decades since the landmark papers of Robert W.
Floyd [Flo67a] in 1967 and C. A. R. Hoare [Hoa69] in 1969.1 As computer systems are
getting pervasive nowadays, a number of computer users are asking the same question
to themselves.

In order to verify a program, one should specify first how the program is expected
to behave. This act is called aprogram specification. In particular, a program spec-
ification described with mathematical objects are more specifically called a formal
specification. Most program-verification techniques assume some forms offormal
specifications.

In the following, some notable approaches for program verification of imperative
languages are presented: Floyd-Hoare logic, separation logic, model checking, ab-
stract interpretation and specification-based testing.

1An anecdotal history of program verification is even longer.Floyd mentioned in his paper that his
work was based on the idea shown in the unpublished paper of Alan Perlis and Saul Gorn.
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6 Chapter 2. Program Verification

2.1 Floyd-Hoare Logic

Robert W. Floyd opened the new field of program verification with the article entitled
“Assigning Meanings to Programs” [Flo67a]. As indicated bythe title, a flowchart
program is assigned a meaning by associating each of its edges with a proposition that
is asserted to be true when the edge is chosen during execution at runtime.

These meanings can be used to verify a flowchart program. A given flowchart
program is correct if executing the command in every node makes the proposition
of every outgoing edge true when the proposition of every incoming edges is true. In
order to check the correctness of the commands systematically, Floyd usedverification
conditions, first-order formulae based on the propositions of incomingand outgoing
edges of the nodes.

Two years after Floyd, C. A. R. Hoare published a seminal paper entitled “An
Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming” [Hoa69]. In thisarticle, he captured
the idea of flow of assertions, presented by Floyd, by a more concise expression: the
Hoare triple.

A Hoare triple is in the form{P}C{Q} whereC is a command, andP andQ are
respectively the condition that is assumed to be satisfied before the execution ofC
(i.e., the precondition) and the condition that must be satisfied after the execution ofC
(i.e., the postcondition).2

Similarly to Floyd, Hoare suggested an axiom and inference rules that can be used
to verify a simple imperative program with regard to the initial precondition and the
final postcondition. This axiom and these inference rules constitute theHoare logic.
Since Hoare attributed his work to the previous work of Floyd, Hoare logic is also often
calledFloyd-Hoare logic. If a pair of an initial precondition and a final postcondition
of a given program is provided, it can be proved by Floyd-Hoare logic that the program
ends with the state where the final postcondition is satisfiedwhen the program starts
from the state where the initial precondition is satisfied.

Floyd-Hoare logic is designed to besound; the conclusions derived from true as-
sumptions using the axiom and inference rules of Floyd-Hoare logic are also true.
However, thecompletenessof Floyd-Hoare logic depends on the underlying logic used
to express the preconditions and postconditions of a Hoare triple. Notably, owing to
Kurt Gödel’s incompleteness theorem [Göd31, Göd00], any sound logic capable of
expressing elementary arithmetic such as Peano arithmeticis necessarilyincomplete.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to note that, as Stephen A. Cook pointed out, this in-
completeness is not due to the axiom and inference rules of Floyd-Hoare logic but due
to an underlying logic [Coo78]. That is, if an underlying logic was complete, Floyd-
Hoare logic could be also complete. In this sense, Floyd-Hoare logic is considered
relatively complete.

Although Floyd-Hoare logic was invented for users to be ableto prove the correct-
ness of their programs by hand, there has also been research to mechanizea proving
procedure of Floyd-Hoare logic. The goal of this research isto verify the correctness
of a program with regard to the initial precondition and the final postcondition of the
program with minimum amount of human intervention.

2Originally Hoare used the formP{C}Q, but nowadays the form{P}C{Q} is favored instead.
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time out

End of proofInspect the program and the specification

Generate verification conditions

Query a theorem prover

Simplify verification conditions

Annotate extra assertions

{P}C{Q}

counterexample verified

Figure 2.1: The conventional procedure of mechanical program verification

Figure 2.1 shows the conventional procedure of mechanical program verification.
The centerpiece of the procedure is the generation of verification conditions. If all
generated verification conditions are valid, we can conclude that a given program is
correct. The validity of verification conditions can be checked using a automated the-
orem prover.

There are two difficulties in mechanical program verification. One difficulty lies in
generating verification conditions. In general, a pair of the initial precondition and the
final postcondition of a program is not sufficient to generate all necessary verification
conditions. In particular, loop invariants are needed while generating verification con-
ditions but there is no known way that guarantees to infer loop invariants correctly. As
a result, a user is usually required to annotate a program with extra assertions such as
loop invariants.

Another difficulty is concerned with the limit of automated theorem provers. As
mentioned before, Gödel’s incompleteness theorem [Göd31,Göd00] indicates that the-
orem proving isnot alwaysdecidable; there exists a true sentence that cannot be proved
using any theorem prover. In that case, a human expert may intervene and work out on
unsolved parts.

With regard to the generation of verification conditions, there are two approaches
in terms of the direction of reasoning. When{P}C{Q} is at hand, one can calculate the
strongest postcondition after executingC and check that this strongest postcondition
is stronger thatQ to conclude the correctness of{P}C{Q}. On the other hand, one
can calculate the weakest precondition ofC and check if this weakest precondition is
weaker thanP.

The first tool exploiting the mechanical program-verification procedure was devel-
oped by James C. King [Kin69]. Similar tools were developed since then [GLB75,
ILL75, Goo85, DLNS98]. K. Rustan M. Leino et al. of Compaq systems research
center, which now is merged to HP, reused this three-decade-old mechanical program-
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verification procedure to find bugs in Java programs [FLL+02]. They named their tool
ESC/Java. They put higher priority on automation than on the soundness and com-
pleteness of verification result. Following this strategy,instead of mandating to an-
notate loop invariants, loops are unrolled finite number of times if loop invariants are
not provided, which results in unsoundness. Also, if a theorem prover cannot solve a
verification condition within a predefined amount of time, this verification is assumed
to be incorrect and a warning is issued, which results in incompleteness. Despite the
unsoundness and incompleteness issue, owing to the popularity of Java language and
a high degree of automation, ESC/Java has attracted many users.

Bart Jacobs et al. exploited an interactive theorem prover such as PVS [OSR92]
and Isabelle [NPW02], instead of an automated theorem prover, as an underlying the-
orem prover of their Java-program-verification tool named LOOP [BJ01]. An interac-
tive theorem prover assists a proof procedure by recursively suggesting subgoals that
should be proved in the guidance of a user to show that the mainverification goal (i.e.,
the postcondition) is provable. Compared to an automated theorem prover, an inter-
active theorem prover requires a relatively high degree of human intervention, despite
machine assistance of a theorem prover such as decision procedures and proof strate-
gies [OSR92]. This high degree of human intervention is the cost paid for the use of
a highly expressive logic, such as higher-order logic, thatleads to a wider range of
verification properties.

2.2 Separation Logic

Separation logic has been arousing interest of researcherssince John C. Reynolds in-
troduced separation logic in 2000 [Rey00]. Separation logic is an extension of Floyd-
Hoare logic that makes it feasible and easy to reason about pointer data structures.

The centerpiece of separation logic is the use of separatingconjunction (i.e., *);
an assertionP0 ∗ P1 asserts that the current heap can be split into two disjoint parts
and two sub-assertionsP0 andP1 hold in each part respectively. The use of separating
conjunction helps to express many pointer data structures concisely.

New inference rules are also added in separation logic. Probably the most impor-
tant one among them would be the frame rule described as below:

{P}C{Q}
{P ∗ R}C{Q ∗ R}

where no free variable inR is modified byC. The frame rule generalizes the result of
local reasoning (i.e., the reasoning that concerns only variables and parts of the heap
that are modified byC) to the level of global reasoning.

Josh Berdine et al. developed a tool, Smallfoot, that can automatically check the
assertions described in restricted forms of separation logic [BCO05,BCO06]. Similar
to the case of Floyd-Hoare logic, Smallfoot generates a verification condition by for-
ward reasoning (i.e., strongest postcondition calculation) from a given triple{P}C{Q}
whereP,C andQ are respectively an initial precondition, a program, and a final post-
condition. For the sake of automation, a program is assumed to be loop-free and only
the shape of pointer data structures is considered, ignoring their contents.
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2.3 Model Checking

Model checking is a formal method that algorithmically checks if the initial states0

of a given modelM satisfies a required propertyφ (i.e., s0 |=M φ). Since Edmund
M. Clarke and his Ph.D. student E. Allen Emerson introduced model checking as a
formal verification technique of concurrent finite systems (i.e., systems consisting of
several processors working in parallel where each processor can be described by a
Kripke structure) [CE81], model checking has aroused greatinterest of researchers
and practitioners.

In model checking, a model is usually described by a Kripke structure defined as a
4-tuple (S,R, I , L) where

• S is a set of states,

• R⊆ S × S is a transition relation satisfying∀s ∈ S : ∃s′ ∈ S : (s, s′) ∈ R,

• I ⊆ S is the set of initial states, and

• L : S → P(AP), whereAP is the set of atomic propositions, is a labeling
function that labels on each state atomic propositions thathold true in the state.

When verifying concurrent systems, one may often be interested in the order of
events occurring in the systems. For example, it may be necessary to specify that once
a processorA enters a stepS, another processorB must be activated. The usual pair of
precondition and postcondition is not best suitable to specify this kind of requirements.

In model checking,temporal logic[Pnu77] is dominantly used as its specification
language. Temporal logic can express order-related required properties using its tem-
poral operators. For example, with temporal logic, we can describe the properties such
as:

1. If an alarming condition occurs, in thenextstate, the alarm light turns red.

2. A system willeventuallyterminate.

3. An invariantalwaysholds.

4. Until the alarm light turns red, the light remains green.

Temporal logic has its own long history dating back to 1960’s. In 1977, Amir
Pnueli first applied temporal logic to program verification [Pnu77]. Two kinds of tem-
poral logic have been used most commonly in model checking:Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) [Pnu77] andComputation Tree Logic(CTL) [CE81]. LTL and CTL have dif-
ferent and incomparable expressive power. Indeed there exist formulae that can be
described only by one of them [CD89].

LTL reasons over linear execution paths. If a concurrent system satisfies a LTL
formula f , that means that every execution path of the concurrent system satisfiesf .
On the other hand, CTL reasons over a computation tree where each path existing in
the computation tree represents a feasible execution path of a given system. A CTL
formula can have two kinds of path quantifiersA andE that express the universality
and the existentiality, respectively, over paths in a computation tree. CTL restricts
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its expressiveness by mandating that a temporal operator must be preceded by a path
quantifier. This restriction is intentional; there is an efficient model-checking algorithm
applicable with this restriction.

There are several model-checking methods: labeling, symbolic model checking
bounded model checking, automata-based model checking, and regular model check-
ing.

Initially, the labeling methodwas used for model checking. The labeling method
labels each state of a given Kripke structure with (sub)formulae of a given CTL for-
mula that hold at the state [CE81]. The labeling is performedincrementally from the
smallest subformulae to the entire formula. A given system is reported to satisfy a
temporal logic formulaφ if φ is labeled in the initial state after completing the label-
ing.

Jerry R. Burch, Edmund M. Clarke, Kenneth L. McMillan and others introduced
symbolic model checkingin 1990 [BCM+92]. This method was very memory-efficient
enough to replace the labeling method. The secret of memory-efficiency is in the use
of Boolean formulae to represent the set of states and the relation of a Kripke struc-
ture, instead of explicitly constructing a Kripke structure.3 For example, a Boolean
formula that represents a set of states satisfying a given CTL formula can be obtained
by manipulating Boolean operations (i.e.,¬,∨ and∧), two fixed-point operations (i.e.,
a least fixed-point operatorµ and a greatest fixed-point operatorν), and a substitution
operation. Letφb be a Boolean formula obtained from a given CTL formulaφ, and
ψ be a Boolean formula representing an initial state. Then model checking problem
reduces to|=M ψ→ φb.

Another important feature of symbolic model checking is theuse of an Ordered
Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD). Originally, an OBDD was introduced by Randal
E. Bryant [Bry86] as a compact data structure to represent a Boolean formula. Interest-
ingly, only one canonical OBDD is derived from a Boolean formula if the same order
of the Boolean variables of the formula is used during the construction of an OBDD.
The fact that an OBDD is a canonical compact representation of a Boolean formula
contributes to the efficient performance of symbolic model checking.

Armin Biere et al. introducedbounded model checkingin 1999 [BCCZ99,BCC+99].
Bounded model checking manipulates Boolean formulae as in the earlier symbolic
model checking. However the way to manipulate them is quite different. In bounded
model checking, the initial state of a Kripke structure, andbounded steps of the transi-
tion relation of a Kripke structure, and the negation of a temporal logic are altogether
translated into a Boolean formula, and then it is checked whether its solution exists
using a Boolean-satisfiability (SAT) solver. If a solution exists, it corresponds to a
counterexample against a given temporal logic. On the otherhand, a given model
can be verified by showing that a counterexample cannot be found within the known
maximum steps of the transition relation.

Bounded model checking is, in many cases, more efficient (both in time and space)
than symbolic model checking. The size of an OBDD, a data structure to represent a
Boolean formula in symbolic model checking, tends to get intractably large as the
number of variables used in a given model increases. Also, the size of an OBDD de-
pends on the ordering of variables, but there is no known feasible algorithm to find

3That is why this form of model checking is named “symbolic”.
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an optimal ordering of variables. As a matter of fact, even checking whether a spe-
cific ordering is optimal or not is NP-complete [Bry92]. On the other hand, modern
SAT solvers such as MiniSat [ES03] and zChaff [MMZ +01] used in bounded model
checking easily handle a Boolean formula containing thousands of variables.

Bounded model checking, however, has not completely replaced symbolic model
checking. As mentioned above, in bounded model checking, the maximum bound
must be known in order to conclude that a given model is verified. However, there is no
known algorithm that can generally calculate the maximum bound or its approximation
precise enough to be used practically.

Recently, there have been attempts to address this weaknessof bounded model
checking. One notable approach is to use a slightly different version of symbolic
model checking where a SAT solver is used for satisfiability checks4 instead of usual
OBDD operations [ABE00,WBCG00].

Another notable approach is to exploit Craig interpolants in bounded model check-
ing as suggested by McMillan [McM03]. A Craig interpolant oftwo formulaeφp and
φs, whenφp ∧ φs is unsatisfiable, is a formulaψ such that:

• φp⇒ ψ,

• ψ ∧ φs is unsatisfiable, and

• ψ consists of only literals common toφp andφs.

Notably, there is a linear-time algorithm that calculates aCraig interpolant betweenφp

andφs from a proof of unsatisfiability ofφp ∧ φs [Pud97].
Now suppose that

1. appx(reachable(n)) represents an overapproximation of the set of states reach-
able from the initial states in less than or equal ton steps of transition,

2. α1 represents the initial constraint, which represents the initial state of a given
model, and letappx(reachable(0)) beα1,

3. φ1
p is a conjunction ofα1 and one instance of the transition constraint which

represents the transition relation,

4. φs is a conjunction ofk − 1 instances of the transition constraint and the final
constraint which represents the final state, and

5. φ1
p ∧ φs is unsatisfiable (i.e., no counterexample is found withink steps).

Then, there exists a Craig interpolantψ1 betweenφ1
p andφs. Due to the first condition

of a Craig interpolant (i.e.,φ1
p ⇒ ψ1), ψ1 effectively represents an overapproximation

of the states reachable fromappx(reachable(0)) (i.e., the initial state) in one step of
transition. And due to the second condition (i.e.,ψ1∧φs is unsatisfiable), a counterex-
ample cannot be found in the paths whose length isk− 1 and which starts from one of
the states represented byψ1.

4It is necessary when performing fixed point operations and the final inclusion check of the initial
state (i.e.,|= ψ→ φb, where letψ andφb be Boolean formulae representing the initial state and a required
CTL formula, respectively).
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Now let α2 be α1 ∨ ψ1 to representappx(reachable(1)). In addition, letφ2
p be

a conjunction ofα2 and one instance of the transition constraint. Suppose thatφ2
p ∧

φs is unsatisfiable again, andψ2 represents a Craig interpolant betweenφ2
p andφs.

Similarly to the above, the first and second Craig-interpolant conditions indicate that
a counterexample cannot be found in the paths whose length isk − 1 and which starts
from one of the states represented byψ2, an overapproximation of the set of the states
reachable fromappx(reachable(1)) in one step of transition.

If the above procedure continues untilψk implies αk to indicate that one step of
transition fromappx(reachable(k)) only leads to itself, a given model is considered
verified.

Meanwhile, Moshe Y. Vardi and Pierre Wolper introduced anautomata-based
model checkingin 1986 [VW86].5 This model checking method views a system and
a temporal logic formula as finite automata. Note that there is an algorithm that con-
verts a temporal logic into a finite automaton [GPVW95]. Suppose that automatonS
represents a given system and another automatonN represents the negation of a given
temporal logic formula. Then model checking reduces to the problem of emptiness
check (i.e.,S ∩ N = ∅). The intersection ofSandN corresponds to the counterexam-
ples that witness the violation of a given temporal logic formula. If the intersection
is empty, this means that there is no counterexample, and hence that a given temporal
property holds in a given system.

Preferably, the size of automata should be maintained as small as possible. Two
techniques, on-the-fly model checking and partial-order reduction, are dominantly
used for this purpose.On-the-fly model checking[CVWY92] incrementally constructs
states of an automaton on demand during model checking. If a counterexample is
found, state construction is no more needed. Also, it is avoided to construct unreach-
able states. Meanwhilepartial-order reduction[God95] works well with interleaving-
style concurrent systems. The fact that all interleavings of enabled transitions in con-
current processors often need not be considered is exploited in partial-order reduction.
This is particularly true if enabled transitions in concurrent processors are independent
of each other, that is, satisfying the following two conditions:

1. the execution of one transition does not make the other transitions disabled, and

2. the same state is reached regardless of the order of the transitions.

In most cases, only one permutation of independent transitions is sufficient to verify a
system.

Ahmed Bouajjani et al. introducedregular model checkingin 2000. [BJNT00,
Nil05,BHRV06]. Regular model checking is a type of symbolicmodel checking where
the set of states and the transition relation are encoded with regular words and trees
instead of boolean formulae. Regular model checking can handle infinite or parame-
terizedsystems whose states and transition paths are regular.

Traditionally, model checking has been successfully used to verify hardware sys-
tems and network protocols. There have been numerous trialsto transfer the success
of model checking in those areas into the area of program verification. This area of
research is often calledprogram model checking(akasoftware model checking).

5Automata-based model checking is also often calledexplicit-state model checking.
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There are several difficulties of program model checking. One difficulty is how to
express a program with an input language of model checking tools (akamodel check-
ers). The initial attempt to address this difficulty was made through automata-based
model checking. This was owing to the fact that one of the mostnotable automata-
based model checkers, Spin [Hol97], describes a model in Promela language that re-
sembles modern programming languages. In 1999, Claudio Demartini, Radu Iosif
and Riccardo Sisto suggested a way to translate Java programs into Promela pro-
grams [DIS99]. Around the same time, Klaus Havelund and Thomas Pressburger re-
ported their translator from Java to Promela dubbed Java PathFinder [HP99, HP00].
The translation technique was soon applied to symbolic model checking and bounded
model checking as well. Thomas Ball and Sriram K. Rajamani translated a C program
into a Boolean program (i.e., a program that allows only a Boolean type of variables)
to use their symbolic model checker of the SLAM toolkit [BR00, BR01]. More re-
cently, Edmund Clarke et al. translated a C program into a Boolean formula to per-
form bounded model checking [CKL04]. Also, there are tools such as Bandera that can
translate a Java program into the input of conceptually any model checkers [CDH+00].

One drawback of the translation approach is that, in general, the input language
of a model checker is less expressive than a programming language. Presumably, a
user may be interested in the property relevant to the language feature that cannot
be expressed by the input language of a model checker. One possible solution to
this language coverage problemis to execute a program directly without bothering
about language translation. One can view the execution of a program as the on-the-fly
construction of finite automaton. As a matter of fact, this on-the-fly construction is
one of key features of automata-based model checkers such asSpin [Hol97]. Willem
Visser et al. extended this idea to Java language and introduced the second version of
Java PathFinder.

Abstraction

Sanity Check

ErrorProgram Verified

Refinement

Model Checking

Program

Counterexample

Abstract Model

Spurious Counterexample

Figure 2.2: Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement(CEGAR)
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Another crucial difficulty of program model checking is that its state space is often
infinite. In order to reduce the state space to a feasible size, abstraction methods are
pervasively used in program model checking.Predicate abstraction[GS97] is one
of the most notable abstraction methods. In predicate abstraction, an abstract state is
represented by a monomial of a conjunction over finite numberof predicates appearing
in a given program. It is worthwhile to note that the more predicates are used, the
more precise abstraction is obtained but on the other hand the state space becomes
larger. In order to address this dilemma, a method known asCounterexample-Guided
Abstraction Refinement(CEGAR) [CGJ+00] has been used in recent program model
checkers such as SLAM [BR01] and BLAST [HJMS02].

Figure 2.2 shows the procedure of Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refine-
ment (CEGAR). In the beginning, in order to get an initial abstract model, abstraction
takes place over a program based on the predicates which are known to be necessary.
Then the abstract model is model checked. If the abstract model is reported verified,
the soundness of abstraction method such as predicate abstraction guarantees the ver-
ification result. If a counterexample is generated, there can be two cases; either there
is a concrete counterexample corresponding to the generated abstract counterexample,
or the abstract counterexample is spurious. Only in the latter case, model checking
is performed again on the refined abstract model where the spurious counterexample
is ruled out as an infeasible path. In predicate abstraction, the refinement is achieved
by adding extra predicate(s) whose absence caused the spurious counterexample, and
generating the refined abstract model using these expanded predicates. This procedure
is iterated until either a program is verified or a concrete counterexample is found.

Lazy abstractionintroduced by Thomas A. Henzinger et al. optimizes this iterative
CEGAR procedure [HJMS02]. In lazy abstraction, if a spurious counterexample is
found during the construction of an abstract model, only thestates involved in the
spurious counterexample is refined with an extra predicate,leaving intact the rest of
the states. Note that, in the original CEGAR procedure, a whole program is abstracted
with one set of predicates. The local refinement of lazy abstraction reduces the time
spent at the refinement, and also makes it possible to maintain as small state space as
possible.

The greatest merit of model checking is that it is highly automatic. Once system
descriptionM and temporal logic formulaφ are ready, thenM is checked automatically
againstφ. Another merit of model checking is that it does not only distinguish whether
a given system satisfies a given property but it also returns detailed counterexamples,
such as erroneous execution paths, that falsify the property.

On the other hand, the greatest obstacle of model checking isthestate explosion
problem. The applicability of model checking is constrained by the number of states
which is likely to be huge in any nontrivial system. There area lot of factors that con-
tribute to the state explosion problem such as the size of a system, the number of vari-
ables, concurrency, and so forth. The history of model checking has been dominated
by struggles with this state explosion problem. Some of the most notable techniques
to deal with the state explosion problem such as symbolic model checking, bounded
model checking, on-the-fly model checking, partial-order reduction and abstraction
have been explained above. The rest of notable techniques include the following:
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Symmetry reduction [ID96,CJEF96,ES96]: There often exist symmetric substruc-
tures in the state space. This situation widely occurs especially when model
checking a concurrent system consisting of several isomorphic processors. Sym-
metry reduction exploits this situation by considering only one of symmetric
substructures during model checking.

Compositional reasoning [BCC97]: The philosophy of compositional reasoning is
to decompose a intractably large system to several tractable subsystems and ver-
ify the original entire system based on the verification result of subsystems.

Slicing [MT98,HDZ00]: Slicing is a technique that collects parts of given source
code that are relevant to the property to be verified. Model checking over these
collected parts is likely to require smaller state space than model checking over
the original source code, maintaining the validity of verification result.

2.4 Abstract Interpretation

Abstract interpretation, introduced by Patrick Cousot andRadhia Cousot [CC77] in
1977, is the approximated (typically overapproximated6) interpretation of a program
over abstract tokens satisfying the following properties:

1. Abstract tokens constitute a complete lattice, and

2. Each abstract token represents a set of concrete data suchas variable values.

If we describe an interpretation with operational semantics, an abstract (or concrete)
state consists of a program point and a vector of abstract tokens (or concrete variable
values), and, as a result, an abstract (or concrete) execution path is a sequence of
abstract (or concrete) states. An abstract state represents a set of concrete data whose
values are represented by the abstract token of the abstractstate. Similarly, an abstract
execution path represents a set of concrete execution paths.

In order for abstract interpretation to be practically used, abstract execution paths
must cover all the concrete execution paths. In other words,every concrete execution
paths must be simulated by one of abstract execution paths. AGalois connection is
often demanded to fulfill this requirement. A Galois connection relates a complete
lattice C consisting of concrete values and another complete latticeA consisting of
abstract tokens as follows:

∀c ∈ C, a ∈ A : c vC γ(a) iff α(c) vA a ,

whereα : C → A is an abstraction function andγ : A → C is a concretization
function. Also, a set of unordered concrete valuesD, whose powerset consists of a
concrete complete latticeC, and an abstract complete latticeA satisfy the following
relationR : D × A.

6There is also underapproximated abstract interpretation mainly used to deal with liveness properties.
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1. U-closed (Upper closed):d R a∧ a v a′ ⇒ d R a′, and

2. G-closed (Greatest lower bound closed):d R u {a | d R a}.

Then for allc ∈ P(D), an abstraction function and a concretization function can be
defined as respectivelyα(c) = td∈c{u{a | d R a}} andγ(a) = {c | c R a}.

The merit of abstract interpretation is that useful information that can be used
for program verification or optimization can be collected inrelatively small time and
space, even when concrete state space is very large or infinite. If the height of the
complete lattice is finite and abstract tokens change monotonically in the complete
lattice along the executions of abstract interpretation, variable values converge on
their fixed points in a finite number of execution steps. In addition, there are tech-
niques that can guarantee the convergence in a complete lattice whose height is infinite
(e.g., widening [CC77]), and monotonic changes of abstracttokens (e.g., memoiza-
tion [Sch95,Sch96]).

The types of information that can be collected by abstract interpretation can be
naturally explained bycollecting semantics[Nie82] (aka static semantics [CC77]).
Collecting semantics describes the abstract property of abstract traces. In the simplest
form, the abstract property can be described as a mapping from a program point to
a collection of abstract tokens that can be paired with the program point along the
possible abstract traces. It can also be described as a mapping from a program point to
a set of paths that reach (or depart) the program point, possessing some pattern. More
generally, logical formulae can be mapped to program points.

Abstract interpretation is essentially a theoretical framework on which one can
develop abstract semantics that provides somesoundinformation about a given pro-
gram. For example, a program that is shown to be safe with regard to a given property
by overapproximated abstract interpretation is also safe in the context of concrete in-
terpretation.

In the beginning, abstract interpretation has been used to justify the correctness of
static program analysis. Recently, it has been found to be useful in program verifica-
tion as well. In the area of program verification, abstract interpretation has been cou-
pled with either data flow analysis or model checking. For example, TVLA [SRW02,
LAS00], one of the most notable shape analysis tools, performs data flow analysis over
complete lattices of heap structures represented by first-order formulae with transitive
closure. Meanwhile predicate abstraction, a technique pervasively used in program
model checking to finitize infinite state space, is a type of abstract interpretation. As a
matter of fact, data flow analysis and model checking over abstract interpretation have
the same power, as suggested by Bernhard Steffen [Ste91] and clarified by David A.
Schmidt [Sch98].

2.5 Specification-Based Testing

Specification-based testing is a type of testing in which a given specification, prefer-
ably a formal specification, is exploited during a testing procedure, in particular for
generating test cases and for evaluating the test outputs. Note that testing is the repet-
itive process of executing a program with predefined test cases and comparing the
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output of the execution to the expected output, aiming at detecting the discrepancies
between them.

The theoretical relationship between program verificationand specification-based
testing has been studied from as early as 1975 by John B. Goodenough and Susan
L. Gerhart [GG75]. They introduced three conditions that a ideal test-case-selection
criterion should satisfy: completeness, reliability and validity. A criterion iscomplete
if the error-free execution of a program over all the test cases generated based on the
criterion implies that no error exists in this program. A criterion isreliable if the result
of a testing is the same no matter which sets of the test cases are chosen among the
possible sets of test cases that can be generated by a criterion. A criterion isvalid
if test cases are sufficient to reveal any error of a program. If a test-case-selection
criterion under use satisfies these three conditions, testing a program is equivalent to
directly prove the correctness of a program. Goodenough andGerhart pointed out that
the the use of structure of a program, which is a common resource to measure the
degree of criterion quality in traditional white-box testing, is not sufficient to build a
test-case-selection criterion, and that a specification should be exploited instead.

Although Goodenough and Gerhart initiated the theory of specification-based test-
ing, they did not touch a practicability issue; in order to perform testing, the number
of test cases should be kept feasibly small. This issue was addressed by Gilles Bernot,
Marie Claude Gaudel and Bruno Marre [BGM91]. They exploitedthe concept of
testing hypothesesthat represent preconditions that are assumed to be true before per-
forming a testing. A rationale for it is that stronger testing hypotheses, in general,
reduce the number of test cases more aggressively. Reasonable testing hypotheses can
keep test cases small, while providing a user with considerable confidence in a tested
program.

Three kinds of testing hypotheses were suggested: a regularity hypothesis, a uni-
formity hypothesis and an oracle hypothesis. Aregularity hypothesisrestricts the com-
plexity of test cases to within a finite bound. In other words,if real test cases form a
regular pattern growing infinitely, only the first few parts are used as practical test
cases. Auniformity hypothesislets a single value to represent all values in the class
to which the selected value belongs. A uniformity hypothesis must be applied only
after classes are properly identified. Anoracle hypothesisdeals with a problem that
the equality between some type of values is not defined so thattesting the equality be-
tween those values can only be indirectly judged by their context; namely, the equality
can be inferred only if all the observable comparisons that involve those values return
that they are the same. The number of required comparisons is, in general, infeasibly
large. An oracle hypothesis prevents this heavy indirect equality judgment by defining
the appropriate equality between values of problematic types.

The use of a formal specification for testing is firstly appreciated by P.A.V Hall
in 1988 [Hal88]. Hall initiated the idea that a formal specification can help gener-
ate test cases automatically. Hall’s idea was elaborated and realized in various formal
specifications: algebraic specification by previously mentioned Bernot et al. [BGM91],
VDM [Jon90] by Dick and Favre [DF93], and Z [Dil94] by Hörcher and Peleska [HP95].
More recently, Khurshid et al. developed two specification-based-testing tools for Java
programs that automatically generate test cases and evaluate test results: TestEra [MK01]
and Korat [BKM02] where a specification is provided by Alloy [Jac02a, Jac02b] and
Java, respectively.
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Chapter 3

Program Debugging

As soon as we started programming, we found out to our surprise that
it wasn’t as easy to get programs right as we had thought. Debugging
had to be discovered. I can remember the exact instant when I realized
that a large part of my life from then on was going to be spent infinding
mistakes in my own programs.

— Maurice Vincent Wilkes,
Inaugural Lecture, “The Design and Use of the EDSAC”,

Digital Computer Museum, 1979.

Program debugging is the act ofsearchingerrors (aka bugs) of a computer program
andrepairing the found errors. Note that a computer program is considerederroneous
if it does not behave as intended. There are two sub-acts involved in searching errors:
recognizingerrors andlocalizing the sources of errors such as program points from
which errors propagate.

The most common method used to recognize errors in a program is program test-
ing. Recall that program testing is the repetitive process of executing a program with
the aim of recognizing its errors. The continuing popularity of program testing is ow-
ing to its simplicity of use. However, in general, it is impossible to recognize all errors
only by program testing. The test cases get infeasibly largeand often infinite in most
programs.

Program verification is also used for error recognition. Recall that program verifi-
cation is the act of proving or disproving that a program behaves according to a given
specification. A program that fails in verification is likelyto contain errors.1 In ad-
dition, some program-verification tools generate counterexamples that can be used in
localizing the source of the errors in the next step of debugging.

Once errors are recognized, one needs to localize the sources of the errors before
repairing them. This is quite a challenging job particularly when the source of an error
is located far from the spot where the symptom of the error is observed. Also, this
requires substantial amount of human activities. A programmer should understand the
type of an error, the structure of a program and sometimes even hardware specifics.
There have been suggested numerous methods that can help a programmer to localize
the sources of errors systematically with the help of computers.

1A verification failure may be reported spuriously if a verification system is incomplete.
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The last step of program debugging is to repair errors. The spectrum of a repair
varies from a local modification to the complete revision of aprogram, depending
on the characters of errors. It is also worthwhile to note that, in general, a repair may
induce other unexpected errors (i.e., side effects). Therefore even after repairing all the
found errors in one debugging session, one has to repeat the above program debugging
procedure until no more errors are recognized.

The research on program debugging is centered around recognizing errors and
localizing the sources of errors. Repairing errors is, in general, considered to depend
mostly on human creativity. With regard to recognizing errors, program verification
has already been presented in Section 2. Specification-based testing, probably the
most rigorous way of testing, has also been explained in Section 2.5. In this section,
we describe the issue of localizing the sources of errors. Some notable methods useful
for localizing the sources of errors are presented: cyclic debugging, reverse execution,
program slicing, and mechanical debugging.

3.1 Cyclic Debugging

Localizing the source of an error with a typical debugger (i.e., a debugging tool) is
performed as follows: A user (1) guesses a source of an error,and sets a breakpoint
there, and then (2) restarts the debugging session and examines the program state at
the breakpoint to decide whether the breakpoint is really the source of an error. A
user (3) repeats step (1) and (2) until the source of an errorsis localized. This pattern
of debugging is often calledcyclic debugging(aka traditional debugging). Cyclic
debugging has been practiced from the advent of a modern digital interactive computer.
And even today’s most debuggers for modern high-level programming languages such
as Java is still designed to perform cyclic debugging.

Despite its pervasive use, some problems of cyclic debugging have been contin-
uously pointed out. First, cyclic debugging usually takes substantial time, not only
because a user has to iteratively restart a debugging session until to locate the source
of an error, but also because (s)he often makes wrong guesses. Second, its iterative
pattern of debugging requires a program behavior to be reproducible, but the program
behavior of a non-deterministic program, such as a multi-threaded program, cannot be
reproducible merely by restarting its debugging session.

There have been two approaches to address these problems of cyclic debugging.
One approach is to come up with a new debugging paradigm such as algorithmic de-
bugging (see Section 3.4). The other approach is to make the program behavior of a
non-deterministic program reproducible. This reproduction of program behaviors is
often calledreplay.

Mostly, monitoring [PN81] has been used for the replay of non-deterministic pro-
grams such as distributed programs and multi-threaded programs. Monitoring is the
act of gathering necessary information while executing a program for various purposes
such as debugging, measuring performance and so on. Early work on replay in dis-
tributed programs with message-passing [Han70] gathered the contents of messages
and their timestamps [CW82]. Similarly, in distributed programs with shared vari-
ables, changes of shared-variable values were kept track of[MC88].
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One of major concerns in implementing replay is to keep the size of information
gathered as small as possible. This memory-efficiency has been improved in subse-
quent works by gathering only theorder of access to shared variables [LMC87], or the
thread-schedulingorder along with instruction counters that mark the points where
context switches occur [RC96,CS98].

3.2 Reverse Execution

Reverse executionis executing a program in reverse along its execution path. Reverse
execution helps a user to watch naturally what happened in the past. As a result, a user
can trace the error back to its source, not having to repeatedly restart the debugging
session as is the case of cyclic debugging (see subsection 3.1). Several methods have
been suggested to realize reverse execution such as state saving, incremental tracing,
checkpointing, and reverse-code generation.

State savingwas used in the first reverse-execution-supporting debugger, EX-
DAMS introduced by Balzer in 1969 [Bal69]. EXDAMS gathers all the variable-value
changes and all the control choices that take place during the execution of a program,
and uses them for reverse execution. The clear drawback of state saving is that memory
is likely to be exhausted even before reverse execution becomes necessary.

Barton P. Miller and Jong-Deok Choi introduced a memory-reduction technique
namedincremental tracing[MC88]. The basic idea of incremental tracing is to divide
a program into several blocks calledemulation blocks, and then, in the end of every
emulation block, to gather the difference of values from those in the beginning of the
emulation block. This makes it possible to jump back over emulation blocks along
the execution path of a program. Finer-grained reverse execution inside an emulation
block can be achieved on an on-demand basis as follows. An emulation block is re-
executedin debugging timewhile gathering the changes inside the emulation block,
and used the gathered information for finer-grained reverseexecution. This style of
reverse execution assumes that program behaviors are reproducible by re-execution,
and this assumption can be achieved by employing one of replay methods introduced
in subsection 3.1.

Similarly to incremental tracing,checkpointing, introduced in the IGOR debugger
of Stuart I. Feldman and Channing B. Brown [FB89], gathers the changes of values
every periodic point called checkpoint. The difference from incremental tracing is the
way to perform finer-grained reverse execution. After jumping back to the nearest
checkpoint, instead of gathering the changes between two adjacent checkpoints (i.e.,
inside an emulation block, in the term of incremental tracing), the portion of a program
starting from the nearest checkpoint is re-executed until to reach the previous program
point where a user wants to go back. The replay method explained in Section 3.1 is
used to reproduce the same execution path as in the past.

Incremental tracing and checkpointing, in general, allow for more lengthy program
execution than state saving. However, memory usage is stillproportional to the length
of execution, in common with state saving.

Reverse-code generationcan address this problem; executing reverse code restores
the previous states of a program, avoiding gathering the changes of values. The ideal
reverse code uses only the current state to compute the previous state. If one succeeds
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to attain this ideal reverse code, the memory usage does not depend on the execution
length, unlike state saving, incremental tracing and checkpointing; only a constant
amount of memory is used to hold reverse code. However one cannot always come
up with ideal reverse code and it may be necessary to gather the changes of values
occasionally. Naturally the major challenge of reverse-code generation is to generate
ideal reverse code as much as possible and to gather the changes of values as little
as possible. In most of the literature, onlyself-defined assignments(i.e., assignments
where the same variable is used in both sides of the assignments, e.g.,x:=x+1) are used
to generate reverse code [Flo67b, BM99, CPF99]. For example, the reverse code of
x:=x+1 is x:=x-1.

Recently, Tankut Akgul and Vincent J. Mooney III suggested away to generate
reverse code beyond self-defined assignments [AM02, AM04].Their reverse-code-
generation method performs static analysis to compute reverse code for each procedure
in a program. Their static analysis restores basically two kinds of information: (1) the
previous program points and (2) the previous variable values.

The previous program points can be restored by analyzing thepredicates that
should hold when a specific execution path is chosen. Two types of information, con-
trol predicates appearing in a program, and loop counters, instrumented in the loops of
a program to count the number of iterations of each loop, can be used for this purpose.

Meanwhile the previous variable values are restored using two techniques,redefi-
nition andextraction-from-use.2 State saving is used only if neither of the techniques
is applicable. The following is the description of each technique:

Redefinition: The redefinition technique restores the previous value of a variable us-
ing the nearest reaching definitions of the variable. Assuming that all the values
used in the right-hand side of the nearest reaching definition of variablex are al-
ready restored, re-executing the nearest reaching definition restores the previous
value ofx.

Extraction-from-use: The extraction-from-use technique exploits the followingfact:
Let x be a variable one wants to recover andy be a variable that one knows the
value of. Let us also assume an injective functiony=f(x) such that the inverse
function f −1 is either derivable through the analysis of a program or defined by
a user. Then one can restore the value ofx throughx:=f −1(y).

3.3 Program Slicing

Program slicingis an act of collecting parts (usually represented by their line numbers)
of a program relevant to the computation of the variable value of interest at the program
point of interest. These relevant parts are calledprogram slices. Parti of a program is
considered relevant (i.e., a program slice) if either a possible initialization or update of
a value oni may affect the variable value of interest (i.e., the variable valueof interest
is data-dependenton i), or the reachability to the program point of interest may depend
on i (i.e., the program point of interest iscontrol-dependenton i).

Program slicing is quite useful for debugging. Program slicing helps programmers
to focus on the parts that may relate to the source of an error,ignoring the irrelevant

2Akgul and Mooney originally used the terms ‘redefine technique’ and ‘extract-from-use technique’.
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parts. The idea of program slicing was used for debugging as early as 1969 in the
first reverse-execution-supporting debugger EXDAMS [Bal69], although only data-
dependence was exploited there. In EXDAMS, program slicingwas used to help a
user to expedite the process of localizing the source of an error when executing a
program in reverse in debugging time. This combination of reverse execution and
program slicing has been advocated in subsequent debuggers[ADS93,AMP04].

The term program slicing was introduced by Mark Weiser in 1979 [Wei79,Wei81].
By program slicing, Weiser meant source-level program transformation based onstatic
analysis, where the transformed program consists of program slices.This program
slicing of Weiser was distinguished asstatic program slicingby Bogdan Korel and
Janusz W. Laski to introducedynamic program slicingthat exploits runtime informa-
tion [KL88].

Three methods are mostly used to calculate program slices: data-flow analysis,
information-flow analysis and program-dependence-graph calculation. Weiser used
data-flow analysisbased on the control-flow graph [Wei81]. Jean-Francois Bergeretti
and Bernard A. Carré used syntax-directedinformation-flow analysis[BC85]. Karl
J. Ottenstein and Linda M. Ottenstein extracted program slices from a pre-calculated
program-dependence graph. A program-dependence graph consists of nodes repre-
senting statements or expressions of a given program, and two kinds of edges rep-
resenting data-dependence and control-dependence, respectively. [OO84]. Then pro-
gram slices are composed of the nodes reachable from the nodecorresponding to the
program point of interest.

James R. Lyle and Mark Weiser introducedprogram dicingas an application of
program slicing [LW87]. Program dicing calculates the difference between the pro-
gram slices relevant to an incorrect output-variable and a correct output-variable, re-
spectively. Note that an output-variable is considered correct if its value passes the
testing oracle in the end of a program; otherwise an output-variable is considered in-
correct. The program slices that remains after program dicing is, in general, smaller
than the original program slices relevant to an incorrect output-variable. Therefore
chances are that program dicing narrows down the parts that may relate to the source
of the incorrect output. However, program dicing may removeeven critical program
slices related to the source of the incorrect output. This may happen when a seemingly
correct output-variable is actually incorrect due to an improper testing oracle.

The program dicing of Lyle and Weiser is based onstatic program slices. The
difference between two groups of static program slices of a correct output-variable and
an incorrect output-variable, respectively, is calculated. A clear drawback of thisstatic
program dicing method is thatall output-variables may be conservatively considered
incorrect; one possible failing execution is enough to tag avariable incorrect.

T. Y. Chen and Y. Y. Cheung introduceddynamic program dicingto address this
problem [CC93]. Dynamic program dicing usesdynamicprogram slices instead of
static program slices. Hence, the same output-variable canbe viewed as either correct
or incorrect depending on its execution path.
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3.4 Mechanical Debugging

There has been research on mechanizing the procedure to localize the sources of errors.
The goal of this research is to lead a user to the sources of errors withminimumhuman
effort. Ehud Y. Shapiro is one of the pioneers of this research.Algorithmic debugging,
introduced by him in 1982, can localize a problematicproceduremechanically in the
situations such as when a program terminates with an unexpected output, and when a
program does not terminate within a certain bound [Sha82]. Shapiro mainly targeted
logic programs, in particular Prolog programs, but it was also mentioned that the basic
idea of algorithmic debugging was not restricted to specificprogramming languages.

In algorithmic debugging, the candidates for the source of an error (i.e., a prob-
lematic procedure in this case) are narrowed down by consecutive questions asked by
the system and answers to them of a user. Algorithmic debugging maintains a compu-
tation tree whose nodes are procedure calls invoked during the execution of a program,
placing sub-procedure calls at child nodes.

When a program terminates with an unexpected output, the computation tree of
a program is explored to find the lowest node corresponding tothe procedure that
behaves unexpectedly (i.e., the procedure that propagatesthe unexpected output). The
exploration proceeds in a top-down manner; only sub-trees (i.e., sub-procedure calls)
that return an unexpected output are further explored untilthe lowest node is found.

When a program does not terminate within a certain bound,3 two consecutive pro-
cedure calls,call(p) andcall(q), that violate the user-defined well-founded ordering4

are searched for. Ifcall(q) returns an unexpected output, the sub-tree rooted atcall(q)
is explored to find the source of an error.

Recently, in 1999, Andreas Zeller introduceddelta debugging[Zel99,ZH02]. Delta
debugging compares two kinds of testing cases: a passing test case and a failing test
case. A passing test case is the one that passes a testing oracle, and a failing test case is
the one that fails to pass testing oracle. The difference between two test cases is likely
to cause the testing to fail. Delta debugging automaticallyfinds this difference. If
test cases are two programs, a correct program and an incorrect program, respectively,
chances are that the difference between them is the source of an error.

Thomas Ball, Mayur Naik and Sriram K. Rajamani in Microsoft [BNR03]5, and
Alex Groce and Willem Visser in NASA [GV03] separately transferred the idea of
delta debugging to their model checkers around the same time. The differences be-
tween correct traces and counterexamples (i.e., incorrecttraces) are reported as suspi-
cious sources of an error.

3The depth of a computation tree is used in [Sha82].
4A well-founded ordering on setS is an irreflexive and transitive binary relation onS that has no

infinite descending sequences.
5Naik was on visit to Microsoft for his internship.



Chapter 4

Bounded Symbolic Execution

The limits of your language are the limits of your world.

— Ludwig Wittgenstein,
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,

London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1961.

Symbolic execution provides a framework in which one can naturally perform var-
ious verification methods such as the mechanical application of Floyd-Hoare logic,
abstract interpretation and specification-based testing.The good news is that symbolic
execution is now more tractable than before owing to recent significant progress in
program model checking and automated theorem proving.

In this chapter, we present an overview of our symbolic execution method over
pointer-data structures that can guarantee sound verification result within a bounded
domain, and that does not suffer from spurious counterexamples. We give an intro-
duction to symbolic execution (Section 4.1), and describe various symbolic execution
methods over pointer-data structures including our lazierinitialization (Section 4.2),
and introduce our heap-structurally bounded symbolic execution (Section 4.3), and
explain our implementation (Section 4.5), and discuss future work (Section 4.6).

4.1 Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution was introduced by James C. King in 1976 asan enhanced testing
technique [Kin76]. Symbolic execution refers to the execution of a procedure over
symbolicinput-data represented by symbols as well as concrete input-data. In sym-
bolic execution, a large, possibly infinite, number of test cases consisting of concrete
input-data can be substituted by one test case consisting ofsymbolic input-data.

The use of symbolic input-data may induce non-deterministic execution paths.
Figure 4.1 shows an example. When variablex and variabley refer to their sym-
bolic input-data represented byα andβ, respectively, the execution paths diverge after
the if-statements in line 2 and line 4 according to the relationship betweenα andβ.
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1 foo ( int x , int y ) {
2 i f (x<y ) {
3 x:=x−1;
4 i f (x>y ) {
5 y:=y+1;
6 }
7 else {
8 y:=y−1;
9 }

10 }
11 else {
12 x:=y+1;
13 }
14 }

(a) Example procedure

2 2

123

4 4

8An infeasible path!

x= α − 1, y= β

Φ = α < β ∧ α − 1 ≤ β

x= α, y= β

Φ = α ≥ β

x= α, y= β

Φ = true

x= α, y= β

Φ = α < β

x= α − 1, y= β

Φ = α < β

x= α − 1, y= β

Φ = α < β ∧ α − 1 > β

x= α − 1, y= β − 1

Φ = α < β ∧ α − 1 ≤ β

x= β + 1, y= β

Φ = α ≥ β

(b) The symbolic execution tree of the left example. Variable
x andy are initialized to symbolic valueα andβ, respectively.
Φ in the nodes and line numbers on the edges represent a path
condition and line numbers of the left example, respectively.

Figure 4.1: Symbolic execution

This possible existence of non-deterministic execution paths can be expressed with
a tree calledsymbolic execution treeas shown in Figure 4.1(b). Symbolic execution
can be understood as the exploration of a symbolic executiontree.

A path condition, a relationship between symbols, is maintained for every execu-
tion path. Path conditionΦ of execution pathπ indicates thatπ can be executed only
if inputs satisfyΦ. Therefore, a path condition effectively represents the domains of
inputs.

Initially, there exists a unique path condition whose valueis true, effectively in-
dicating that each symbol represents all values of its type.Whenever a conditional
branch such as an if-statement and a while-statement is encountered during the sym-
bolic execution, the extra condition that distinguishes the branch from the others is
conjoined to the existing path condition.

Path conditions are used to filter outinfeasible execution pathsduring symbolic
execution. If the path condition of an execution pathπ becomes invalid, there is no
need to keep executingπ because no input-data can execute it. For example, in Fig-
ure 4.1(b), a path condition at the leftmost node,α < β ∧ α − 1 > β, is invalid, hence
this path is executed no more.

Symbolic execution of King also adopted some special statements for the sake of
program specification and verification:ASSUME ψ andPROVE ψ, whereψ represents an
expression. InsertingASSUME ψ1 before a statementC and PROVE ψ2 after C corre-
sponds to installing{ψ1}C{ψ2} of Floyd-Hoare logic. Symbolic execution effectively
calculates the strongest postcondition ofC, under the assumption thatψ1 holds in the
beginning of the execution,1 and checks that this calculated strongest postcondition

1As a result, statementASSUME ψ1 conjoinsψ1 to the path condition of the current execution path.
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is stronger thanψ2. Typically, an assume-statement is inserted in the beginning of a
procedure and a prove-statement is inserted in the end of a procedure. Then the root of
a symbolic execution tree refers to the assume-statement, and every leaf of the feasible
symbolic execution path refers to the assert-statement. One can say that a given pro-
cedure satisfies its specification if the path condition and the state of a program at the
end of every symbolic execution path satisfies the expression of the prove-statement.

This assume-statement and prove-statement also make it possible to perform mod-
ular reasoning [HK76]; that is, a sub-procedure call is simulated using its assume-
statement and prove-statement, instead of executing the body of the sub-procedure.
ASSUME ψ at the beginning of sub-proceduref indicates thatψ must be satisfied before
f is called. Therefore the current path condition and the state of a program must sat-
isfy ψ to enter f . Meanwhile,PROVE ψ at the end of sub-proceduref indicates thatψ
holds whenf is returned. Instead of executing the body off , ψ is added to the current
path condition before returning to the caller off . It is also necessary to assign fresh
symbols to variables that may be modified during a sub-procedure call.

The biggest problem of symbolic execution may be a fact that,more often than
not, a symbol execution tree growsinfinite. In particular, a loop statement often causes
an infinite symbolic execution tree.

King suggested, together with Sideny L. Hantler, a solutionto this problem. Their
solution requires to tag a loop invariant for each loop in a given program [HK76].
They assumed that a user insertsASSERT ψ,2 whereψ denotes a user-provided loop
invariant that is expected to hold, at the beginning of each loop-body. Each of this
inserted assert-statements are calledcut. Based on the cuts,cut-tree is defined as a
finite symbolic execution tree. The root of a cut-tree is either the assume-statement at
the beginning of a given procedure or one of the cuts. The leafof a cut-tree is the prove-
statement at the end of a given procedure, or one of the cuts, or the end of infeasible
symbolic execution path. Note that afinite number of cut-trees are constructed from a
given program.
ASSERT ψ at each cut denotesASSUME ψ or PROVE ψ, depending on whereASSERT

ψ is located.ASSERT ψ at the beginning of a cut-tree is consideredASSUME ψ. On the
other hand,ASSERT ψ at the end of a cut-tree is consideredPROVE ψ. Then it is enough
to check the satisfiability of all the cut-trees to show that agiven procedure satisfies its
specification.

One drawback of this solution is that providing loop invariants is often a non-trivial
burden to a user.

Another problem of the symbolic execution of King is thatpointer-data structures,
such as lists and trees, cannot be handled. Symbolic values cannot be used for pointer-
data structures in the same way as scalar variables, since the behavior of a program is
affected not only by the control of a program but also by the shapeof a pointer-data
structure.

Recent significant progress in program model checkers and automated theorem
provers has made symbolic execution more tractable than before [KPV03, GTS06,
DLR06]. A symbolic execution tree is naturally explored with the help of a pro-
gram model checker such as JPF [VHB+03], XRT [GTS06] and Bogor [RDH03]. In

2ASSERT ψ denotesASSUME ψ or PROVE ψ, depending on whereASSERT ψ is located. The detail is
explained in the next paragraph.
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addition, these model checkers can display a counterexample (e.g., an erroneous ex-
ecution path) when an abnormality is detected. The underlying model checkers also
make it easy to extend the use of symbolic execution to concurrent programs. On
the other hand, automated theorem provers, such as Omega library [KMP+95], Sim-
plify [DNS05], CVC Lite [BB04] and ZAP [BLM05], are used to filter out infeasible
symbolic execution paths and assert postconditions.

4.2 Symbolic Execution over Pointer-Data Structures

In this section, several symbolic execution methods that can handle pointer-data struc-
tures are presented:3 lazy initialization, term-based symbolic execution, symbolic ex-
ecution with separation logic and our lazier initialization.

1 c l a s s Node {
2 int i ;
3 Node next ;
4 }
5
6 foo (Node o ) {
7 while ( o!=Null ) {
8 o:=o . next ;
9 }

10 }

(a) Example program
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(b) The symbolic execution tree of the left example. A
question mark and a diagonal line indicate an uninitial-
ized value andNull, respectively.

Figure 4.2: Lazy initialization

Sarfraz Khurshid, Corina Păsăreanu and Willem Visser introducedlazy initializa-
tion to perform symbolic execution over pointer-data structures [KPV03]. In lazy ini-
tialization, symbolic execution can be started with all variables uninitialized. When an
uninitialized scalar variable is first accessed during symbolic execution, its value is ini-
tialized to a symbolic value represented by a unique symbol.On the other hand, when
an uninitialized pointerp is first accessed, its value is initialized to one the following:

1. Null,

2. One of non-null objects in the current heap whose type is compatible with the
type of p, or

3. A fresh non-null object of the type ofp.

3Arrays can be handled in a similar way to pointer-data structures. More description of arrays can be
found in Chapter 9.
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A symbolic execution path diverges afterp is initialized. That is, a symbolic execution
tree branches not only by conditional statements but also bythe statement that accesses
an uninitialized pointer. Figure 4.2 is an example that shows how lazy initialization
branches in a symbolic execution tree.

Note that the value of every pointer is a symbolic address; the set consisting of the
symbolic addresses of all the pointers of a given procedure represents all the possible
sets of concrete addresses that form the same shape as the symbolic addresses.

This lazy initialization of Khurshid et al. was implementedon top of model-
checker Java PathFinder (JPF) [VHB+03], targeting Java programs. A given Java pro-
gram is instrumented so that lazy initialization can take place instead of usual Java
operations.

Wolfgang Grieskamp, Nikolai Tillmann and Wolfram Schulte introducedterm-
based symbolic execution[GTS06]. In term-based symbolic execution, a logicalterm,
instead of a singleton symbol, is assigned to a pointer. Roughly speaking, a logical
term can represent a set of constants, such as integers and types, or a field map that
maintains the mapping from each pointer to its feasible values also represented by a
term.

This term-based symbolic execution was implemented on top of program model
checker XRT as its extension named XRTS. XRT supports the interpretation of the
programs in Common Intermediate Language (CIL), the intermediate language for
.NET languages such as C#. XRTS provides symbolic interpretation modules for the
CIL instructions whose symbolic semantics are different from its concrete semantics.

Josh Berdine, Cristiano Calcagno and Peter W. O’Hearn introduced symbolic ex-
ecution over separation logic [BCO05, BCO06]. As mentionedin Section 2.2, sep-
aration logic is an extension of Floyd-Hoare logic specialized for pointer-data struc-
tures. As in XRTS, a logical term is used to represent the value of a variable and a
pointer. The symbolic-execution rules and the proof systemthat manipulate formu-
lae in separation logic were presented [BCO05], and implemented in the Smallfoot
tool [BCO06]. Smallfoot takes as input very simple imperative language supporting
pointer-data structures. For the sake of automation, it is only allowed to specify the
shape of pointer-data structures, ignoring their contents.

We introduce an improved lazy initialization dubbedlazier initialization. As in
lazy initialization, symbolic execution can be started with all variables uninitialized,
and an uninitialized scalar variable value is initialized to a symbolic value represented
by a unique symbol. However, unlike lazy initialization, the value of uninitialized
pointerp is initialized to one of the following whenp is first accessed during symbolic
execution:

1. Null,

2. asummary objectthat represents (1) non-null objects in the current heap whose
type, region version, and context version are compatible with p, or (2) a fresh
non-null object of the typep.

A region version and a context version are tagged on each object to exclude unneces-
sary objects from the set of objects a summary object represents. The detailed descrip-
tions of them are in Section 9.4.1 and Section 9.4.2.
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The value of summary objects is concretized to one of the valuess represents,
whens is accessed for one of the following reasons:

1. To use the value of a pointers represents.

2. To compareswith another non-null object.

3. To passs to a sub-procedure as its parameter.

1 c l a s s Node {
2 int i ;
3 Node next ;
4 }
5
6 foo (Node o ) {
7 while ( o!=Null ) {
8 o:=o . next ;
9 }

10 }

(a) Example program

o = ?

o = Null

7 7

8 8

8

?

8 8

? ?

??

? ? ? ?

(b) The symbolic execution tree of the left example. A ques-
tion mark, a diagonal line and a cloud indicate an uninitialized
value,Null and a summary object, respectively.

Figure 4.3: Lazier initialization

Figure 4.3 exhibits that lazier initialization constructsa smaller symbolic execution
tree than the one of Figure 4.2 constructed by lazy initialization on the same example
procedure.4 Note that, in Figure 4.3, a cloud indicates asummary object.

(a) Lazy initialization

or

(b) Lazier initialization

Figure 4.4: Lazy initialization vs. lazier initialization

4It is assumed that a symbolic execution tree is restricted tobe finite using some finitization technique
such as bounding explained in Section 4.3.
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Unless a summary object is accessed for one of the above threereasons, the ini-
tialization of a pointer that occurs in lazy initializationdoes not occur in lazier ini-
tialization. Even when a summary object is concretized, theinitialization of a pointer
in lazier initialization is delayed further than in lazy initialization. Either way, lazier
initialization requires a smaller number of states than lazy initialization as illustrated
in Figure 4.4.

A summary object corresponds to a term of term-based symbolic execution and
symbolic execution with separation logic. In fact, a term may not be concretized when
a summary is concretized in lazier initialization, as a result, leading to a smaller sym-
bolic execution tree.

However, the use of terms is likely to increase the dependency on an underlying
theorem prover. Note that theorem proving is still computationally expensive despite
its recent advances.5 In term-based symbolic execution, the state of a program isim-
plicitly recorded in terms and their enclosing formulae. Therefore,it is often necessary
to invoke a theorem prover to perform unification of terms to proceed with the execu-
tion of a program. On the other hand, in lazier initialization, the state of a program is
explicitly maintained. For example, every pointer except for a summaryobject points
to its value (i.e., address) as in conventional execution. Asummary object is also
concretized if the distinction between its possible valuesis necessary. Hence lazier
initialization does not invoke a theorem prover to proceed with the execution of a pro-
gram.

It is also worthwhile to note that maintaining the state of a program explicitly as
in lazier (and also lazy) initialization helps one to perform heap-structure bounding
presented in the next section.

4.3 Heap-Structurally Bounded Symbolic Execution

In this section, we present our heap-structurally bounded symbolic execution over
pointer-data structures to handle a large (possibly infinite) symbolic execution tree,
without requiring a user to provide loop invariants in order to perform fully automatic
analysis. However, before that, we briefly review the existing methods.

Loop boundinghas been mostly used when a user opts for not providing loop
invariants; the body of a loop is iterated only a finite numberof times. To practice loop
bounding, usually a given program is translated into a non-loop program where every
loop-statement is replaced by a series of if-statements.

Recent use of (automata-based) model checkers for symbolicexecution [KPV03,
GTS06,DLR06] makes it possible to use varioussearch strategiesof a model checker.
Depth-first search with iterative deepening, where an increasingly large number is as-
signed to the maximum length of an execution path, effectively practices loop bound-
ing. Breadth-first search and various heuristic searches can also be used as alternatives.

Subsumption checkcan finitize the length ofsomesymbolic execution paths whose
length is originally infinite [GTS06, XMSN05, APV06]. That is, if a states of a pro-
gram is subsumed by one of the already visited states of a program, there is no need to
keep track of the symbolic execution path behinds. However, subsumption check by

5Section 9.5 shows that theorem proving time is more than halfof the total verification time even in
lazier initialization.
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itself is not enough to finitizeall possible symbolic execution paths since a symbolic
execution path may consist of an infinite number of states that cannot be subsumed by
one of the previous states. To address this problem, Saswat Anand et al. combined
subsumption check with theabstraction techniquefor singly linked lists6 well-studied
in the area of shape analysis [APV06]. That is, the abstraction technique for singly
linked lists is applied to each state of a program before subsumption check is per-
formed. Note that, due to the information loss by abstraction, stateσ may not be
reached unfairly if one of previous states ofσ is subsumed by its previous state during
symbolic execution.

We introduceheap-structurally bounded symbolic executionwhere a bound is set
on a heap structure (i.e., a pointer-data structure),7 instead of a control structure. That
is, pointer-data structures whose sizes are only within theuser-provided bound are sub-
ject to symbolic execution.8 The rationale behind bounding the pointer-data structures
is that, in general, the procedure that handles pointer-data structures tends to terminate
its symbolic execution in finite time if the sizes of pointer-data structures are bounded.
Only if this bounding of the pointer-data structures does not lead to the termination of
a given program, we rely on loop bounding.

1 c l a s s Node {
2 int i ;
3 Node next ;
4 }
5
6 foo (Node o ) {
7 while ( o!=Null ) {
8 o:=o . next ;
9 }

10 }

(a) Example program
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(b) The symbolic execution tree of the left example. A ques-
tion mark, a diagonal line and a cloud indicate an uninitialized
value,Null and a summary pointer respectively.

Figure 4.5: Heap-structurally bounded symbolic execution

We perform heap-structure bounding by limiting the number of times uninitialized
pointers are initialized along a linear chain of objects. Figure 4.5 illustrates how our
heap-structurally bounded symbolic execution works. The bound of initialization is
tagged at every uninitialized pointer and summary object asshown in Figure 4.5(b).
Whenever an uninitialized pointer tagged with a boundk (wherek > 0) is initialized
to a summary object, this summary object is tagged with a bound k. And then when a
fresh non-null object is concretized from the summary object tagged with a boundk, a

6A series of nodes of a linked list referred by no variable is summarized to one summary node.
7To avoid the confusion with a heapdata structurepointer-data structure is used in the sequel.
8The difference from bounded exhaustive testing used in TestEra [MK01] and Korat [BKM02] is

presented below.
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boundk− 1 is tagged on this fresh non-null object. If a summary objectis tagged with
zero, its concretization to a fresh non-null object is prohibited.

Our heap-structurally bounded symbolic execution iscomplete(e.g., no spurious
error is reported) butunsound(e.g., there may be unrecognized errors) analysis as
shown in Section 4.4. The same is also true of the existing symbolic-execution-based
analyses reviewed earlier. However, there are two contrasting points:

1. Thecontrol structureof a program is bounded when loop bounding or one of
model checker’s search strategies is used, with the explicit (in loop bounding)
or implicit (in model checking) translation into a non-loopprogram assumed.
Generally, bounding a user-visible structure (e.g., a pointer-data structure9) pro-
vides a higher level of confidence in a program than bounding aprogram-internal
structure (e.g., a control structure).

2. Our heap-structurally bounded symbolic execution is (relatively) sound within a
bounded domain. The verification result is true of all the pointer-data structures
within a given bound of pointer-data structures and rarely the control structure.
However, a similar argument cannot be applied to abstract subsumption check.

The idea of heap-structure bounding is found in the literature as early as 1979 [JM79].
Niel D. Jones and Steven S. Muchnick introducedk-limited graph similar to our heap-
structure bounding. However, it was used for a different application (i.e., program
optimization) in a different way (i.e., conservative static analysis).

Bounded exhaustive testing used in TestEra [MK01] and Korat[BKM02] shares
similarities with our heap-structurally bounded symbolicexecution. In bounded ex-
haustive testing, pointer-data structures whose sizes arewithin the user-provided bound
are generated as test cases based on the user-provided specification of a procedure.
Testing these test cases provides more or less the same levelof confidence for a user
as our bounded symbolic execution. However bounded exhaustive testing lacks the
flexibility of specifications symbolic execution enjoys. That is, in symbolic execu-
tion, specifications (more specifically, assume-statements) are used only tofilter out
unnecessarycases. Meanwhile, in bounded exhaustive testing, specifications are used
to construct necessarycases. Therefore, a user must provide a detailed specification
enough to be able to generate all necessary test cases of bounded exhaustive testing,
while symbolic execution can be started even without a specification.

The comparison with other related verification tools is briefly described in Sec-
tion 9.6.

4.4 Soundness and Completeness

As mentioned in the previous section, our bounded lazier initialization (BLI) is un-
sound and complete as to its verification result. This unsoundness/completeness is
contrary to the usual approach of verification methods that put higher priority on
soundness than on completeness. Our method guarantees, instead of sound verification
result, no spurious error reports, that is, sound error-finding result. Hence probably it

9Assume that the procedure under symbolic execution takes a pointer-data structure as its parameter.
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would be more appropriate to discuss soundness and completeness in the aspect of
error finding.

As to an error-finding result, BLI is, in general, sound and incomplete. That is, if
an error is found by symbolic execution implementing BLI, this error can take place in
a concrete execution. And even if an error can take place in a concrete execution, this
error may not be found by symbolic execution implementing BLI.

More specifically, BLI is sound under the following assumptions:

1. The underlying theorem prover can tell all infeasible path conditions.

2. Specifications of methods are reliable.

The first assumption is necessary to exclude the case where a spurious error over an
infeasible path is reported. The second assumption is required to exclude the case an
error is reported due to an unreliable method specification.

Although BLI is, in general, incomplete, it can be shown to becomplete under the
following restrictive assumptions:

1. The length of every possible execution path is finite.

2. A bound in use is sufficiently large.

3. Specifications of methods are precise enough.

In order to satisfy the second assumption, one should be ableto infer the maximum
bound, which is one of our future work.

Soundness and completeness can be proved using simulationsgenerally defined as
below:10

Definition 4.4.1 (Simulation)
For Kripke structuresA = 〈ΣA,→A〉 andC = 〈ΣC,→C〉, a binary relation,R ⊆
ΣA × ΣC, is a simulation ofA by C, writtenA CR C, if for everya ∈ ΣA, c ∈ ΣC,

if aR c anda →A a′, then there existsc′ ∈ ΣC such that
c→C c′ anda′ R c′.

Let ΣA be a set of states including heap configurations, andΣC a set of sets of
states also including heap configurations. Meanwhile let→A be a transition relation
that satisfiessA →A s′A such thatsA, s′A ∈ ΣA and s′A is reachable fromsA by
executing the instruction at the current program point during our symbolic execution
implementing BLI. Also let→C be a transition relation that satisfiesSC →C S′C such
that SC,S′C ∈ ΣC and for everys ∈ SC there existss′ ∈ S′C that is reachable from
s by executing the instruction at the current program point during a usual concrete
execution. Overall, Kripke structureA represents a state transition system of our
symbolic execution, and Kripke structureC aset-of-statestransition system of a usual
concrete execution.

Soundness can be shown by provingA CRS C for a certainRS, and completeness
by C CRK A for a certainRK :

10Definition 4.4.1 is paraphrased from an article by Schmidt [Sch99].
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Theorem 4.4.1 (Soundness)
Our symbolic execution implementing BLI is sound in the sense of bug finding under
the following assumptions:

1. The underlying theorem prover can tell all infeasible path conditions.

2. Specifications of methods are reliable.

Proof. Let aRS c be defined asc = γ(a) whereγ is a concretization function;γ gets
an abstract state and returns all the concrete states that can be represented by a given
abstract state. Then it is not difficult to showA CRS C for every instruction. �

Theorem 4.4.2 (Completeness)
Our symbolic execution implementing BLI is complete in the sense of bug finding
under the following assumptions:

1. The length of every possible execution path is finite.

2. A bound in use is sufficiently large.

3. Specifications of methods are precise enough.

Proof. Let aRK c be defined asc ⊆ γ(a) whereγ is a concretization function. Then it
is not difficult to showC CRK A for every instruction. �

4.5 Implementation

We developed the tool Kiasan in which lazier initializationand heap-structure bound-
ing are implemented. Kiasan runs on top of model checker Bogor [RDH03] so that
some functionalities of model checkers such as state-spaceexploration and counterex-
ample generation can be easily used for symbolic execution.Kiasan is targeted at the
symbolic execution of Java programs. Similarly to XRTS, we provide the concrete and
symbolic interpretation modules for the programs in Bytecode, the intermediate lan-
guage of Java. Meanwhile, in order to filter out infeasible symbolic execution paths,
either of two automated theorem provers, CVC Lite [BB04] andSimplify [DNS05], is
used.

The specification framework similar to the Java Modeling Language [LBR06] is
supported in Kiasan, instead of directly inserting a assume-statement and a prove-
statement inside a procedure as in the original symbolic execution of King. That is,
the precondition and postcondition of a procedure can be annotated alongside the dec-
laration of a procedure.11 The specification language of Kiasan is, roughly speaking,
quantifier-free first-order logic. Kiasan allows a user to program predicates and func-
tions in Java. Note that this executable specification is notour main contribution. The
completeness and relative soundness of Kiasan argued in Chapter 9 is based on the
assumption that aside-effect-freeexecutable specification is ready before performing
symbolic execution.

11An example is shown in Figure 9.1 of Chapter 9.
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The annotated specifications are also exploited for sub-procedure calls as in usual
symbolic execution. That is, the precondition of a sub-procedure must be asserted to
enter it, and the body of a sub-procedure is not executed, andthe postcondition of a
sub-procedure is assumed to be true before returning to its caller. If a specification is
not annotated on a sub-procedure, its body is executed instead.

We conducted an experiment with Kiasan. The execution time is measured for
different heap-manipulating examples such as a red-black tree program, with different
bounding sizes. The experimentation result is shown in Section 9.5.

4.6 Future Work

One of the most notable advantages of symbolic execution is that it can be highly
automatic and at the same time provide relatively reliable confidence in a program; a
program taking input from restricted infinite domains (e.g., bounded pointer-data struc-
tures) can be automatically proved with regard to the user-provided precondition and
postcondition. If loop invariants are provided, a proof canbe extended to unrestricted
infinite domains.

The ultimate way of dealing with an infinite symbolic execution tree while main-
taining the level of automation may be to infer loop invariants automatically. Auto-
matic loop-invariant generation is making its progress in particularly numerical in-
variants [CSS03, SSM04]. We hope to find analogies between numerical data and
pointer-data structures so as to infer loop invariants overpointer-data structures. As a
matter of fact, a preliminary study on this loop-invariant generation over pointer-data
structures is recently started [PV04]. More thorough research on this area would be
worthwhile.

In the meantime, heap-structure bounding can play a role as apractical alterna-
tive. In the light of this, it would be interesting to apply heap-structure bounding to
the other symbolic execution methods over pointer-data structures. In particular, the
combination of separation logic and heap-structure bounding deserve special interest
because the succinct expression of separation logic and thereasonable restriction of a
pointer-data-structure domain for automation seem be complementary each other.



Chapter 5

Dynamic Reverse-Code Generation

Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived forwards.
(Livet skal forstås baglæns, men leves forlæns.)

— Søren Kierkegaard,
Søren Kierkegaard’s Writings,

Søren Kierkegaard Research Center, 1997∼.

We have pointed out in Section 3.2 thatreverse executionis of help in debugging
a program owing to its ability to show naturally what happened in the past. We have
also shown that various reverse-execution methods, from state saving to reverse-code
generation, have been suggested for the purpose of minimizing memory usage.

Memory-efficient reverse execution may also help to alleviate the stateexplosion
problem of explicit-state model checking. During explicit-state model checking, states
are stored in two different data structures when depth-first-search strategy is used as
usual: hash table and stack. The hash table stores all distinct states visited during the
exploration of the state space. These states stored in the hash table are used to test
if currently visiting state has been visited before. On the other hand, the stack stores
a series of states visited during the exploration of a branchof the state space. These
states stored in the stack are used to backtrack to the previous states in the process of
depth-first search. Memory-efficient reverse execution can reduce the memory usage
of the stack.

Initially, we attempted to apply the reverse-code generation method of Akgul and
Mooney [AM02, AM04], the most memory-efficient reverse-execution method at the
time of starting the study, to explicit-state model checking. This initial attempt is
recorded in Chapter 6. In this attempt, we realized that their reverse-code generation
method based on static analysis is not sufficient for non-deterministic programs such
as multi-threaded programs. This observation led us to develop the dynamic reverse-
code generation method that can handle non-deterministic programs, as presented in
detail in Chapter 7. Its memory efficiency in a bounded-buffer program is shown in
Chapter 8 as a case study.

In this chapter, we introduce the result of our preliminary experiment on the effect
of reverse code (Section 5.1), and discuss the issue of the reverse-code generation
in non-deterministic programs (Section 5.2), and give an overview of our dynamic
reverse-code generation method (Section 5.3), and explaina way to provide inverse

37
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functions that may be necessary for reverse code (Section 5.4), and introduce a way to
handle pointer operations (Section 5.6), and conclude withfuture work (Section 5.7).

5.1 Preliminary Experiment

We conducted a simple preliminary experiment to estimate how beneficial reverse code
could be in explicit-state model checking. The Bogor program model checker [RDH03]
was used for our experiment. Bogor stores for every transition (1) the original values
of modified variables and (2) the original program point before it is modified in the
stack, in order to use them for backtracking. We prepared an experimental backtrack-
ing module that exploits reverse code; if reverse code is available, modified values and
program point are not stored in the stack, and backtracking is performed by executing
reverse code; otherwise, they are stored in the stack to use the original backtracking
module of Bogor. We compared themaximummemory usage of our experimental
backtracking module and the original backtracking module of Bogor, assuming that
depth-first-search strategy was used.

1 system RevTest {
2 const GLOBAL{max=10; thNum=2;}
3 int x := 0 ;
4 int y := 0 ;
5 int z := 0 ;
6
7 active [ GLOBAL . thNum ] thread foo ( ) {
8 transient int lc ;
9 transient boolean term := false ;

10 int i :=0;
11
12 loc inst0 :
13 do {
14 lc :=0;
15 }
16 goto loc0 ;
17
18 loc loc0 :
19 do {
20 x :=x+1;
21 }
22 goto loc1 ;

23 loc loc1 :
24 when (i < GLOBAL . max )
25 do {
26 lc :=lc+1;
27 x :=x+2;
28 y :=y+x ;
29 z :=z+x ;
30 i :=i+1;
31 }
32 goto loc0 ;
33 when (i >= GLOBAL . max )
34 do {}
35 goto loc2 ;
36
37 loc loc2 :
38 do {
39 x :=x+3;
40 term := true ;
41 }
42 return ;
43 }
44 }

Figure 5.1: An experimental BIR program

Figure 5.1 shows our experimental program in BIR, the input language of Bogor.
The description of BIR constructs used in Figure 5.1 is available in Section 7.2. System
RevTest consists of as many threads of thread typefoo as variableGLOBAL.thNum
indicates. Eachfoo thread consecutively executes statement(s) ininst0 (Line 12) and
loc0 (Line 18). The statement at Line 20 and the statements between Line 26 and Line
30 are executed as many times as variableGLOBAL.max indicates beforeloc2 (Line 37)
is reached. That is, the statements inloc0 andloc1 compose a loop.
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fsm loc cnd rev-point rev-stmt
foo loc0 lc > 0 loc1 i:=i-1;

z:=z-x;

y:=y-x;

x:=x-2;

lc:=lc-1;

foo loc0 lc ≤ 0 inst0

foo loc1 true loc0 x:=x-1;

foo loc2 term=false loc1

foo loc2 term=true loc2 x:=x-3;

term:=false;

Table 5.1: The reverse code ofRevTest in table format

For our experiment, we providedRevTest with its reverse code as shown in Ta-
ble 5.1; the reverse code consisting of the last two columns (i.e.,rev-pointandrev-stmt)
is returned when backtracking is to be performed atloc of fsmunder conditioncnd.
The previous program point can be restored byrev-point, and the previous variable val-
ues can be restored by executing the assignment statement(s) in rev-stmt. For example,
if backtracking is about to be performed atloc0 (Line 18) offoo when the value oflc
is greater than zero, the previous program point isloc1, and the previous variable val-
ues can be restored by executing the five assignment statements in the corresponding
rev-stmtcolumn.
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Figure 5.2: Circles and crosses represent the maximum memory usage when the origi-
nal Bogor backtracking module is used and when our experimental backtracking mod-
ule is used, respectively. In addition, triangles represent the expected maximum mem-
ory usage in our experimental module if the memory usage usedto hold reverse code
is factored out.
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The two line charts in Figure 5.2 demonstrate the memory usage ofRevTestwhen
the original Bogor backtracking module is used (represented by circles) and when our
experimental backtracking module is used (represented by crosses). In Figure 5.2(a)
and Figure 5.2(b), the number of loop iterations and the number of threads are con-
trolled, respectively.

Our experimental result clearly exhibits the following facts:

1. In our experimental program,lessmemory is consumed when reverse code is
used than when Bogor’s original backtracking module is used.

2. Furthermore, the increasing rate of memory usage is muchlower when reverse
code is used than when Bogor’s original backtracking moduleis used.

However, despite the promising result of our experiment, wewere also able to find
the following problems of the reverse code used in the experiment:

1. A given program may have to be modified to use reverse code. For example,
in Figure 5.1, variablelc was inserted to be able to determine proper reverse
code atloc0 of foo (see Table 5.1). Theterm variable was inserted for a similar
reason. These modifications may make it difficult to analyze a program when a
bug is found.

2. Maintaining reverse code in a table as in our experiment gives rise to the increase
of the memory overhead. This overhead may offset the memory gain of reverse
code.

3. More than anything else, the policy to provide reverse code before executing a
program seems to be restrictive. In particular, the non-determinism of a pro-
gram (e.g., a context switch of multi-threaded programs), in general, makes it
impossible to provide reverse code before its execution, aswill be explained in
detail in the next section. In our experimental program, we carefully made up
statements so that reverse code can be decided before executing a program.

5.2 Reverse-Code Generation in Non-Deterministic Programs

Needless to say, it would be preferable to generate reverse code automatically rather
than provide it manually as in the previous section. Initially, we attempted to ex-
tend the reverse-code generation method of Akgul and Mooneybased onstatic analy-
sis[AM02,AM04], the most sophisticated reverse-code generation method at the time
of starting the study, to non-deterministic programs such as multi-threaded programs.
However, we realized that this extension is not feasible dueto the following problems:

1. The reverse code of a non-deterministic program generated at static-analysis
time is also non-deterministic. Therefore, it is possible that the reverse-execution
path becomes different from the forward-execution path.

2. The cost of analysis is high.
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(a) A non-deterministic program
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Figure 5.3: A non-deterministic program and its reverse code. The predicates on edges
represent the guards of their targets.

The first problem is exhibited in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3(b) shows the reverse code
of S5 of the non-deterministic program in Figure 5.3(a). According to Figure 5.3, it is
possible to run in reverse through they>20 guard when the original forward execution
went through they>30 guard. Note that the control-flow graph of a multi-threaded pro-
gram can be depicted in a similar pattern to Figure 5.3(a) with its guards corresponding
to context switches to betrue.
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Figure 5.4: The control-flow graph of a two-threaded program. The dashed lines rep-
resent the possible context switching between two threads.

One may argue that the first problem can be avoided if a non-deterministic program
is transformed to a deterministic one. Indeed, this transformation is possible by, for
example, inserting extra variables to distinguish non-deterministic execution paths.
However, the cost of analysis over this transformed deterministic program would be
very high, in particular, in a multi-threaded program. Figure 5.4 shows the control-
flow graph of a two-threaded program consisting of an identical thread. The dashed
lines represent the possible context switching between twothreads. The exponential
increase of possible execution paths in a multi-threaded program makes it expensive
to generate reverse code by static analysis.
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5.3 Dynamic Reverse-Code Generation

In the previous section, we have shown that reverse-code generation based on static
analysis (i.e., static reverse-code generation) does not work well in non-deterministic
programs. In this section, we give an overview of our dynamicreverse-code genera-
tion method, adynamic analysisover the history of runtime statements, that can handle
non-deterministic programs. Our thesis is that applying the extraction-from-use tech-
nique and the redefinition technique1 to the history of runtime statements makes the
reverse-code generation method feasible in non-deterministic programs. As in static
reverse-code generation, we resort to state saving only if neither of the techniques are
applicable.

Handling non-deterministic programs have been an important issue in program
debugging. As pointed out in Section 3.2, the existing reverse-execution methods for
debugging that can handle non-deterministic programs saves either (1) all the past pro-
gram points (i.e., in state saving) and modified values, or (2) the program points of
the past checkpoints and non-deterministic choices necessary to reproduce the same
execution path as in the past, and modified values between checkpoints (i.e., check-
pointing). Dynamic reverse-code generation exploits these saved program points to
construct the history of runtime statements.

In the following description of dynamic reverse-code generation, we assume that
the history of runtime statements is at our disposal. Savingthe beginning and the end of
each sequential statement that is executed without the interruption of the other thread
is enough to construct the history of runtime statements, assuming that source code is
available. Note that the history of runtime statements contains the information about
the previous program points. Hence, we only need to restore the previous program
values.

. . .→ [x := e1(y)]1 ∗→ [y := e2(z)]2 → . . .

. . .← [y := e−1
1 (restore(x))]2 ← . . .

Figure 5.5: Our dynamic reverse-code generation based on the extraction-from-use

technique (see Section 3.2). Each statement is labeled witha number. The
∗→ arrow

represents the execution of statements that does not modifythe value ofy between
[x := e1(y)]1 and [y := e2(z)]2.

The basic idea of our dynamic reverse-code generation method is illustrated in
Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5, the right-hand side of an assignment is expressed in a form
of a function expression. For example,x := x + 1 is expressed asx := (λp.p + 1)(y).

The
∗→ arrow represents the execution of statements that does not modify the value of

y between [x := e1(y)]1 and [y := e2(z)]2. That is,y is modified for the first time at
[y := e2(z)]2 sincey is used at [x := e1(y)]1. Now the statement in the lower line,
[y := e−1

1 (restore(x))]2, represents the reverse code that restores the value ofy after its
modification at statement [y := e2(z)]2. This reverse code is generated based on the
analysis over the history of runtime statements shown in theupper line of Figure 5.5.

1See Section 3.2 for the explanation of these techniques.
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Suppose that the value ofx was not modified in
∗→. Then variablex andy satisfies

a relation,x = e1(y), at [y := e2(z)]2. Therefore, assuming thate1 is an injective
function (hence inverse functione−1

1 exists), the value ofy can be restored using the
current value ofx by executingy := e−1

1 (x). In the case where the value ofx was

modified in
∗→, the value ofx at [x := e1(y)]1 (after executing it) should be recovered

beforehand. This recovery ofx is represented with function applicationrestore(x). If

the value ofx was modified at a statementφ in
∗→, thenrestore(x) restores the value

of x using the history of runtime statements consisting ofφ and upwards. Otherwise,
restore(x) returns the current value ofx.

A formal presentation of the description above is availableat Chapter 7. An al-
gorithm to generate reverse code based on the above description is also presented in
Chapter 7 along with its time-complexity analysis and the proof of its termination.

. . .→ [x := e1(y)]1 ∗→ [x := e2(z)]2 → . . .

. . .← [x := e1(restore(y))]2 ← . . .

Figure 5.6: The dynamic reverse-code generation based on the redefinition technique

(see Section 3.2). Each statement is labeled with a number. The
∗→ arrow represents

the execution of statements that does not modify the value ofx between [x := e1(y)]1

and [x := e2(z)]2.

It is also possible to use the redefinition technique insteadof the extraction-from-
use technique.2 Figure 5.6 illustrates the reverse-code generation based on the redef-

inition technique. This time, the
∗→ arrow represents the execution of statements that

does not modify the value ofx between [x := e1(y)]1 and [x := e2(z)]2. That is, the
value ofx is modified for the first time at [x := e1(y)]1 since its value is assigned at
[x := e1(y)]1. As shown in the lower line of Figure 5.6, the previous value of x at
[x := e2(z)]2 can be restored by applying functione1 to the value ofy at [x := e1(y)]1.

The value ofy is restored beforehand as before if it was modified in
∗→. This time, the

redefinition technique is recursively applied.

y:=z−1(a) x:=y−1y:=3x:=y+1

x:=5     y:=3z:=y+1y:=x+1(b)

Figure 5.7: Two examples of runtime-statement history

We have shown above that either extraction-from-use or redefinition technique
can be applied to the history of runtime statements to generate reverse code. It has
also shown that the recursive application of functionrestoremay be necessary. It is
worthwhile to note that, in general, the two techniques should not be applied one after
another in this recursive application. Suppose in runtime-statement history (a) of Fig-
ure 5.7 that the redefinition technique is applied after the execution of the rightmost
assignment (i.e.,x:=y-1). The nearest reaching definition ofx is the second leftmost

2A formal presentation of this technique is not provided in this dissertation.
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assignment (i.e.,x:=y+1). Since variabley was modified between these two assign-
ments (i.e., aty:=3), the value ofy should be restored beforehand. Suppose that, at
this time, the extraction-from-use technique is applied. The second leftmost assign-
ment (i.e.,x:=y+1) is found to be a candidate to extract the previous value ofy. Since
the value ofx at this candidate statement is not available,x should be restored before-
hand. Now the restoration process comes back to the startingpoint (i.e., the restoration
of x), failing to generate reverse code. A similar problem occurs in runtime-statement
history (b) when the extraction-from-use technique and theredefinition technique are
applied in order.

(a) x:=y−1y:=3y:=y+1x:=7

(b) x:=y−1z:=x+5 y:=z+1 x:=10

Figure 5.8: Two examples of runtime-statement history appropriate (a) and inappro-
priate (b) for the redefinition technique.

Presumably, it is preferable to choose the technique that involves less restorations.
The number of involved restorations depends on the propertyof runtime-statement
history. For example, in the case of runtime-statement history (a) of Figure 5.8, vari-
ablex can be easily restored using the redefinition technique. However, in the case of
runtime-statement history (b), the use of the redefinition technique causes the restora-
tion of variabley andz only to fail to generate reverse code. On the other hand, if the
extraction-from-use technique is applied, reverse codex:=z-5 can be easily generated.
The general principle is not discovered yet, and further investigation is required.

As mentioned earlier, we resort to state saving only if reverse code cannot be gen-
erated due to, for example, I/O operations. Therefore, the previous variable values
should be saved selectively only if reverse-code generation is not applicable. This
selective state savingis described in Section 7.5.

One may argue that the time complexity of the reverse-code generation method
presented above would be expensive.3 However, it is worthwhile to note that the dy-
namic reverse-code generation method can take full advantage of emergingmulti-core
processors; namely, reverse code can be generated on a dedicated processor while a
given program is under its execution on another processor. Also, selective state sav-
ing, described in Section 7.5, can exploit multi-core processors; in one processor, all
changes of variable values made during the forward execution of a program are saved,
and in another processor, some saved variable values are removed if they can be re-
stored using reverse code.

Furthermore, if dynamic reverse-code generation is to be used for the reverse ex-
ecution in debugging, time complexity is even less important; reverse execution is
typically performed step by step by a user who debugs a given program, leaving ample
amount of time to generate reverse code.

3The time complexity analysis of our dynamic reverse-code generation is available in Section 7.4.4.
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5.4 The Provision of Inverse Functions

The dynamic reverse-code generation method explained in the previous section is
based on either the extraction-from-use technique or the redefinition technique. In
particular, the extraction-from-use technique depends onthe availability of necessary
inverse functions. The necessary inverse functions must beprovided either by a sys-
tem or a user. Presumably, it would be preferable that inverse function are derived by
a system. Section 7.6 describes a way to derive inverse functions from the involved
arithmetic expressions on an integer domain whose evaluations are mathematically
precise.

Unfortunately, the evaluations of arithmetic operations of a program are not al-
ways mathematically precise due to the finite number format.Also, some expres-
sions involve operations that lose some values necessary toextract the previous value
from this expression. A modulus operation is one such example. In these cases, the
necessary inverse functions cannot be derived by a system. However, this does not
necessarily restrict the usefulness of dynamic reverse-code generation because of the
following:

1. The redefinition technique can be used to generate reversecode.

2. The problematic situations described above can be detected at runtime. For
example, most implementations of floating point arithmeticsuch as IEEE 754
provide a rounding flag that is set when rounding occurs, so that this flag can be
used to detect mathematically imprecise evaluation of a floating-point expres-
sion. Note that, unlike static reverse-code generation, the decision as to resort
to state saving or not is made at runtime. While executing a program, the values
that cannot be restored by ideal reverse code4 are detected and saved in memory.

3. If a user is interested in only logical errors, symbolic execution can be employed
so that returning a mathematically wrong value stops to be anissue.

It is also worthwhile to note that a user can often provide an inverse function taking
advantage of the knowledge about a given program. Suppose that a given program
contains function application (λv.v × v)(x). Despite the fact that the corresponding
function is not injective, a user can provide a rule (λv.v× v)−1 = λv.

√
v if (s)he is sure

that this function is always applied to non-negative integers in a given program.

4The reverse code that does not use saved values.
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5.5 Soundness

In this section, we show that our dynamic reverse-code generation is sound. That is,
the following property holds by dynamic reverse-code generation:

When

1. σ : S→ S, and

2. v := e2(u1, u2, . . . , un) is the reverse code corresponding tov := e1,

σ~v := e2(u1, u2, . . . , un)� ◦ σ~v := e1� = idS

Figure 5.9: Soundness property of dynamic reverse-code generation

In Figure 5.9,S denotes a set of states, each of which consists of a vector of
variable values. In addition,e1 represents an expression whose arity is greater than or
equal to zero, ande2 represents an expression whose arguments areu1, u2, . . . , un.

Reverse code generated by either of two techniques used by our dynamic reverse
code generation, extraction-from-use and redefinition, satisfies the soundness property
shown in Figure 5.9 if the following three lemmas hold:

Lemma 5.5.1
The restoration ofuk does not involvev.

Lemma 5.5.2
Reverse code is deterministically calculated.

Lemma 5.5.3
The value ofuk either is immediately available or can be restored.

Lemma 5.5.1 is necessary to prevent the absurd case where thesame variable ap-
pears in the both side of an assignment. The interdependencybetween variables should
be analyzed at runtime to exclude cyclic dependencies.

Lemma 5.5.2 is necessary to generate reverse code consistently. This lemma is
crucial in detecting cyclic dependencies between variables mentioned in Lemma 5.5.1.

Lemma 5.5.3 is necessary to evaluate the right-hand side of the reverse code,v :=
e2(u1, u2, . . . , un). Lemma 5.5.3 holds because of the following: If the value ofuk

wasnot modified, Lemma 5.5.3 is trivially true. If the value ofuk was modified and
the original value cannot be restored by non-state-saving reverse code, the dynamic
reverse code generation method stores the original value onthe stack. In this case, the
value ofuk is immediately available from the stack. If the modified value of uk can be
restored by non-state-saving reverse code, sayuk := e3(w1,w2, . . . ,wm), the evaluation
of this reverse code may require us to generate another non-state-saving reverse code
to restore the value ofwk.

A proof by induction on the length of sequence of runtime statements guarantees
that this possibly recursive use of reverse code to restoreuk always leads to the return
of its value. That is, the values ofu1, u2, . . . , un are always at our disposal.

An algorithm satisfying the above three lemmas is suggestedin Section 7.4.3.
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5.6 Pointer Operations

In this section, we extends our dynamic reverse-code generation method to a program-
ming language that can handle pointer-data structures.

〈var〉->〈field〉 lookup expression

〈var〉<-〈field〉 lookback expression

new() allocation command

(a) Pointer operations
yx y x y

f

x y

f

z x y

f

z xz:=x−>fx−>f:=y y:=new() y:=z<−f

f

z

(b) The changes of a pointer-data structure along with the above pointer operations

Figure 5.10: The pointer operations of our language

f

y y x y

f

xx:=y−>f 

f

y:=new()

y:=x<−f

(a) Dynamic reverse-code generation based on the extraction-from-use technique

x y

f

x y x

f

yx−>f:=y y:=new()

y:=x−>f

(b) Dynamic reverse-code generation based on the redefinition technique

x z

y y y

xz:=x−>f 

f

x−>f:=y

x−>f:=z

f

x z

f

(c) Dynamic reverse-code generation based on the redefinition technique

Figure 5.11: Dynamic reverse code generation in the programs manipulating pointer-
data structures

Figure 5.10 shows the pointer operations of the programminglanguage we use.
The lookup expression and allocation command are defined as usual. That is, lookup
expressionx->f returns the address pointed to by fieldf of the object referenced
by variablex, and allocation commandnew() returns a fresh address. On the other
hand, the lookback expression is introduced for the purposeof reverse-code genera-
tion. Lookback expressionx<-f returns the address satisfying the following:
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1. The object referenced by the returned address has fieldf.

2. Supposing that the returned address isφ, φ->f returns the address of the object
thatx refers to.

Note that lookback expressionx<-f returns its value non-deterministically if there are
multiple objects that have fieldf and point to the object, thatx refers to, by fieldf.

Figure 5.11 illustrates the use of reverse code in this extended programming lan-
guage that can manipulate pointer-data structures. The statements in the upper line of
each sub-figure represent the history of runtime statements, and the statement in the
lower line represents reverse code. The changes of a pointer-data structure is depicted
in the middle. Figure 5.11(a) shows the case where the extraction-from-use technique
is used, and Figure 5.11(b) and Figure 5.11(c) show the case where the redefinition
technique is used. In particular, Figure 5.11(a) illustrates that functionλv.v<-f used
in lookback expression (λv.v<-f)(x) and functionλv.v->f used in lookup expression
(λv.v->f)(y) are inverse functions of each other.

x y

z

x y

z z

x y

f

f

z

x wy

f

f

z

x

z

x−>f:=y 

f

z−>f:=y w:=x−>f x:=new() wy

f

f

wy

f

f

x

x:=w<−f

(a) Functionλv.v->f is not injective.

x:=w<-fx

x y

z

x y

z z

x

z

x

z

xx->fx:=y

fx

z->fz:=y x:=new() wyy

fx

fz

wy

fx

fz

fx

fz

w:=x->fx

(b) Two functions,λv.v->fx andλv.v->fz, are injective.

Figure 5.12: The subscripting to avoid non-injective functions

Unfortunately, these inverse functions are not always available. Figure 5.12(a)
shows the case where lookback expressionw<-f returns its value non-deterministically
since functionλv.v->f is not injective in the heap. In this case, we might as well use
the redefinition technique instead or resort to state saving. However, it also seems
possible to modify a programming language slightly (or transform to the program in
this modified programming language) to avoid encountering non-injective functions
as much as possible. Figure 5.12(b) shows one such example; namely, each fieldf is
subscripted with the variable name that references the owner object off.
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5.7 Future Work

The dynamic reverse-code generation method presented in this chapter analyzes the
history of runtime statements to generate reverse code. Theapplicability of reverse-
code generation substantially depends on the constructs ofthe programming language
under consideration. Therefore, it would be desirable to invent a programming lan-
guage or an intermediate language that can naturally support reverse-code generation.
Indeed, such a language that resembles a usual first-order functional language was
recently introduced by Robert Glück and Masahiko Kawabe [GK03]. The further ex-
tension of this language would be interesting.

In the short run, empirical studies on dynamic reverse-codegeneration would be
necessary to assess its practical effect in debugging and state-space enumeration. It
would be also interesting to combine the dynamic reverse-code generation method
with symbolic execution for two reasons:

1. In symbolic execution, backtracking is the main cause of memory consumption
and dynamic reverse-code generation is expected to reduce this memory usage.

2. The dynamic reverse-code generation on symbolic execution paths (possibly
with loop invariants provided to finitize a symbolic execution tree) may lead
to program inversion.
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Chapter 6

Reverse Code Generation for Java Program Model
Checking

Abstract

State explosion problem has been a major obstacle to a model checking. Par-
ticularly, software model checking suffers from it more severely due to its high
complexity. It is critical to make a model checker to consumeas less memory as
possible. In this paper, we sketch one way to reduce the memory usage while a
program is being model-checked by using system-generated reverse code. Exe-
cuting reverse code helps a model checker to undo a transition with least possible
amount of memory.

6.1 Research Area – Main Themes

As model checking has been getting mature and popular, it is being increasingly ap-
plied to various areas. Beyond the traditional area like hardware verification and
network protocol verification, now model checking is expanding its availability to-
wards an arbitrary software verification. The tools such as Verisoft [God97], Java
PathFinder [VHB+03], SLAM [BR01], Blast [HJMS02] and Feaver [HS01] make it
possible to model check real programs directly.

However it is well-known that model checking suffers from the state explosion
problem. This problem is particularly severe in program model checking because pro-
grams are in general much more sophisticated than the abstract models specified with
the modeling languages of conventional model checkers.

One way to address this state explosion problem is to exploitstatic analysis. Partial-
order reduction [God95] and program slicing [HDZ00] are good examples of it. The
former prunes unnecessary transitions by analyzing dependencies between operations,
hence, as a result, smaller state space is explored during model checking. The latter
examines a program to cut away the parts of a program irrelevant to the specification
of a program. Our research is at the same line with them. Static analysis is exploited
to generate blocks ofreverse code.

Reverse code is a series of instructions whose execution undoes the previous for-
ward execution of its corresponding execution block. Anexecution blockis an atomic
execution unit where once threadt enters execution blocku, not other thread can in-
terfere witht until t exitsu. Note that, as shown in [Bru99], enumerating the orders of

53
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Stack

static variables dynamic variables threadthread

Figure 6.1: The expected effect of reverse-code generation

execution blocks is sufficient to cover all possible behaviors of a program if it follows
mutual-exclusion locking discipline in which every sharedvariable is protected by at
least one lock.

Execution block are defined at static-analysis time as follows. First, an execution
block begins in the following program points in a Java program:

1. At the thread-entry points,

2. At the beginning of synchronized statement,

3. At the beginning of synchronized method, and

4. Below the invocation ofjava.lang.Object.waitmethod.

On the other hand, an execution blockendsin the following three program points:

1. At the beginning of the next execution block,

2. At the thread-exit points,

3. At the invocation ofjava.lang.Object.waitmethod.

When state of a given programσ is changed by the execution of execution block
φ, we aim to calculate thereverse-code blockof φ that restores the state toσ.

What is the reverse code good for? Model checking is essentially the technique
to explore the state space, thus it is necessary to backtrackto previous states from
which multiple paths diverge in the state space. Typically,the states of program are
stored during model checking for this backtracking purpose. A state consists of the
active-thread identifier, the values of static variables (i.e., the variables in classes of a
given Java program) and the values of dynamic variables (i.e., the variables in objects).
Our thesis is that it is enough to store only the active-thread identifier (we need this
information to determine which execution block should be undone) if reverse code
is available. Variable values could be restored by executing reverse-code block. The
expected effect of reverse code generation is depicted in Figure 6.1.
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Hash Compaction

explicit
state information

compressed
descriptor

Figure 6.2: The effect of hash compaction

Memory usage of model checking can be even more reduced if reverse-code gen-
eration is combined with hash compaction [SD96]. The rationale behind this combina-
tion is that states are stored in two different data structures during explicit-state model
checking when depth-first-search strategy is used as usual:stack and hash table. The
stack stores a series of states visited during the exploration of a branch of the state
space. These states are used to backtrack to the previous state in a row in the process
of depth-first search. On the other hand, the hash table stores all distinct states visited
during the exploration of the state space. These states are used to test if currently vis-
iting state has been visited before. Reverse-code generation can reduce the memory
usage of the stack. Meanwhile hash compaction reduces the memory usage in the hash
table by compressing the information about states as depicted in Figure 6.2. That is,
in hash compaction, compressed state descriptors are stored in the hash table. It is
worthwhile to note that state descriptors do not provide enough information to restore
previous states.

6.2 Related Work

Currently, three types of backtracking methods are being used in various explicit model
checkers and state-space exploration tools: state saving,checkpointing and reset-and-
replay. State saving simply stores visited states in the stack. A number of model
checkers such as Spin [Hol97] and Java PathFinder [VHB+03] use this method. Check-
pointing stores state changes made between adjacent predefined checkpoints. When
backtracking is necessary, first the state of the nearest checkpoint is restored and then
a program is re-executed from this checkpoint until to reacha desired previous pro-
gram point. Bruening used this checkpointing for his state-space exploration tool for
Java programs [Bru99]. Reset-and-replay stores only the order of executed transitions.
If backtracking is necessary, the program is terminated andis replayed following the
stored transition order. Verisoft [God97] uses this reset-and-replay. In comparison,
state saving requires largest memory but backtracks fastest. On the contrary, reset-
and-replay requires smallest memory but backtracks slowest. Checkpointing is in the
middle.

Reverse-code generation is expected to require less memorythan state saving and
checkpointing, and to backtrack faster than reset-and-replay and checkpointing.
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Figure 6.3: Reverse-code-block insertion

6.3 Directions of the Work

Execution of a reverse-code block restores (1) the previousvariable values and (2) the
previous program pointer. For this purpose, reverse-code blocks are inserted before
execution blocks as shown in Figure 6.3 to execute reverse-code blocks when neces-
sary. In Figure 6.3, non-shaded boxes represent execution blocks of the control-flow
graph of a given program, and shaded boxes represent inserted reverse-code blocks.

We distinguish two kinds of reverse-code blocks:epilogueandprologue. At an
epilogue, the decision as to backtrack or not is made. If the state of a program at an
epilogue is not visited before, the next execution block is executed. On the other hand,
if the state is already visited previously, the program pointer is restored to the previous
prologue. For example, if the current program pointer is at the epilogue ofB4 and the
state atB4 is visited before, the program pointer is restored to the prologue at eitherB2
or B1.1

1The decision is made by the value ofC atB1 as explained below.
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Prologues are ignored during forward execution until a backtracking procedure
starts at an epilogue. If a prologue is accessed during a backtracking procedure, the
previous values are restored by executing the prologue. Then either the next execu-
tion block or the previous prologue is executed depending onwhether a backtracking
procedure ends or not.

To calculate reverse code, the following questions must be answered:

1. How can we decide which program point is the previous one ifthere exist several
previous program points at static analysis time?

2. How can we restore the previous variable values?

Concerning the first question, the previous program point can be decided with the
help of predicate values. For example, in Figure 6.3, suppose that the program point is
at the epilogue ofB4 and the value ofC is not changed afterB1. Then if the value ofC
is true, the program pointer is restored to the prologue ofB1. Otherwise, the program
pointer is restored to the prologue ofB2. In order to prevent the predicate value of an
if-statement from being changed, a given program can be translated to its SSA (Static
Single Assignment) form.

Assuming that a given program is transformed to its SSA form,and also that sub-
procedure call does not exist in a given program, the following three kinds of informa-
tion should be able to be restored:

1. The local variable values in the loops of a program,

2. The shared variable values, and

3. References (aka pointers) to objects.

Currently2, we are working on the restoration of the first one. The local variable value
in a loop can be restored by a recurrence equation of the variable. That is, the variable
value at thenth iteration can be retrieved from the currently known variable value at
the (n+ 1)th iteration and its recurrence equation.

Sometimes, state saving may not be avoidable. For example, if a procedure back-
tracks to the end of its previous sub-procedure (i.e., callee), it is necessary to restore
the stack frame (aka activation record) already destroyed when the sub-procedure re-
turned. However, not all variables of the sub-procedure mayneed to be saved. It would
be possible to minimize the number of variables to be saved using a dependency graph
of variables.

6.4 Results

Currently3, we are working on the construction and insertion of reverse-code blocks
of a procedure. We also developing a prototype tool to evaluate the initial result of
reverse-code generation.

2As of 2004 November.
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Chapter 7

Dynamic Reverse Code Generation for Backward
Execution

Abstract

The need for backward execution in debuggers has been raiseda number of
times. Backward execution helps a user naturally think backwards and, in turn,
easily locate the cause of a bug. Backward execution has beenimplemented
mostly by state-saving or checkpointing, which are inherently not scalable. In
this paper, we present a method to generate reverse code, so that backtracking
can be performed by executing reverse code. The novelty of our work is that
we generate reverse code on-the-fly, while running a debugger, which makes it
possible to apply the method even to debugging multi-threaded programs.

7.1 Introduction

It has been pointed out in a number of papers that enabling backward execution in de-
buggers would be of great help in a debugging process [ADS91,AM02,BM99,BJ97].
A typical debugger-aided bug-finding, where a debugger doesnot support backward
execution, is performed in iterative steps of: (1) guess a problematic point which may
cause an unexpected behavior of a program, and set a breakpoint there (2) restart a
debugging session and watch a program state on the breakpoint. This procedure is
time-consuming, not only because a user must repeat starting and stopping debugging
sessions until finally identifying the cause of the error, but also because guesses made
by a user are often not precise. What is worse, as a mainstreamlanguage like Java
begins to support multi-threading, the traditional debugging procedure often even does
not work because one cannot keep the scheduling order between threads the same as
before, by only restarting a program. On the other hand, if a debugger can run a pro-
gram backwards, a user can naturally see what happened in thepast and, as a result,
trace the error back to its source, not depending on an error-prone and time-consuming
guess-restart procedure.

There have been several works that aim to support backward execution.1 However
most of them rely on state-saving or checkpointing, a periodic state-saving, and that
makes their debuggers suffer from memory blow-up. Recently Akgul and Mooney
suggested a way to generate reverse code by static analysis (control/data dependency

1Related work is shown in Section 7.7
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analysis), and showed the memory efficiency of it [AM02,AM04]. We aim to generate
reverse code in the same spirit as [AM02], but we also want to be able to deal with
multi-threaded programs, unlike/in addition to [AM02]. To achieve the goal, we cal-
culate reverse code on-the-fly, while a debugger is running,based on logged history of
transitions, basically pointers to program locations, each of which may require only a
few bits of information.2

After introducing our input language and motivating example in the next two sec-
tions, we demonstrate in detail our reverse code generationmethod (Section 7.4). In
the subsequent two sections (Section 7.5,7.6), we also explain auxiliary techniques
necessary for reverse code generation. Then related work, discussion and conclusion
come in order.

7.2 Input Language

We assume, as input, an imperative language that supports multi-threading, although
as will be discussed in Section 7.8, we think functional languages can also benefit from
dynamic reverse code generation.

The language grammar is described in the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF),
where regular expression operators such as ?, ∗ and+ are added to the BNF. Double
quotation marks enclose keywords, and angle brackets enclose non-terminal symbols.
We do not expand non-terminal symbols that are out of our concern, for example
〈loc-id〉, 〈literal-exp〉, 〈boolean-type〉 and so on.

Figure 7.1 shows the input language we use, which is a simplified form of BIR
(Bogor Input Representation) [SAn05]. BIR was originally designed as an intermedi-
ate language of a toolset called Bandera [CDH+00] which transforms a Java program
to the equivalent program written in various kinds of model-checker specific languages
such as Promela of SPIN [Hol97] and the SMV language [McM92].More recently,
BIR was revised as an input language to model checker Bogor [RDH03]. We chose
BIR because memory-efficient backtracking will be beneficial not only to debuggers,
but also to explicit model checkers.

Although full-fledged BIR is so expressive that a number of modern language fea-
tures can be expressed seamlessly, at this initial stage of research, we want to focus on
as simple a language as possible. In this spirit, we deal witha subset of BIR.

To prevent confusion, we note a couple of differences between BIR and usual
imperative languages.

• A transformation consists of statements (action in BIR notation) that should be
run simultaneously. The other threads cannot interfere until a transformation is
completed.

• Control-flow of BIR follows one of guarded commands. Only transformations
whose guards are valid can be executed. If more than one guardis valid, one of
corresponding transformations are chosen non-deterministically.

• BIR allows a functional language style function definition whose body is a pure
expression.

2It is easy to decide how many bits are necessary since all program locations are known in static time.
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〈system〉 ::= “system”〈system-id〉
“ {” 〈system-member〉∗ “ }”

〈system-member〉 ::= 〈const〉 | 〈global-var〉 | 〈fsm〉
〈global-var〉 ::= 〈var〉

〈var〉 ::= “transient”?〈basic-type〉
〈var-id〉 〈var-init〉? “;”

〈fsm〉 ::= 〈thread〉
〈thread〉 ::= (“active” (“[” 〈num-active〉 “]”)?)

“thread” 〈thread-id〉 “(” 〈params〉? “)”
“ {” 〈var〉∗ 〈body〉 “ }”

〈params〉 ::= 〈basic-type〉 〈local-id〉
(“,” 〈basic-type〉 〈local-id〉)∗

〈body〉 ::= 〈location〉+
〈location〉 ::= “loc” 〈loc-id〉 “:” 〈transformation〉+

〈transformation〉 ::= 〈guard〉? “do” 〈visibility〉?
“ {” 〈action〉∗ “ }” 〈jump〉 “;”

〈guard〉 ::= “when” 〈exp〉
〈visibility〉 ::= “visible” | “invisible”
〈action〉 ::= 〈assign-action〉 | 〈assert-action〉

〈assign-action〉 ::= 〈var-exp〉 “:=” 〈exp〉 “;”
〈assert-action〉 ::= “assert” “(” 〈exp〉 “)” “;”

〈jump〉 ::= “goto” 〈loc-id〉 | “return” 〈local-id〉
〈exp〉 ::= 〈literal-exp〉 | 〈var-exp〉 | 〈unary-exp〉 |

〈binary-exp〉 | 〈paren-exp〉 |
〈apply-exp〉

〈fun〉 ::= “fun” 〈fun-id〉 “(” 〈fun-params〉? “)”
“returns” 〈basic-type〉 “=” 〈exp〉 “;”

〈fun-params〉 ::= 〈basic-type〉 〈fun-local-id〉
(“,” 〈basic-type〉 〈fun-local-id〉)*

〈var-exp〉 ::= 〈var-id〉
〈unary-exp〉 ::= 〈unary-op〉 〈exp〉
〈binary-exp〉 ::= 〈exp〉 〈binary-op〉 〈exp〉
〈paren-exp〉 ::= “(” 〈exp〉 “)”
〈apply-exp〉 ::= 〈fun-id〉 “(” 〈args〉? “)”
〈unary-op〉 ::= “+” | “-” | “!”
〈binary-op〉 ::= “+” | “-” | “*” | “ /”
〈basic-type〉 ::= 〈boolean-type〉 | 〈integer-type〉

〈args〉 ::= 〈exp〉 (“,” 〈exp〉)*

Figure 7.1: Syntax of simplified BIR

7.3 Motivating Example

Figure 7.2(a) is a simple BIR program that allows multiple non-terminating threads
to run simultaneously, a typical case in multi-thread programs. Suppose that we pro-
vide backtracking by state-saving. Then we need to save every variable change as
well as thread and location change. If we employ checkpointing, variable changes are
saved less often, but inherently it shares the same memory blow-up problem with state-
saving method. It also does not seem to be possible to generate a reverse program of
Figure 7.2(a) by static dependency analysis, since nondeterminism between multiple
threads imposes the absence of overall control flow. Note that in any methods above,
past threads and locations should be saved for backtracking. The above observations
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1 system RevTest{
2 i n t x := 1 ;
3 i n t y := 0 ;
4
5 t h r e a d t ( i n t i ) {
6 l oc loc0 :
7 when ( x>0)
8 do {
9 y :=x+ i ;

10 x := f l i p ( y ) ;
11 }
12 goto loc0 ;
13 when ( x<=0)
14 do {
15 y :=x− i ;
16 x := f l i p ( y ) ;
17 }
18 goto loc0 ;
19 }
20 }

(a) A simple BIR program. flip(x) in-
verts a sign of x and is defined as -x.

( _ , _ , _ , _ )

( _ , 2 , 1 , _ )

save(x)

( _ , 3 , 1 , 0 )

save(y)

(t(1), 9, 1 , 2 )

y:=x+i

x:=flip(y)

y:=x−i

(t(−1),16, 1,−1 )

x:=flip(y)

(t(1),10,−2, 2 )

(t(−1),15,−2,−1 )

y:=pop()

x:=y+i

y:=flipI(x)

x:=y−i

(b) An execution trace instance, when two threadt(1)
andt(-1) are active, and its forward (left) and backward
(right) statements. flipI(x) is an inverse function of flip(x)
and is defined as -x.

Figure 7.2: In (b), a state is expressed as a tuple of thread id, transition id, variable x’s
value, and variable y’s value.

motivated us to make a backtracking algorithm based on thread/location history.

We want to generate reverse code per each assignment while weare running a
program on debugger. Figure 7.2(b) demonstrates what dynamic reverse code looks
like. In the middle of Figure 7.2(b) are state flow when two threadst(1) andt(-1)
are running simultaneously, where each state is denoted as a4-tuple of a thread, a line
number of the current location3 and the values of x and y. Statements on the arc arrows
show what statements are executed along with the state change. A special debugging
command save is used to hold initial values of x and y in a LIFO manner. On the other
hand, right-had side of the figure are dynamic reverse statements. Reverse statements
is generated from the previous assignments and save commands executed ahead of the
current location. For example, in order to come up with a reverse statement x:=y-i, we
are using the previous assignment y:=x+i, exploiting the fact that y and i have not yet
changed. Similarly a reverse statement y:=flipI(x), where flipI(x) is an inverse function
of flip(x), is based on the previous assignment x:=flip(y). Another special debugging
command pop is the counterpart of save to restore a value. Note that it is enough to
save only initial values of two global variables and thread/location history. Previous
assignments can be projected from the thread/location history. From the next sections,
we will show in detail how we generate reverse code in runtime.

3The current location is the line number of the last statement.
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7.4 Reverse Code Generation

In this section, we suggest a framework where reverse code fragments are automati-
cally computed at runtime. The basic idea is to log pointers to program locations and
figure out the previous values of variables based on the current values of the variables
and previously-run statements, which are available from program location history.

We demonstrate dynamic reverse code generation beginning with the definition of
reverse code fragment and other necessary concepts.

Definition 7.4.1 (Transition)
When each thread instance is assigned a distinctthreadNum, andTrans f orm[system]
represents a set of the semantic counterparts of〈transformation〉’s that appear in a
given system, a transition is a pair〈threadNum, trans f ormation〉, where

threadNum∈�
trans f ormation∈Trans f orm[system]

Definition 7.4.2 (Reverse code fragment)
WhenLoc[system] is a set of semantic counterparts of〈location〉’s of a given system,
a reverse code is a triple〈transition, rpoint, rstmt〉, where

rpoint ∈Loc[system]; denotes a reverse point

rstmt :a sequence of assignments; denotes a reverse statement

A reverse code〈t, rp, rs〉 denotes that ift is the last transition executed, the previous
program location isrp, andrs should be executed to restore the previous values. Our
framework infersrp and rs based on a stack of transitions. To make the argument
clear, we define a backtracking stack as follows:

Definition 7.4.3 (Backtracking stack)
A backtracking stackis a sequence of transitionst1t2 . . . tn, wheren ≥ 1, placed in
order of execution.

In the next two subsections, we show how the backtracking stack is used to infer
reverse point and reverse statement.

7.4.1 Inferring a Reverse Point

A program written in a structured language like BIR is usually maintained as an ab-
stract syntax tree inside an interpreter. Figure 7.3 shows asnippet of an abstract syntax
tree of a simplified BIR program.

Once the last transitiont is fetched from the backtracking stack, bythreadNum
of t a thread to be backtracked is decided, and another element oft, trans f ormation
can be used to infer the previous program location along withan abstract syntax tree
of a given program. For example, in Figure 7.3, it is straightforward to see that the
previous location oftrans f ormation1 is location1 and its identification isloc1.
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threadFoo

Foo body

location1

loc1 trans f ormation1

location2

...

Figure 7.3: A part of an abstract syntax tree of a simplified BIR program that contains
a threadFoo

7.4.2 Inferring a Reverse Statement

In our simplified BIR, only assignments4 change the state except for program loca-
tions. Hence we focus on an assignment trace defined as below:

Definition 7.4.4 (Assignment trace)
An assignment traceis an ordered sequence of assignments projected from a back-
tracking stack. We assume that no local variables in different thread instances use the
same name. For example, they can be indexed by the thread id.

The right hand side of an assignment that has no more than one variable can be
expressed as a function application in the following way:

Definition 7.4.5 (Assignment)
An assignment with no more than one variable on its right-hand side is described in
the following syntactic form.

x := (λp.s)y s.t. FV(λp.s) = ∅

x, p, y ∈Var

s∈FoExp

where,

Var ::= a set of variables

FoExp::=Var | � | FoExp op FoExp|
(λVar.FoExp)FoExp

op ::=+ | − | ∗ | /

FV(s) returns a set of free variables of a terms. Often we will give a name to a lambda
abstraction, hence(λp.s)y will be denoted in forme(y), wheree is a function that takes
one argument.

4corresponding to〈assign-action〉 in Figure 7.1
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For example,x := y + 1 can be viewed asx := (λp.p + 1)y, or x := f (y) when

f
de f
= λp.s∧ FV( f ) = ∅. However Definition 7.4.5 is not immediately applicable to

an assignment whose right hand side contains more than one variable. For instance,
x := p + q cannot be defined in the form of Definition 7.4.5. For the moment, let us
restrict to the case where the right hand side of an assignment depends on at most one
variable. We will expand our consideration to multiple-variable case in Section 7.4.2.

Now consider the following assignment trace fragment underour consideration.
Assignments are labeled for the sake of explanation.

. . .→ [x := e1(y)]1 ∗→ [y := e2(z)]2 → . . .

Let us assume that we are about to backtrack over the assignment labeled with “2”.
Provided that variabley is not defined between assignment “1” and “2”, we can restore
the old value ofy by executingy := e−1

1 (x) where∀y ∈ � : e−1
1 ◦ e1(y) = y under the

assumption thatx can be recovered to the value as it was just after executing assign-
ment one. In other words,y := e−1

1 (x) constitutes a reverse statement corresponding to
a transformation that contains assignment two. We will callthat kind of assignment a
inverse assignment (IA). We capture the above description on the following diagram,
where a functionrestore5 recovers a value ofx to the value as it was immediately
behind assignment one.

. . .→ [x := e1(y)]1 ∗→ [y := e2(z)]2 → . . .

. . .← [y := e−1
1 (restore(x))]2 ← . . .

From now on, we will generalize the above observation. What we want is to obtain
an inverse assignment for each assignment in a transformation. The first step is to find
a reminiscent assignment defined as below:

Definition 7.4.6 (Reminiscent assignment (RA))
A reminiscent assignmentra of an assignmenty := rhs must satisfy the following
three conditions in a given assignment traceat.

1. ra occurs no later thany := rhs in at,

2. y appears in the right-hand side ofra, and

3. y is not defined betweenra and the assignmenty := rhs in at, including ra and
excluding the assignmenty := rhs.

In the previous example, the RA of assignment two isx := e1(y). Note that if an
assignment is self-defined as in the form ofx := e(x), then the RA of it is trivially
itself. Also note that, due to the third condition, unless anassignmentα is self-defined,
the RA ofα cannot have the same variable on both sides of the RA.

5See Section 7.4.3.
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As illustrated before, an RA can be used to restore the previous value of a variable.
However, not every RA has such an ability. Even after we have found an RAx :=
e(y), only whene−1 is known or derivable is the RA of use. We name such an RA a
reversible RA, which is defined as below:

Definition 7.4.7 (Reversible RA (RRA))
A reversible reminiscent assignmentra ≡ x := e(y) of an assignmenty := rhs must
satisfy the following conditions.

• all three conditions described in Definition 7.4.6, and

• an inverse functione−1 is given or derivable.

An inverse function may be given by a user, or more preferablyoften it can be
derived in an algorithmic way. In Section 7.6, we will depicthow we can derive an
inverse function from an assignment with an arithmetic expression on its right hand
side.

There may exist multiple RRA’s, and in which case we simply choose the last one
in a given assignment trace. On the other hand, there may be noRRA. A variable may
be redefined before being used in later assignments, or even if there exists an RA, it
may not be reversible. At the moment, we simply store the previous value of a variable
if no RRA exists.6 The previous values of variables are stored in a value stack defined
as follows:

Definition 7.4.8 (Value stack)
A value stackis a sequence of〈var, val〉’s placed in order of generation, where

var ∈ a set of variables

val ∈�

If an RRA is found, the next step to construct an inverse assignment is to apply
an inverse function that matches the function on the right hand side of the RRA. An
inverse assignment with regard to an RRA is defined as follows:

Definition 7.4.9 (Inverse Assignment (IA) w.r.t. RRA)
If x := e(y) is an RRA ofy := rhs, then theinverse assignmentof y := rhs is:

y := e−1(restore(x))

where a functionrestore(x), which will be defined in Section 7.4.3, returns the value
of x as it was immediately after the RRA was executed.

If an RRA does not exist, the previous value to be restored should be kept in a
value stack, and an IA for that variable is to get the saved value. In the following, we
define an IA when no RRA is available using a helper functionpop.

6We believe there would be other ways to avoid state-saving like the use of reaching definition sug-
gested in [AM02].
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Definition 7.4.10 (A function pop(var, n, vs))
A function pop(var, n, vs), wheren ∈ �, returns the value associated to the nth occur-
ring of a variablevar in a value stackvs. For example,pop(x, 2, [〈x, 1〉, 〈y, 2〉, 〈x, 0〉])
yields 1.

Definition 7.4.11 (Inverse Assignment (IA) w.r.t. value stack)
If an assignmenty := rhs is related to no RRA, an inverse assignment ofy := rhs is:

y := pop(y, 1, vs)

Now we are ready to make a reverse statement. Suppose that a transformation con-
tains a sequence of assignmentsa1, a2, . . . , an (we ignore other types of statements),
then we can calculate an inverse assignmentiai for each assignmentai . Now a reverse
statement isia1, ia2, . . . , ian.

Multiple Argument Expression

Until now we assumed that the right hand side of an assignmentcontains at most one
variable. Extending it to multiple occurrences is described in this subsection.

Suppose that the right hand side of an assignment isy+ z. In a lambda expression,
((λp.λq.p + q)y)z or ((λq.λp.p + q)z)y, which becomes, respectively, (λp.y + p)z and
(λp.p+z)y. Now they are in accordance with Definition 7.4.5 except thatthe set of free
variables of each lambda abstraction is not empty. For example, FV(λq.y+ q) = {y}.

In order to allow multiple variables on the right hand side ofan assignment, we
extend Definition 7.4.5 as below:

Definition 7.4.12 (Assignment with restriction)

x := (λp.s)y/r̂ s.t. FV(λp.s) = {x | x ∈ r̂}

r̂ ∈2Var−{y}

x, p, y ∈Var

s∈FoExp

(λp.s)y/r̂ denotes(λp.s)y where eachv ∈ r̂ is to be substituted with the value it denotes
when the assignment is about to be executed.Var andFoExpare defined in the same
way as in Definition 7.4.5.

Note that several syntactic forms of assignment are possible when more than one
variable is used in the right hand side of an assignment. In the above example, we can
view an assignmentx := y+ z as eitherx := (λp.cy + p)z or x := (λp.p+ cz)y, where
cy andcz, respectively represent the value ofy andz at the assignment. What form
is appropriate depends on what variable we want to restore. In a general context, the
following mutation property holds:

Property 7.4.1 (Mutation)
Given an assignmentx := (λp.s)y/r̂ , the right hand side can be transformed according
to the following rule:

(λp.(s[y/p])[ p/r])r/(r̂ − {r}) ∪ {y}

wheres[a/b] means thata is substituted forb in s.
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Now we revise Definition 7.4.9 as follows:

Definition 7.4.13 (IA w.r.t. RRA (revised))
If x := e(y)/r̂ is an RRA ofy := rhs, then the IA ofy := rhs is:

y := e−1(restore(x))[∀r ∈ r̂ : restore(r)/r]

7.4.3 Restore Function

In this section, we illustrate therestorefunction used in Definition 7.4.9 and 7.4.13.
Function applicationrestore(x) actually also carries on previous-value-inference pro-
cedure forx based on an assignment trace. In the following, we show an algorithm for
therestorefunction, along with one more definition used in the algorithm.

Definition 7.4.14 (Assignment freezing)
If we say to freeze an assignment, mutation (Property 7.4.1)on the right-hand side of
the assignment is prohibited.

Algorithm 7.4.1 (Restore)
1. Leta1 anda2, respectively, be the assignment we want to backtrack and the RRA

of a1.

2. Suppose that the IA corresponding toa2 is:

y := e−1
1 (restore(x))[∀r ∈ r̂ : restore(r)/r]

3. Freezea2.

4. Let us define a setS = {x} ∪ {r |∈ r̂}.

5. For allx ∈ S, we performrestore(x), beginning with checking ifx is redefined
(x’s value is changed) betweena2 anda1.

(a) If redefined, let the redefining assignment bear , and search for the RRA
of ar .

(i) If an RRA z := e2(x)/r̂′ is found,restore(x) returns the following:

e−1
2 (restore(z))[∀r ∈ r̂′ : restore(r)/r]

Then repeat the procedure from (3), settinga2 to the newly-found
RRA while leavinga1 the same as before.

(ii) If no RRA is found, returnpop(x, n, vs), wheren represents the num-
ber of redefining assignments betweena2 and a1, andvs denotes a
value stack.

(b) If not redefined, return the current value ofx.
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Property 7.4.2 (Termination)
Algorithm 7.4.1 always terminate.

Proof. In (5a), we only need to look into assignments betweenar anda2 (includingar )
because no RRA for variabley does not allow redefinition ofy (see Definition 7.4.6).
Thereforea2 approachesa1 and, in turn, the above procedure always terminates.�

Property 7.4.3 (Correctness)
Algorithm 7.4.1 always returns a correct value.

Proof. If we assume that we save all variable values that cannot be restored by RRA’s,7

it is enough to show, whenever an RRA of a variabley exists, the following relation
holds:

restore(x) = e(yp)[∀r ∈ r̂ : restore(r)/r]

whereyp denotes the previous value ofy. And that is true by induction. �

7.4.4 Analysis

It is straightforward to see that reverse point is inferred in constant time. However
reverse statement calculation requires more than that. Letn be the number of assign-
ments between an assignmenta1 to be reverted and its RRAa2. Then it requiresO(n)
to attain the first IA. If we succeed to find an IA and the IA induces restoration of other
sub-variables, each restoration process takesO(n) (note that we look into assignments
only between the redefinition of a sub-variable anda2). This iterative process can take
placeO(n) times. Therefore if we denote the maximum number of sub-variables dur-
ing iterative process bym, the overall cost isO(mn · n). In worst case,n can increase
up to the entire execution length, but practicallyn tends to be small enough owing to
locality of variable accesses.

7.5 Selective Store

1 g l o b a l atrace # ass ignmen t t r a c e #
2 proc f o rwa rd (t : T r a n s i t i o n )
3 l e t 〈thNum, tr f 〉 ≡ t
4 actions = g e t A c t i o n s (tr f )
5 f o r each a c t i o n a i n actions:
6 i f a i s an ass ignmen t a c t i o n :
7 l e t ( x := e(y) ) ≡ a
8 i f ! isRRA (a ) :
9 i f ! ex is tRRAof (a ,atrace) :

10 s t o r e (〈x, val(x)〉 )
11 e x e c u t e (a)

Figure 7.4: forward execution procedure performing selective store on previous vari-
able values.
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1 fun isRRA (a)
2 l e t ( x := e(y) ) ≡ a
3 i f x = y :
4 re turn i n v e r t i b l e (a ) :
5 e l s e:
6 re turn f a l s e

Figure 7.5: isRRA function used in Figure 7.4, returning true if a given assignment is
a self-defined RRA, and false otherwise.

1 fun ex istRRAof (a , trace)
2 i f empty (trace) :
3 re turn f a l s e
4 e l s e:
5 l e t ( x := ey(y) ) ≡ a
6 l e t ( p := eq(q) ) ≡ l a s t (trace)
7 i f p = x :
8 re turn f a l s e
9 e l s e i f q = x :

10 i f i n v e r t i b l e (p := eq(q) ) :
11 re turn t rue
12 e l s e: ex is tRRAof (a , trace− l a s t (trace) )
13 e l s e: ex is tRRAof (a , trace− l a s t (trace) )

Figure 7.6: existRRAof function used in Figure 7.4, returning true if there exists at
least one RRA in a given assignment trace, otherwise false.

In the previous sections, we assumed that we store a variablevalue only if it cannot
be restored through a corresponding RRA. This section is about how we implement
such a selective store.

Figure 7.4 exhibits how a selective store can be built while executing each action.
If two successive tests, one for the check of self-defined RRA(line 8) and the other
one for the search for an RRA in an assignment trace (line 9), fail, the current value
of an assignment variable (the value before the assignment is performed) is stored in a
value stack (line 10).

Two functions, isRRA and existRRAof, used in Figure 7.4 are separately depicted
in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. Recall that isRRA(α) checks if a givenα is a self-
defined RRA, and existRRAof(α,trace) looks through assignment tracetrace to see
the existence of the RRA ofα. In order for an assignment itself to be an RRA, both
sides of the assignment should be expressed with the same variable (see line 3 of
Figure 7.5), and the assignment should be invertible (thereshould exist an inverse
function corresponding to the right-hand side of an assignment). Meanwhile, if an
RRA is to be one of the previously executed assignments, the assignment variable
must be used in an RRA (see line 9 of Figure 7.6), and the RRA should be invertible.
It is assumed that no RRA exists if no RRA is found until all elements of a given
assignment trace are searched through, or it is encountered, while looking through an

7See Section 7.5
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assignment trace, that an assignment whose assignment variable is the same as the
variable to be restored (line 7 of Figure 7.6).

7.6 Derivation of Inverse Functions

Throughout the argument, we relied on inverse functions to achieve value restoration.
Inverse functions may be either given by a user or more preferably derived automati-
cally. As mentioned in a later section, derivation of inverse functions is another active
research topic. However since we express an arithmetic expression as a function for-
mat, we suggest a way to derive an inverse function from it.

(λx.x+ q)−1 =λx.x− q if x < FV(q) (7.1)

(λx.p+ x)−1 =λx.x− p if x < FV(p) (7.2)

(λx.x× q)−1 =λx.x/q if x < FV(q) ∧ y , 0 when an RRA isy = x× q (7.3)

(λx.p× x)−1 =λx.x/p if x < FV(p) ∧ y , 0 when an RRA isy = p× x (7.4)

(λx.x− q)−1 =λx.x+ q if x < FV(q) (7.5)

(λx.p− x)−1 =λx.p− x if x < FV(p) (7.6)

(λx.x/q)−1 =λx.x× q if x < FV(q) ∧ x%q = 0 (7.7)

(λx.p/x)−1 =λx.p/x if x < FV(p) ∧ p%x = 0 (7.8)

Figure 7.7: Base rules for inverse function derivation

Figure 7.7 lists base rules applicable when a function argument is not under an-
other subexpression. Each rule is associated with a constraint to exclude expressions
which are impossible or infeasible to derive inverse functions, and some of constraints
require more than static lexical checking. Constraints of (7.3) and (7.4) look into the
assignment variable of RRA in runtime. Meanwhile modulus conditions in (7.7) and
(7.8) need to be flagged when assignments containing division is executed, so that
cached modulus conditions are to be available when those assignments are used as
RRA’s.

In the case a function argument variable is inside a subexpression, we apply the
expansion rules displayed in Figure 7.8 until the last rule is applied. These expansion
rules basically inverse subexpressions and hold them between angle brackets. Then
a substitution rule shown in Figure 7.9 put together the inverse subexpressions by
applying the rule until no element is left between the angle brackets.
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(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈L〉 x ∈ FV(op1) op1 , x x < FV(op2)

(λx.op1)−1〈L, (λx.x ◦ op2)−1〉

(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈L〉 x < FV(op1) op2 , x x ∈ FV(op2)

(λx.op2)−1〈L, (λx.op1 ◦ x)−1〉

(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈. . . , (λx.x ◦ op)−1, . . .〉
(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈. . . , λx.s, . . .〉

(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈. . . , (λx.op◦ x)−1, . . .〉
(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈. . . , λx.s, . . .〉

(λx.op1 ◦ op2)−1〈L〉 opi = x x < FV(opi%2+1)
λx.s〈L〉

Figure 7.8: Expansion rules for deriving inverse functions. A symbol ◦ represents
+,−, ∗ or /, and the function bodys is constructed according to the base rules in Fig-
ure 7.7.

λx.s〈l1, l2, . . . , ln−1, ln〉
λx.s[lnx/x]〈l1, l2, . . . , ln−1〉

Figure 7.9: Substitution rule for deriving inverse functions

Example 7.6.1
Trace of inverse function derivation forλx.((p ∗ x) + (r ∗ s))/t

(λx.((p ∗ x) + (r ∗ s))/t)−1〈〉
7−→ (λx.(p ∗ x) + (r ∗ s))−1〈(λx.x/t)−1〉
7−→ (λx.(p ∗ x) + (r ∗ s))−1〈λx.x ∗ t〉
7−→ (λx.p ∗ x)−1〈λx.x ∗ t, (λx.x+ (r ∗ s))−1〉
7−→ (λx.p ∗ x)−1〈λx.x ∗ t, λx.x− (r ∗ s)〉
7−→ λx.x/p〈λx.x ∗ t, λx.x− (r ∗ s)〉
7−→ λx.(x− (r ∗ s))/p〈λx.x ∗ t〉
7−→ λx.((x ∗ t) − (r ∗ s))/p

The derivation rules shown here do not cover every case. If wefail to get an inverse
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function, we rely on state-saving.

7.7 Related Work

There have been a number of attempts to provide reverse execution for debuggers. The
easiest way to achieve reverse execution is to save program locations and old values
that may be necessary in running a program backwards [ADS93,Bal69,Coo02,Zel71].
A clear drawback of thisstate-savingapproach is that the amount of data to be saved
grows very high easily as a program runs.

More often, reverse execution is simulated by reexecuting aprogram until the
earlier point. It appears to work well with small size program, but it cannot avoid
suffering from increasing time overhead as a program size gets bigger. Hence the
reexecution idea often comes in tandem withcheckpointing. Old values are saved
per periodic checkpoints, not per every statement or instruction, and when we want
to backtrack, first we go back to the closest earlier checkpoint from the position we
want to jump back to, and then reexecute the remaining part down to the destination
point [ADS91,Boo00]. For example, [ADS91] sets checkpoints on borders of control
structures of a program, such as the beginning and end ofif or while statements.
However, essentially checkpointing and reexecution also cannot avoid memory accu-
mulation because memory is consumed every checkpoint.

Lastly, there is a way to run a program backwards withreverse codeas presented
in [AM02,BM99,CPF99] and this paper. Reverse code rids us ofheavy dependencies
on state saving. A big challenge in this approach is how to generate reverse code.
No existing method can fully generate reverse code, and if reverse code fails to be
generated, state-saving takes care of reverse execution. [BM99, CPF99] generate re-
verse code only for self-defined assignments (e.g. reverse code ofx:=x+1 is x:=x-1),
and [AM02] produces reverse code based on static analysis result for data dependency
(for value retrieval) and control dependency (for locationretrieval). Currently [AM02]
confines its use to a single threaded program, and its extension to multi-threaded pro-
grams would require a dramatic cost increase of static analysis.

7.8 Discussion

Through this paper, we have used inverse functions to generate reverse code, and we
have presented how to generate an inverse function whose function body consists of
an arithmetic expression. For more general functions, we hope to exploit research
result about program inversion. The origin of program inversion is Dijkstra’s short
note [Dij78]. Program inversion computes an inverse program p−1 of a given program
p with relation ofy = p(x) if and only if p−1(y) = x. Note that if we apply program
inversion to a function, we can obtain a corresponding inverse function.

There have been several works that can infer an inverse program based on annota-
tions of a pair of pre/post conditions around program constructs [CU90,Dij78,Gri81].
Most research about automatic program inversion was pursued for functional program-
ming programming language. [Epp85, GK05, Kor81] calculates inverse functions for
restricted form of first-order functions. Recently Glück and Kawabe are working on
this area [GK03,GK04,KG05].
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Meanwhile there is a limitation on the extent of statements that can benefit from
the presented method. Most heap update statements are not invertible. For example,
althougho:=o.f is self-defined assignment,8 it does not give a clue about the previ-
ous value ofo. Note that the same limitation is shared by [AM02] that also generates
reverse code, based on control/data dependency analysis result in static time, as ex-
plained in Section 7.7.

We conjecture that our reverse code generation method may fitbetter with func-
tional programming languages, although we demonstrated itin imperative program-
ming language. In functional programming language, program text provides more
clues about heap update through, e.g., pattern matching.

Backtracking plays an important role in many areas in computer science besides
debugging. Simulation, model checking, theorem proving and logic programming
are a few of them. And more often than not, efficient memory usage is one of the
critical issues in those areas. We hope the backtracking method presented here can
help alleviate memory blow-ups in other areas too.

7.9 Conclusions

We have presented a reverse code generation method that can be used for reverse ex-
ecution while debugging. The novelty of our work is that we generate reverse code
on-the-fly based on a logged history of transitions, which are basically pointers to pro-
gram locations. This dynamic generation makes it possible to be get reverse code even
for multi-threaded programs.

One possible future work is to see how one can benefit from dynamic slicing as
in [ADS93,AMP04]. We suppose it will help improve reverse code generation time by
removing unnecessary assignments from an assignment trace. There are also a number
of engineering issues. For example, it may be possible to calculate reverse code in the
background while tracing a program forward step by step in a debugger, and have
reverse code ready when one needs to backtrack. Or checkpointing could be employed
and reverse code should only be generated between checkpoints. We can also cache
reverse code and reuse it later if variable update is only locally affected. Lastly, as
we mentioned in the previous section, we are also interestedin extending this work to
functional programming languages.

8f is a field ofo whose type is the same aso.



Chapter 8

A Case for Dynamic Reverse-code Generation
to Debug Non-deterministic Programs

Abstract

Backtracking (i.e., reverse execution) helps the user of a debugger to naturally
think backwards along the execution path of a program, and thinking backwards
makes it easy to locate the origin of a bug. So far backtracking has been im-
plemented mostly by state saving or by checkpointing. Theseimplementations,
however, inherently do not scale. As has often been said, theultimate solution
for backtracking is to use reverse code: executing the reverse code restores the
previous states of a program. In our earlier work, we presented a method to gen-
erate reverse code on the fly while running a debugger. This article presents a
case study of dynamic reverse-code generation. We compare the memory usage
of various backtracking methods in a simple but nontrivial example, a bounded-
buffer program. In the case of non-deterministic programs such as this bounded-
buffer program, our dynamic reverse-code generation can outperform the existing
backtracking methods in terms of memory efficiency.

8.1 Introduction

A number of authors have pointed out that backtracking (i.e., reverse execution) would
be of great help in debugging programs [ADS91,AM04,BM99,BJ97]. Without back-
tracking, a typical debugger requires its user (1) to guess aproblematic point which
may cause an unexpected behavior of a program, and set a breakpoint there, and (2) to
start a new debugging session and examine the program state at the breakpoint. This
pattern of debugging often takes substantial time, not onlybecause the user needs to
iteratively perform a number of debugging sessions to finally locate the origin of a
bug, but also because (s)he often makes wrong guesses. Worse, due to its iterative
style, this pattern of debugging only works for deterministic programs. For exam-
ple, in multi-threaded programming languages such as Java,one cannot reproduce a
non-deterministic scheduling order between threads by merely restarting one’s pro-
gram. For similar reasons, this iterative pattern of debugging does not work in other
non-deterministic programming languages such as Dijkstra’s guarded command lan-
guage [Dij76] where the non-determinism comes from non-exclusive guards. On the
other hand, if a debugger is able to walk back on the executionpath of a program, a
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user can naturally see what happened in the past and, as a result, trace the error back
to its origin.

Several debuggers support backtracking [ADS91, ADS93, AM04, Bal69, BM99,
BJ97, Boo00, Coo02]. Most of them, however, rely on state saving or checkpoint-
ing (i.e., periodic state saving). These state-saving-based backtracking methods often
induce the consumption of substantial amounts of memory. Ithas been said that the
ultimate solution for backtracking is to use reverse code [Flo67b,Gri81]: executing the
reverse code restores the previous states of a program. Recently Akgul and Mooney
suggested a way to generate reverse code using a static analysis of its source pro-
gram [AM04]. Their approach, however, does not appear to suit non-deterministic
programs such as multi-threaded programs. To address this problem, we have sug-
gested a dynamic reverse-code generation method where reverse code is generated
on the fly, while a debugger is running, based on a logged history of runtime state-
ments [Lee06].

This article presents a case study of dynamic reverse-code generation. In particular,
we illustrate the usefulness of dynamic reverse-code generation by (1) considering
the standard example of a program managing a bounded buffer and (2) measuring its
memory usage for each existing backtracking method and for our method. The issue
of time complexity is also discussed in Section 8.4.

8.2 Backtracking Methods

Four kinds of backtracking methods are found in the literature: state saving, check-
pointing, static reverse-code generation and dynamic reverse-code generation. No-
tably, the methods forreplay [CS98, LMC87, RC96], that guarantees to reproduce the
same program execution as in the past, is excluded from the list. It is infeasible to
backtrack with the replay method alone since a given programmust be restarted from
the beginning of its execution.

8.2.1 State Saving

This method saves previous program points and previous datavalues while running
a program forwards and restores them in a LIFO (Last In, FirstOut) manner when
backtracking [ADS93, Bal69, Coo02, Zel71]. The naive approach is to save a whole
state-vector consisting of global variables, local variables and program point, whenever
the current state of a program changes (basic state saving). Alternatively one can save
only modified values (incremental state saving). State saving is the easiest way to
perform backtracking. However its clear drawback is that memory is consumed for
every statement that changes the state of a program, e.g., anassignment. Therefore
memory is likely to be exhausted even before reverse execution becomes necessary.

8.2.2 Checkpointing

This method saves previous program points and previous datavalues only at predefined
checkpoints(hence ‘checkpointing’), not on every statement. When backtracking, one
restores the state saved at the previous checkpoint (thus the program point goes back
to the previous checkpoint) and one runs the program forwardto the desired previous
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program point [ADS91, Boo00]. Note that, in general, a method for replay is used to
reproduce the same execution as in the past. As in the case of state saving, it is more
economical to only save changes between adjacent checkpoints than to save a state-
vector at a checkpoint. Checkpointing can consume less memory than state saving.
When the same variable is modified several times between adjacent checkpoints, only
the variable value at the previous checkpoint is saved. However checkpointing shares
the same limitation as state saving; memory is likely to be exhausted even before
reverse execution becomes necessary.

8.2.3 Static Reverse-Code Generation

This method generates reverse code before running a program. Executing the reverse
code restores the previous states of a program. The ideal reverse code only uses the
current values to compute the previous value. If one succeeds to attain this ideal reverse
code, the memory usage does not depend on the execution length, unlike state saving
and checkpointing: only a constant amount of memory is consumed on holding reverse
code. However one cannot always come up with ideal reverse code and it may be
necessary to save states occasionally. Naturally the majorchallenge of reverse-code
generation is to generate ideal reverse code as much as possible and to save states as
little as possible. In most of the literature, only self-defined assignments (assignments
where the same variable is used in both sides of the assignments, e.g.,x:=x+1) are used
to generate reverse code [BM99, CPF99]. For example, the reverse code ofx:=x+1 is
x:=x-1.

Recently, Akgul and Mooney suggested a way to generate reverse code beyond
self-defined assignments [AM04]. They generate reverse code based on a path-sensitive
static analysis exploiting the data-dependency and the control-flow graph of a source
program. More specifically, Akgul and Mooney use two techniques,redefinitionand
extraction-from-use1 to restore the previous data. They resort to state saving only if
neither of the techniques applies. Redefinition consists inusing the nearest reaching
definitions of the variable one wants to restore. For example, if one wants to recover a
variablex and the nearest reaching definition ofx is x:=1when a predicatep holds and
x:=2 when¬p holds, then one can restore the previous value ofx by executing either
x:=1 or x:=2 depending on what predicate holds.2 On the other hand, extraction-from-
use exploits the following fact: Letx be a variable one wants to recover andy a variable
that one knows the value of, and assume an injective functiony=f(x) such that the in-
verse functionf−1 is derivable by the system or defined by the user. Then one can
restore the value ofx throughx:=f−1(y). For example, ify:=x+1 was executed previ-
ously, one may restore the previous value ofx by executingx:=y-1, assuming thaty
was restored beforehand.

Currently, Akgul and Mooney only consider deterministic programs as the target of
reverse-code generation. The extension to non-deterministic programs does not seem
feasible. First the control-flow graph is likely to be huge, e.g., due to interleaving be-
tween threads. Worse, non-deterministic control flow in general makes it impossible to
infer uniquely the current execution path at static-analysis time. As a result, neither re-
definition nor extraction-from-use is applicable other than to self-defined assignments.

1They originally used the terms ‘redefine technique’ and ‘extract-from-use technique’.
2The variables affecting the value of predicates must be restored beforehand.
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8.2.4 Dynamic Reverse-Code Generation

We recently introduced another backtracking method, dynamic reverse-code genera-
tion [Lee06]. This dynamic method differs from its static counterpart in that reverse-
code generation techniques (i.e., redefinition and extraction-from-use) are applied to
the history of runtime statements (hence ‘dynamic’), not toa source program.3 It is
our thesis that this dynamic method is useful for backtracking in non-deterministic
programs. In the next section, we substantiate this thesis by showing how dynamic
reverse-code generation can restore more variables than the other backtracking meth-
ods.

8.3 The Case of a Bounded Buffer

In this section, we introduce a bounded-buffer program where we measure memory
usage for each of the backtracking methods presented in the previous section.

1 /***************************

2 * Bounded -Buffer Example *

3 **************************/

4 int buf[M]; // buffer size M

5 int g:=0; // experimental code

6 sem empty:=n;

7 sem full :=0;

8

9 thread Producer {

10 int src[N]; // source array

11 int p:=0;

12 int rear:=0;

13 int d:=0; // experimental code

14 while (p < N) {

15 wait(empty);

16 buf[rear]:=src[p];

17 p:=p+1;

18 rear:=rear+1;

19 rear:=rear % N;

20 signal(full);

21 g:=d+1; // experimental code

22 d:=g×3; // experimental code

23 }

24 }

25 thread Consumer {

26 int dst[N]; // destination array

27 int c:=0;

28 int front :=0;

29 int e:=0;

30 while (c < N) {

31 wait(full);

32 dst[c]:=buf[front ]+1;

33 c:=c+1;

34 front:=front +1;

35 front:=front % N;

36 signal(empty);

37 e:=g×2; // experimental code

38 g:=e-1; // experimental code

39 }

40 }

41 // Two semaphore procedures

42 procedure wait(int s) {

43 // atomic action

44 〈await(s>0); s:=s-1;〉
45 }

46 procedure signal(int s) {

47 〈s:=s+1;〉 // atomic action

48 }

Figure 8.1: The bounded-buffer program.

Figure 8.1 shows a Java-like program manipulating a boundedbuffer shared be-
tween multiple threads. This kind of program is ubiquitous in concurrent systems and
is often called ‘bounded-buffer’. A bounded-buffer program consists of producers,
consumers and a finite buffer shared between producers and consumers. Producers put
data into the buffer unless the buffer is full,4 and the data in the buffer is fed to con-
sumers unless the buffer is empty. For the sake of brevity, we consider the simple case
where only one pair of producer and consumer exists. We assume that the size of the
buffer isM. Elements in the source array (denoted bysrc[N]) of the producer are copied

3In a companion paper [Lee06], only the extraction-from-usetechnique is used for the sake of sim-
plicity. As in static reverse-code generation, state saving is used only when reverse code cannot be
generated.

4So there is no danger of buffer overflow.
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to the destination array (denoted bydst[N]) of the consumer in order after increment-
ing the value by one. For example, ifsrc[N] contains{10, 20, 30} in the beginning,
then in the end,dst[N] is filled with {11, 21, 31}. Semaphores are used to control con-
currency. Two semaphore procedureswait andsignal (assuming call-by-reference)
are shown in Lines 41-48 of Figure 8.1.

When we debug the above program, we assume the following:

1. Our debugger runs on top of an interpreter, not on compiledcode.

2. The threads are interleaved.

3. The replay module is available in our debugger to reproduce the same program
execution as in the past after backtracking to a previous program point.

In order to run a program backwards, one needs to be able to restore the previous
program points and data values. First, regarding the restoration of the previous pro-
gram pointsin non-deterministic programs, one needs to remember what choice was
made (e.g., which thread became active) and when the choice was made (e.g., when
the context was switched). Note that this information is logged by the replay module.
It is fair to assume that, in order to restore the previous program points, our debugger
logs the order of (1) the accesses to the entries of basic blocks, and (2) program points
where the context is switched.

One may argue that, in our example of Figure 8.1, since Lines 15-20 and Lines
31-36 are mutually exclusive, static reverse-code generation can be applied to these
two code blocks. However one generally does not know which blocks are guaranteed
to execute sequentially before running a program. Indeed a number of errors of multi-
threaded programs occur due to unexpected interleaving of code execution.

When it comes to restoring the data values, each backtracking method presented
in Section 8.2 induces a different memory-usage pattern. In the following, we con-
sider these different memory-usage patterns. We assume that an integer value costsI
bytes. Then each backtracking method uses the following units of memory where one
memory unit is the size of integer:

8.3.1 Basic State Saving

This method saves a state vector whenever the state of a program changes. A state
vector of the program consists of global variables and localvariables. In the running
example, we have nine integer variables (p, c, front, real, empty, full, g, d, e),
one M-length integer array variable (buf) and twoN-length integer array variables
(src,dst). The state of a program changes eight times in the loop body of Producer
and Consumer respectively. Until the program terminates,Producer and Consumer
respectively execute their loop bodyN times. So overall, basic state saving costs
8(9+ M + 2N)I × N × 2 units of memory.

8.3.2 Incremental State Saving

This method saves only modified values instead of state-vectors. As mentioned above,
the state of a program changes eight times in the loop body ofProducer andConsumer
respectively. All the modified values (includingbuf[rear] anddst[c]) take integer
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space. The loop body of each thread iteratesN times, as pointed out previously. There-
fore incremental state saving costs 8I × N × 2 units of memory, which is certainly less
than the memory usage in basic state saving.

8.3.3 Checkpointing

This method saves states periodically at predefined checkpoints. The memory require-
ment typically depends on how densely checkpoints are set. The more coarsely they
are set, the less memory is likely to be consumed but the more runtime is required to
reach the previous program point from the nearest checkpoint. In our example, let us
suppose that two checkpoints are set at Lines 15 and 30.

Since state vectors are expensive, the incremental-state-saving idea is also often
used in checkpointing; only data values modified during the previous period are saved.
For example, if Lines 15-20 are executed before reaching thecheckpoint at Line 30,
buf[rear],p,rear andfull are saved.

Note thatrear is saved only once. In incremental state saving,rear is saved twice
(one after Line 18, the other after Line 19). Incremental checkpointing consumes less
memory than incremental state saving when the same variableis modified several times
between adjacent checkpoints. In our examplerear andfront are modified twice,
hence we can save 2I units of memory. If Lines 21 and 38 are executed consecutively
so thatg is modified twice in a row, we can also economize one more unit of memory.
In this optimal case, checkpointing costs (16− 3)I × N units of memory, which is less
than the memory usage in incremental state saving.

8.3.4 Static Reverse-Code Generation

This method performs backtracking by running pre-generated reverse code. Reverse
code is calculated before executing a program based on a static analysis. As pointed
out in Section 8.2, the static reverse-code generation doesnot readily apply to non-
deterministic programs. Let us try to find reverse code to restore a variabled after its
value has changed at Line 22.

(a)

(b)

21

g:=d+121

g:=d+1 22 d:=g×3

e:=g×237 g:=e-138 22 d:=g×3

Figure 8.2: Two possible scenarios reaching Line 22 of Figure 8.1.

Both Scenario (a) and (b) in Figure 8.2 reach Line 22 after executing different paths
in the bounded-buffer program. In Scenario (b), context switching occurs afterthe first
statement and the third statement. The reverse code to recover d must be different for
each scenario. However, at static-analysis time, we cannotinfer which scenario will
be chosen due to the non-deterministic context switch between threads. Thus static
reverse-code generation winds up resorting to state saving. Restoring an element of
arraybuf[] also ends up with state saving for the same reason.

In summary, static reverse-code generation fails to provide non-state-saving re-
verse code when we are to restore non-self-defined global variables (e.g., an element of
buf[]) or local variables whose possible reverse code involves global variables (e.g.,d).
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In the running example, we can restore, independently of state saving,p, rear
at Line 18,c, front at Line 34,empty andfull; all the above variables are used in
self-defined assignments. The remaining eight variables (four inProducer and another
four in Consumer) are state-saved. Since the loop body of each thread iterates N times,
overall, the static reverse-code generation costs 4I × N × 2 units of memory, which is
less than the memory usage in checkpointing.

8.3.5 Dynamic Reverse-Code Generation

This method performs backtracking by running reverse code that is generated on the
fly. As described in Section 8.2, two reverse-code generation techniques, redefinition
and extraction-from-use, are applied to the history of runtime statements. Note that the
history of runtime statements can be obtained from (1) the logged order of the accesses
to the entries of basic blocks and program points where the context is switched, and
(2) the program source code.

Let us illustrate how a variabled can recover its previous value in Scenario (b) of
Figure 8.2. Sinced was used in the right-hand side of the first statement (g:=d+1), the
first candidate of the reverse code ford is d:=g-1. Howeverg was redefined after the
first statement byg:=e-1, so we also need to recoverg. In this case, frome:=g × 2,
we getg:=e/2. Putting them together, we can restore the previous value ofd through
d:=e/2-1.

(dst[0]:=buf[0]+1)
dst[c]:=buf[front]+132

signal(empty)36 wait(empty)15 buf[rear]:=src[p]
(buf[0]:=src[2])

16

front:=front+134c:=c+133 front:=front%N35

Figure 8.3: One possible scenario of the program of Figure 8.1.

An element of arraybuf[] can recover its previous value in a similar way. Suppose
the scenario of Figure 8.3 was executed and currently a valuevector of〈c,front,rear,p〉
is 〈1,1,0,2〉. And also assume that we restore array index variables before restoring ar-
ray elements. For example, in Figure 8.3, the first statement, dst[c]:=buf[front]+1,
is projected intodst[0]:=buf[0]+1, as shown inside the parentheses.5 To restore the
previous value ofbuf[rear] (in this casebuf[0]) after Line 16, we can use the first
statement to generate the reverse code,buf[0]:=dst[0]-1, which is satisfactory since
dst[0] was not modified after its use in the first statement.

As illustrated above, the dynamic reverse-code generationcan restore, indepen-
dently of state saving, even the data values that cannot be restored using static reverse-
code generation. In the running example, assuming that we know the default values to
assign declared variables (e.g., in declarationint i;, we can assume thati gets zero
as its default initial value), we only need to saverear at Line 19 andfront at Line
35. Since the loop body of each thread iteratesN times, overall, dynamic reverse-code
generation costsI × N × 2 units of memory, which is less than the memory usage in
static reverse-code generation.

5This does not mean we have to save projected statements whilerunning a program; the projected
statement can be obtained on demand.
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In the above discourse, we deliberately did not consider thememory usage neces-
sary to generate reverse code. In the case of dynamic reverse-code generation, reverse
code is generated only when necessary for one-time use and itis discarded afterwards.
On the other hand, static reverse-code generation keeps hold of reverse code. There-
fore even when considering the memory consumption necessary to generate reverse
code, dynamic reverse-code generation costs the least amount of memory units in our
running example. It is also noteworthy that the gap between the dynamic reverse-
code generation method and the other ones becomes wider as the number of threads
(i.e.,Producer andConsumer) increases.

8.4 Discussion

The comparison of Section 8.3 is focused on the memory usage of each backtracking
method. On the other hand, the time complexity of dynamic reverse code generation
is, as shown in a companion paper [Lee06],O(mn ·n) for each restoration of a variable,
wherem denotes the maximum number of variables that appear in the right-hand side
of a reverse assignment (i.e., the assignment whose execution restores the value of
the variable in its left-hand side), andn denotes the length of the part of the runtime-
statement history used to calculate a reverse assignment. Note thatm andn are small
in general.6

As a matter of fact, when it comes to dynamic reverse-code generation for de-
bugging, time complexity is not as critical an issue as memory usage because of the
following:

1. Computer systems that contain multi-core processors aregetting widespread.
Exploiting this emerging computing environment, one can execute the program
under debugging on one processor while calculating reversecode on the other
processor.

2. Reverse execution is typically performed step by step by auser who debugs a
given program, leaving ample amount of time to calculate reverse code.

The result of arithmetic operations of a program is not always mathematically
precise due to the finite format used to represent numbers. Also, some expressions
involve operations that do not keep all values necessary to extract the previous value
from this expression. A modulus operation is one such example. In the above cases,
the corresponding expression cannot be used for the extraction-from-use technique.
However, this does not necessarily restrict the usefulnessof dynamic reverse-code
generation because of the following:

1. The redefinition technique can be used to generate reversecode.

2. The problematic situations described above can be detected at runtime. Unlike
static reverse-code generation, the decision as to resort to state saving or not is
made at runtime. While executing a program, the values that cannot be restored
by ideal reverse code are detected and saved in memory.

6If m or n is exceptionally large, the state-saving method can be usedinstead.
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3. If a user is interested in only logical errors, symbolic execution can be employed
so that returning a mathematically wrong value stops to be anissue.

8.5 Conclusions

We have shown how much memory is consumed in various backtracking methods
when a bounded buffer is accessed concurrently. In particular, we have pointedout why
the existing static reverse-code generation does not work well on non-deterministic
programs such as multi-threaded ones and why the dynamic reverse-code generation
does. Finally, we have illustrated that our dynamic reverse-code generation can use less
memory than the existing backtracking methods when appliedto non-deterministic
programs.
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Chapter 9

Bogor/Kiasan: k-bounded Symbolic Execution for
Checking Strong Heap Properties of Open Systems

Abstract

This paper presents Kiasan, a bounded technique to reason about open sys-
tems based on a path sensitive, relatively sound and complete symbolic execu-
tion instead of the usual compositional reasoning through weakest precondition
calculation that summarizes all execution paths. Kiasan isable to check strong
heap properties, and it is fully automatic and flexible in terms of its cost and
the guarantees it provides. It allows a user-adjustable mixed compositional/non-
compositional reasoning and naturally produces error traces as fault evidence.
We implemented Kiasan using the Bogor model checking framework and ob-
served that its performance is comparable to ESC/Java on similar scales of prob-
lems and behavioral coverage, while providing the ability to check much stronger
specifications.

9.1 Introduction

Best practices in software development techniques nowadays heavily emphasize the
development of reusable and modular software, which allowssoftware components
to be developed and maintained independently. In addition,many modern program-
ming languages provide language constructs at higher abstraction levels to help man-
age software complexity. For example, object-oriented programming languages have
gained popularity over the recent years as they support the development of software
components. While they have improved software developmentprocesses employed
today, a set of unique challenges have emerged for assuring their quality. One of the
main challenges is to ensure software compatibility acrossindependently-developed
components. Although design-by-contract [Mey88] offers a promising solution, there
is still a need for effective analysis techniques that are able to reason about software
contracts and their implementation using modern programming languages in the con-
text of open systems (i.e., where portions of the system areunavailableand only their
specifications exist).

We present Kiasan (k ē’ ah sahn, Indonesian for reasoning with analogy/symboli-
cally), a technique for reasoning about behavioral properties of open (sequential) sys-
tems, including strong heap properties that describe heap structures and the data in
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them. Our approach is driven by a number of design goals that distinguish it in one or
more ways from existing work (e.g., [FLL+02,BLS05,GTS06,BCO05]):

G1. Provides fully automated analysis: To gain wide-spread adoption from software
developers, it is crucial for analysis tools to require no manual intervention.

G2. Handles rich heap-oriented specifications: Software written with newer program-
ming languages such as Java and C# heavily use dynamically-allocated heap ob-
jects. It is imperative for an analysis tool to be able to reason about these objects,
their data, and their relationships (e.g., [RRDH06]).

G3. Allows mixed compositional and non-compositional analysis: While pure com-
positional reasoning is more scalable, one of its usabilityproblems is that it
requires an up-front effort for having comprehensive specifications. In the case
where an implementation exists or where it is easier to implement than to spec-
ify, we should allow one to easily configure the analysis to use the implemen-
tation. This allows one to focus on checking the more important parts of the
system without undesirable warning or error messages as is the case when using
a pure compositional reasoning approach with incomplete/nonexistent specifi-
cation.

G4. Flexibility to adjust analysis cost and coverage: We believe that an analysis tool
should provide enough control over the computational resources an analysis re-
quires, and it should provide quantifiable behavior coverage guarantees. These
allow users to increasingly allocate more resources to gainhigher levels of confi-
dence from the tool. For example, when assuring correctnessof a method which
sorts a list, it is of little help to use techniques such as iterative deepening in
depth-first state-space exploration (e.g., [KPV03, SMA05]), since the link be-
tween a program and a suitable analysis depth is very difficult to see. Rather,
one should be able to specify ones willingness to invest the resources necessary
to obtain correctness assurance on lists up to a certain size.

G5. Provides helpful analysis feedback: In contrast to errors caused by uncaught ex-
ceptions such as null-dereference, it is not enough to only point out at a program
point for violations of strong contracts. When the analysisfinds an error, it
should give helpful feedback that explains it, and at the very least, generate an
error scenario as evidence.

We believe the key contribution of our approach is a collection of insightful design
and engineering decisions that lead to an effective tool that hits a “sweet spot” with re-
spect to the capabilities that software developers would need in practice. Specifically,
we believe that the scalability of our technique compares well to frameworks like ES-
C/Java [FLL+02], while providing better support for checking strong heap properties.
Our work takes the symbolic execution presented in [KPV03] and adds several impor-
tant enhancements that allow it to achieve the design goals above:

1. We develop a bounding technique that provides better control appropriate for
checking heap properties; we identify and address sources of unsoundness or
intractability in [KPV03],
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2. We introduce a more efficient lazy initialization algorithm compared to [KPV03],

3. We formalize Kiasan’s basic symbolic execution engine and prove its simula-
tion relation to concrete execution and its relative soundness and completeness
(available at [Bog]),

4. We show how Kiasan can be used to reason about strong heap properties of open
systems in a mixed compositional/non-compositional way,

5. We present how Kiasan can leverage heap region propertiesto reduce its analysis
cost as well as enabling it to check heap-oriented properties,

6. We implement Kiasan on top of the Bogor software model checking frame-
work [RDH03,Bog], and

7. We demonstrate how Bogor/Kiasan can check properties difficult to handle au-
tomatically using other methods.

In our paper, we use a specification language with features similar to the Java
Modeling Language (JML) [LBR06], but we did not design our approach around a
particular specification language. Instead, we require a side-effect free specification
that is transformable to an effective executable form. While there is a lot of techni-
cal and engineering effort for transforming specification to an executable form, itis
beyond the scope of this paper. Existing methods such asjmlc for JML runtime mon-
itoring [CL02] can be employed to transform specification into an executable form. In
addition, we also use some relational properties on methodssuch as transitivity.

The next section presents an example that motivates our approach. Section 9.3
presents ourk-bounded symbolic execution approach, and Section 9.4 outlines how
we adapt symbolic execution for reasoning about open systems and how we leverage
heap region information to reduce analysis cost. Section 9.5 discusses our prototype
and experiments. Section 9.6 presents related work, and Section 9.7 concludes.

9.2 Motivating Example

Figure 9.1 presents a sorted list merge example that motivates our approach. Intu-
itively, the merge method’s contract indicates that given a non-null and sorted (from
the preconditions@NonNull andpre) acyclic list (from the invariantinv) with respect
to the specifiedComparator c, the method merges the content of that list into the re-
ceiver list object (given that it is also sorted) and as the result, the receiver object is
also a sorted acyclic list (isAcyclic andisSorted are pure, i.e., they do not modify
existing objects). We highlight several non-trivial challenges when reasoning about
such programs and specifications that we address in the next sections.

1. Thecomparemethod isopen-ended, i.e., in contrast to reasoning about a com-
plete system such as [KPV03] where we know the actual objectsand the data
being manipulated, we do not know the actual implementationof the method
(or even if there is an implementation for the type that will substituteE). Thus,
the objects used to determine its result are unknown as it mayuse all data that
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public class L inkedL is t<E> {
/ /@ inv : i s A c y c l i c ( ) ;
@NonNull LinkedNode head = new LinkedNode ( ) ;

/ *@ pre : i sSor ted ( c )
@ && other . i sSor ted ( c ) ;
@ post : i sSor ted ( c ) ; @* /

void merge ( @NonNull L inkedL is t<E> other ,
@NonNull Comparator<E> c ) {

L inkedL is t<E> l l = new L inkedL is t<E> ( ) ;
LinkedNode n1 = th is . head . next ;
LinkedNode n2 = other . head . next ;
while ( n1 != nu l l && n2 != nu l l )

i f ( c . compare ( n1 . data , n2 . data ) < 0)
{ l l . addLast ( n1 . data ) ; n1 = n1 . next ; }

else { l l . addLast ( n2 . data ) ; n2 = n2 . next ; }
while ( n1 != nu l l )
{ l l . addLast ( n1 . data ) ; n1 = n1 . next ; }

while ( n2 != nu l l )
{ l l . addLast ( n2 . data ) ; n2 = n2 . next ; }

head = l l . head ;
}
class LinkedNode { E data ; LinkedNode next ; }

}

Figure 9.1: A Merge Example (excerpts)

it can reach. This is also in contrast to reasoning about specific algorithms
on data structures whose elements are of scalar types or Java’s immutable ob-
jects [LAS00, XMSN05, KS05, APV06], for example, for ordering, where we
know the comparison does not use data from other heap objects. Thus, the
strongest specification we can have is that thecompare method is pure, and it
returns either a negative integer, zero, or a positive integer. Moreover,compare
is a total order relation, as specified in the Java 5 Application Programming
Interface (API) documentation.

2. In contrast tocompare, an implementation of theaddLastmethod is easily un-
derstood, i.e., itonly modifiesthe last node’snext field of the receiver list object
by assigning its parameter to it; it is actually easier to usethe actual implemen-
tation than its specification, i.e., one can focus on checking merge first by using
an implementation ofaddLast. Thus, it avoids one of the usability problems
when using pure compositional reasoning techniques such as[FLL+02] that re-
quire comprehensive specifications up-front before being able to check them;
otherwise, it generates undesirable error or warning messages.

3. We would like to strengthenpost to ensure that the resulting list size is the sum
of the receiver list size before merging and the size ofother, and all the ele-
ments are from the two lists. In contrast to techniques that mostly concern about
heap shapes [LAS00], these kinds of properties make it hard to automatically
use heap abstraction techniques that summarize objects because one still has to
maintain the elements (whose numbers may be unbounded).

4. We have to establish that whatever information used for comparison must not be
modified bymerge (or methods called from it) to ensure the comparisons done
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later inpost are unaffected. (This is a bit too strong as it is fine to modify any
information that will be accessed bycompare if it does not changecompare’s
result; we only consider the former case in this paper). Otherwise, there is no
guarantee that the receiver object is sorted afterward. Forexample, suppose
that we insert a code just before the end ofmerge. We need to check whether
the inserted code invalidates the elements’ ordering. Thiscan be detected by
using heap region separation. That is, the inserted code cannot invalidate the
ordering if it does not modify the element objects. However,establishing this
requires a precise heap analysis that is able to leverage, for example, heap region
information.

9.3 k-bounded Symbolic Execution

In this section, we describe our basic (non-compositional)and stateless symbolic ex-
ecution technique that improves [KPV03] by introducing an intuitive bounding tech-
nique, as well as techniques to improve its performance and to address its sources of
unsoundness or intractability.

9.3.1 Background

Symbolic execution[Kin76] is a technique that essentially interprets a program. How-
ever, it usessymbolic valuesinstead of concrete values (e.g., integers). While execut-
ing a program, it maintains the relationship of the symbolicvalues as path conditions.
For example, consider the following code:z = x + y; if (z > 0) z++;

Suppose the values ofx andy in the beginning areα andβ, respectively. After
executing the assignment, we know that the value ofz is γ, whereγ = α + β, i.e.,
we add the additional knowledge to the path conditions. Whenevaluating the branch
condition, we do not have enough information to decide whichbranch to follow, thus,
we non-deterministically follow both branches to safely simulate possible real execu-
tions. When following the false branch, we know that at the end, ¬(γ > 0), and we
have finished executing the code. On the other hand, in the true branch, we know that
γ > 0. At the end,z’s value isγ′, whereγ′ = γ + 1. Each of these execution paths
characterizes (theoretically) an infinite number of real executions.

For objects and arrays, we use the lazy initialization algorithm in [KPV03] that
initializes field values on an on-demand basis. If a field is accessed for the first time,
then its value is “initialized lazily” as follows. If the field’s type is a primitive type,
then a new symbolic value is created. Otherwise, the algorithm covers all possible
aliases by non-deterministically choosing the value, any existing symbolic object
in the heap whose type is compatible with the field’s type, or afresh symbolic object.
Arrays present additional challenges, i.e., the length of an array may be unknown.
In addition, arrays can be accessed by a symbolic (unknown) integer index. We treat
array similar to [APV06], but with bounding the number of lazy initializations on array
elements. We refer the reader to [KPV03, APV06] for more detailed discussions on
lazy initialization of objects and arrays.
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9.3.2 Issues in Symbolic Execution

The symbolic execution described above is quite effective (e.g., it has precise alias
information), automatic, and naturally able to produce counter-examples as error evi-
dence, i.e., it is in-line withG1, G2, andG5. However, it can become unsurprisingly
expensive. The inherent non-determinism in the lazy initialization algorithm becomes
more expensive as the number of symbolic objects grows. Another challenging issue
is handling possible non-termination due to loops (and recursions). Even using a state-
ful search does not help due to the unboundedness of heap. Forexample, symbolic
execution of a non-terminating loop that adds concrete objects to a linked list does not
terminate gracefully. (Abstraction techniques [LAS00, APV06] can be employed to
summarize some heap structures; while promising, it is still difficult to automatically
construct precise abstractions for every strong property). A common approach to ad-
dress this (e.g., [KPV03, GTS06]) is to use a depth-bounded search which provides
control over the control flows under consideration, but it provides little control over
data structures. That is, it is hard to quantify the behavioral coverage that is guaran-
teed by such method as mentioned previously in Section 9.1. Thus, it conflicts with
G4. Another approach is to exploit loop invariants (e.g., [KPV03]); however, auto-
matically inferring loop invariants is incomplete in general. Thus, it conflicts with
G1.

9.3.3 k-bounding

To address the above issues, we incorporate a bounding technique to help manage
symbolic execution’s complexity. That is, we bound the sequence of lazy initializations
originating from each initial symbolic object up tok. In other words, we bound the
length of reference chains on symbolic objects (we should only count initializations
done inside loops, but this complicates our presentation).For arrays, we additionally
bound the number of lazy initializations on distinct array indices up tok. This user-
adjustable bounding provides a fair trade-off between analysis cost and behavioral
coverage; we can quantify the amount of coverage on heap objects for a given bound,
thus satisfyingG4. That is, when using a boundk, the analysis can guarantee the
correctness of a program on any heap object configuration (satisfying its contract)
with reference chains whose lengths are at mostk. In the case where the analysis does
not exhaustk, a complete behavior coverage is guaranteed. Note that thisis different
from the bounding techniques used in, for example, Korat [BKM02] where it bounds
the number of objects of each type (mixed bounding techniques are possible, however,
we only usek-bounding to keep our presentation simple). Due to the nature of lazy
initialization, the expanded objects are only the ones thatare needed or accessed.

To handle diverging loops, we limit the number of loop iterations that do not
(lazily) initialize any heap object, i.e., we prefer exhausting thek resource-bound first
before resorting to loop bounding to try to guarantee the advertised heap object con-
figuration coverage.

9.3.4 Lazier Initialization

During our initial experiments withlazy initialization, we observed a large number of
paths generated by its inherent non-determinism that do notreally contribute to differ-
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ent errors. The essence of the lazy initialization algorithm is delaying the initialization
of a field f of a symbolic objecto until o. f is accessed the first time. We observed that
it is possible to delay the initialization even further until o. f (for non-primitive field
f ) is used in field accesses (e.g.,o. f .g), equality tests (e.g.,o. f =o′), and as receiver
objects for method calls. Hence, we abstract lazy initialization into lazier initialization
as follows: a field accesso. f only returns asymbolic reference; later usages ofo. f
(e.g.,o. f .g) will initialize o. f by choosing from compatible existing heap objects or a
fresh symbolic object.

n

NULL

LinkedList

LinkedNode

(a) Lazy Initialization

LinkedNode

LinkedList NULL

n c

(b) Lazier Initialization

(c) Lazy Execution Tree (d) Lazier Execution Tree

Figure 9.2: Lazy and Lazier Initializations

Figures 9.2(a,b) illustrate the difference between lazy and lazier initializations
(dashed lines represent non-deterministic choices, and dotted lines represent possible
future non-deterministic choices). In (a), whenn.next is lazily initialized, we non-
deterministically choose between, the first three nodes, or a fresh symbolic node
(it does not choose the list object because of type incompatibility), thus, the symbolic
execution branches on five paths. On the other hand, the lazier initialization in (b)
creates a symbolic reference (represented as a cloudc) and branches two-ways. Only
if the actual value ofc is used (e.g., for field access), then the cloud is dissolved into a
non-deterministic choice among existing symbolic objectsand a new symbolic object.
Thus, it delays the branching until it is actually needed. In(b), we indicate the possible
objects for the future non-deterministic choice when the cloud is dissolved; however,
this object collection represent a subset of the future non-deterministic choice. The
actual set of objects will be computedat the time when the cloud is dissolved, which
may include more objects. This is crucial for proving the soundness of lazier initial-
ization. Figures 9.2(c,d) demonstrate the effect of delaying non-deterministic choices
in lazier initialization (i.e., delaying branchings in state-space exploration). The state-
space tree in (d) has fewer transitions than (c) because it does its non-deterministic
choice a bit later. Thus, it is more efficient to explore the state-space in (d). The lazier
initialization algorithm is even more efficient in the case where a symbolic reference
is never dissolved.
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Semantic Domains
INT ∈ Typesprim = primitive types: int,char,float,etc.

Typesnon−prim = Typesrecord] Typesarray ] SymTypes
τ ∈ Types = Typesprim ] Typesnon−prim
pc ∈ PCs = the set of program counters
φ ∈ Φ = P(the set of boolean expressions)
i, j ∈ Locs = the set of locations
δ

m,n
τ ∈ SymLocs = the set of symbolic locations

m,n, k ∈ � = the set of natural numbers
, c, d ∈ Consts = the set of constants including�
, , , fτ ∈ Fields = the set of fields
v ∈ Values = Consts∪ Locs∪ Symbolsprim ∪ SymLocs
ι ∈ Indices = Fields∪� ∪ Symbols



α
m,n
τ , β, γ ∈ Symbols =

{

α
m,n
τ | αm,n

τ : Indices⇀ Values
}

= Symbolsprim ] Symbolsnon−prim
g ∈ Globals = {g | g : Fields⇀ Values}
σ ∈ Stacks =

{

σ | σ is a sequence of values
}

l ∈ Locals = { l | l : �⇀ Values}
h ∈ Heaps =

{

h | h : Locs⇀ Symbolsnon−prim

}

s ∈ States = Globals× PCs× Locals× Stacks× Heaps× Φ
Auxiliary Functions ( ↓ = defined,↑ = undefined)

default = λτ.v,wherev is τ’s default value
fields = λτ.{ fτ′ | fτ′ is a field inτ}
τ′ <: τ = τ′ is a subtype ofτ (reflexive)
acc-idx = λα.

{

k ∈ � ∪ Symbols

| α(k)↓ }

collect = λh. { i | h(i) = α ∧ α() ↑ }
symbols = λs.

{

α | α appears ins
}

new-prim-sym = λ(τ, ps).ατ, α < ps
new-sym-type = λps.τ s.t.τ ∈ SymTypes∧ τ does not appear inps
array-type = λτ.τ′,whereτ′ is a array type of element typeτ
subst = λ(s, δ, i).s′, s′ is the resulting state of substitutingδ with i in s.
new-sym = λ(ps,m, n).αm,n

τ , s.t.α < ps∧ τ = new-sym-type(ps) ∧ ∀ι ∈ Indices.α(ι)↑
new-sarr = λ(ps,m, n).new-sym(ps∪ {α},m, n)[ 7→ α] whereα = new-prim-sym(, ps)
new-obj = λ(ps, τ).α0,0

τ , s.t.α < ps∧ ∀ fτ′ ∈ fields(τ).α( fτ′ ) = default(τ′)
new-arr = λ(ps, τ, v, n).α0,n

τ′ , α < ps∧ τ′ = array-type(τ) ∧ domα = {, , } ∧ α() = default(τ) ∧ α() = v
init-loc = λ((g, pc, l, σ, h, φ), δm,n

τ ).{subst((g, pc, l, σ, h′, φ′), δ, i) | i ∈ collect(h), h′ = h, φ′ = φ ∪ {τ′ <: τ} whereh(i) = ατ′ ;
i < domh, h′ = h[i 7→ γ

m,n
τ′ ], φ′ = φ ∪ {τ′ <: τ} if τ ∈ Typesrecord∧m≥ 0

whereγτ′ = new-sym(symbols(g, pc, l, σ, h, φ),m, n); (the array case is similar)}

Note: implicit universal quantifications on free variables; mid-bar (|) indicates a non-deterministic choice, and semi-

colon (;) indicates different cases

Figure 9.3: Semantic domains and auxiliary functions used in Figure 9.4

9.3.5 Formalization

Figure 9.4 presents the formalization of ourk-bounded symbolic execution described
above; formal simulation proof as well as relative soundness and completeness proofs
of our symbolic execution can be found at [Bog]. We distinguish two kinds of symbols:
primitive symbol (non-object symbols such as symbolic integers), and object (and ar-
ray) symbols. Each symbolαm,n

τ has three attributes: the typeτ of the symbol, the
object field or array element initialization boundm, and the number of array elements
boundn. (We will discuss the difference betweenm andn for arrays near end of this
section.) Note that we will often omit attributes when they are unnecessary.αm,n

τ is a
partial function fromIndicesto Values: empty mapping for a primitive value and total
function (with respect to its actual fields) for a concrete (real/non-symbolic) object.
Each symbolic reference (i.e., an element ofSymLocs), which represents a non-
unknown reference for lazier initialization, also has the three attributes. Without loss
of generality, we represent a state as a tuple of global variables, a program counter,
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Transitions (Non-deterministic, k-Bounded): s `S instr⇒ s1[stmt1] | . . . | sn[stmtn] | exception, s0[stmt0]
(g, pc, l, α ::c::σ, h, φ) `S iadd⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, β ::σ, h, φ ∪ {β = c+ α})

whereβ = new-prim-sym(, symbols(g, pc, l, α ::c::σ, h, φ))
(g, pc, l, α ::c::σ, h, φ) `S if icmplt pc′ ⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, σ, h, φ ∪ {c ≮ α}) | (g, pc′, l, σ, h, φ ∪ {c < α})
(g, pc, l, i ::σ, h, φ) `S getfield fτ ⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, v::σ, h, φ) wherev = βm,n( fτ), βm,n = h(i) if βm,n( fτ)↓;

(g, nxt(pc), l, v::σ, h[i 7→ βm,n[ fτ 7→ v]] , φ) whenβm,n = h(i),
v = new-prim-sym(symbols(g, pc, l, i ::σ, h, φ), τ) if βm,n( fτ)↑ ∧τ ∈ Typesprim;
v = , if βm,n( fτ)↑ ∧τ ∈ Typesnon−prim;
v = δm−1,k

τ , whereδ is fresh ifβm,n( fτ)↑ ∧τ ∈ Typesnon−prim;
(g, pc, l, δm,n

τ ::σ, h, φ) `S getfield fτ ⇒ s′ wheres′ ∈ init-loc((g, pc, l, δm,n
τ ::σ, h, φ), δ)

(g, pc, l, v:: i ::σ, h, φ) `S putfield fτ ⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, σ, h[i 7→ γ[ f 7→ v]] , φ) whereγ = h(i)
(g, pc, l, v::δm,n

τ′ ::σ, h, φ) `S putfield fτ ⇒ s′ wheres′ ∈ init-loc((g, pc, l, v::δm,n
τ′ ::σ, h, φ), δ)

(g, pc, l,m::σ, h, φ) `S anewarray τ⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, i ::σ, h[i 7→ new-arr(symbols(g, pc, l,m::σ, h, φ), τ,m,m)], φ)
wherei < domh

(g, pc, l, α ::σ, h, φ) `S anewarray τ⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, i ::σ, h[i 7→ new-arr(symbols(g, pc, l, α ::σ, h, φ), τ, α, k)], φ ∪ {α ≥ 0})
wherei < domh
| NegativeArraySizeException, (g, nxt(pc), l, σ, φ ∪ {α < 0})

(g, pc, l, α :: i ::σ, h, φ) `S iaload⇒ ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException, (g, pc, l, σ, h, φ ∪ {0 < α ∨ α ≥ h(i)()})
| (g, nxt(pc), l, β ::σ, h[i 7→ γm,n−1[α 7→ β]] , φ ∪ { ι , α | ι ∈ I } ∪ {0 ≤ α, α < γm,n(), |I | < γm,n(),n > 0})

whereγm,n = h(i), I = acc-idx(γm,n), β =















γm,n() if γm,n()↓
new-prim-sym(INT, symbols(g, pc, l, α :: i ::σ, h, φ)) if γm,n()↑

|ι∈acc-idx(γ) (g, nxt(pc), l, γ(ι) ::σ, h, φ ∪ {ι = α}) whereγ = h(i)
(g, pc, l, α :: ::σ, h, φ) `S iaload⇒ NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, σ, h, φ)
(g, pc, l, j :: i ::σ, h, φ) `S if acmpeq pc′ ⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, σ, h, φ) if i , j | (g, pc′, l, σ, h, φ) if i = j
(g, pc, l, v::δm,n

τ ::σ, h, φ) `S if acmpeq pc′ ⇒ s′ wheres′ ∈ init-loc((g, pc, l, v::δm,n
τ ::σ, h, φ), δ)

(g, pc, l, δm,n
τ ::v::σ, h, φ) `S if acmpeq pc′ ⇒ s′ wheres′ ∈ init-loc((g, pc, l, δm,n

τ ::v::σ, h, φ), δ)
(g, pc, l, v::σ, h, φ) `S assume⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, σ, h, φ ∪ {v})
(g, pc, l, v::σ, h, φ) `S assert⇒ (g, nxt(pc), l, σ, h, φ ∪ {v}) | Error, (g, pc, l, σ, h, φ ∪ {¬v})

Note: implicit universal quantifications on free variables; mid-bar (|) indicates a non-deterministic choice, and semi-

colon (;) indicates different cases

Figure 9.4: Bytecode-level Symbolic Execution Operational Semantics (excerpts)

locals, a stack, a heap, and a conjunctive-set of path conditions (boolean formulas)φ.
Transition configurations are expressed as the form ofs1 `S instr ⇒ s2. This derives
a configurations2 `S instr′ ⇒ s3, whereinstr′ is the instruction located at thepc of
s2, if it exists. Otherwise, we assume the execution terminates. Reaching an error state
stops the execution in the current path and produces an errortrace. We also assume
the loop bounding discussed earlier is done orthogonally. Moreover, we stop exploring
paths whose state’s path condition is unsatisfiable.

Arithmetic operations and branch instructions are performed in the same manner
as typical symbolic execution [Kin76]. However, accesses to symbolic objects (e.g.,
getfield) operate according to thelazier initialization algorithm described previ-
ously. Similar to [KPV03], we limit the choosing range to exclude concrete objects
(and arrays) by introducing an additional field,, which is defined for concrete ob-
jects, while undefined for symbolic objects as shown in thecollectfunction. This elim-
inates false alarms in the case where concretely created objects are reachable through
lazy initialization as this only happens after destructiveupdates. For example, consider
the following:

LinkedNode bar ( @NonNull LinkedNode a ) {
LinkedNode n = new LinkedNode ( ) ; / / d e f a u l t c o n s t r u c t o r
return a . next ; }

The return value ofbar should not include the objecto pointed byn, becauseo
did not exist in the calling context, and there is no assignment in bar that causeso to
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be reachable viaa. Thus, we need to distinguish between concretely created objects
from symbolic objects, and only include symbolic objects inlazier initialization.

We use boundn on symbolαm,n that limits the number of distinct array elements
that can be lazily initialized; each symbolic array allows lazy initializations up to
n number of elements. If an array element is accessed through asymbolic index
(e.g.,iaload):

1. the index maybe out of bounds,

2. the index is equal to one of the accessed indices (from theacc-idxfunction), or

3. n is decremented if the above does not hold, the number of distinct indices ac-
cessed so far is less than the length of array, andn is greater than zero.

Elements of arrays created byanewarray should have default values, but we can-
not simply assign the default values because the array length maybe unknown. Instead,
we keep a default value for each array on its field and lazily initialize an accessed
index’s value with it. This simulates∀-quantifications over uninitialized array ele-
ments.

Another difference between Kiasan with the lazy initialization algorithm presented
in [KPV03] is the treatment of types for symbolic objects. Since a symbolic object
with a typeτ really means the object has a typeτ′ that is a (reflexive) subtype of
τ (i.e., τ′ <: τ), a field with typeτ can be initialized with any symbolic object of
typeτ′. [KPV03] can enumerate all possible subtypes ofτ, i.e., its non-deterministic
choice includes a fresh symbolic object of typeτ′, for eachτ′ <: τ. We believe this is
intractable (e.g., consider whenτ is java.lang.Object.) For practicality, [KPV03]
considersτ′ = τ, which is unsound. To address this issue, we use type variables
instead of actual types on symbolic objects and encode the constraints over them in
path conditions.

9.4 Contract-Based Symbolic Execution

To reason about open systems (G3), we employ contract-based reasoning often used in
compositional analysis techniques such as ESC/Java [FLL+02]. As indicated in Sec-
tion 9.1, when analyzing a methodM, we require thatM’s contract is transformable to
an executable form similar to [CL02]. Intuitively, when analyzing M, Kiasan assumes
M’s effectivepre at the method entry and assertsM’s effectivepost at method exits.
To achieve this using symbolic execution, Kiasan creates a wrapper method forM that:

1. AssumesM’s executablepre,

2. CallsM and storesM’s return value (if any) to a temporary variablex,

3. AssertsM’s executablepost (that usesx’s value in place of the return value).

In essence, executing (1) sets up the initial symbolic stateaccording toM’s pre (e.g.,
they initialize the heap appropriately), and exclude the states not satisfyingM. Ex-
ecuting (3) checks whether the resulting states from (2) satisfy M’s post (if post
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cannot be ensured from the path condition, then an error is raised). Kiasan provides a
way to refer to the variable values in the initial state when to assertpost. Also, sim-
ilarly to [RRDH06], Kiasan supports JML’s annotation comments such asmodifies,
assignable, andfresh.

Instead of directly executing method calls fromM, Kiasan uses contracts in place
of the actual implementations of open-ended methods (user-configurable). Intuitively,
if M calls an open-ended methodN, it checks whetherN’s pre is satisfied; an error
is raised if that is not the case. If it is satisfied (or if none is specified), Kiasan uses
N’s post to determine the effects of the method call. To do this, for each open-ended
methodN called byM, it creates a stub forN, and redirects the corresponding method
call to N to call to the stub instead; the stub consists of a sequence ofstatements that:

1. AssertsN’s pre,

2. Removes values from modified fields stated inN’s contract (hence their values
become undefined), if the modified fields do not refer to fresh objects created in
N (as specified inN’s contract using a similar construct such as JML’s\fresh);
otherwise, fresh symbolic objects are created for such fields,

3. Non-deterministically pushes a symbolic reference or in M’s stack for non-
primitive return type and symbolic value for primitive return type if M is a non-
void method, and

4. AssumesN’s post.

In essence, executing (2) drops information about fields that are modified byN, and
executing (4) initializes them with values which satisfyN’s post. We can summarize
method calls similar to [GTS06]; that is, we cache method results and their corre-
sponding context; if subsequent calls use the same context,we use the cached results.

To close the environment, Kiasan creates a driver forM that starts with a sym-
bolic state where all method parameters and fields that are possibly referenced byM
initialized with primitive symbolic values or symbolic references/, according to
their types. The analysis proceeds by symbolically executing the driver forM. The
subsequent subsections describe two techniques that improve Kiasan’s performance as
well as enabling us to check strong heap properties in the context of analyzing open
systems.

9.4.1 Heap Region Versioning

The last challenge mentioned in Section 9.2 highlights the need for stronger specifica-
tion of how objects relate to each other and the possible computations on them. In the
example, we need to know that the execution ofmerge does not affect the computation
of compare; we would like to use this knowledge in the symbolic execution to avoid
undesirable error messages that may be generated without such information. One way
to do this is to leverage heap region specification. Considerthe scenario depicted in
Figure 9.5 where each list object is in its respective regionρ1 andρ2, this,other,
and the list elements are in a separate regionρ3. It indicates that objects inρ3 cannot
reach objects inρ1 andρ2.
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Figure 9.5: A Region Relation Scenario ofmerge

Enhanced with this region specification, the analysis starts with two fresh symbolic
references pointed bythis andother, tagged withρ1 andρ2 as their region descrip-
tors, respectively. Freshly created concrete objects are tagged with a special region
ρ, and the lazier initialization of a fieldfρ, that can point to objects from region
ρ, can only choose from, a fresh symbolic object or existing symbolic objects in
regionρ. This reduces the number of aliasing cases, thus improving the performance
of the analysis. Furthermore, we associate a version numberto each region that is
incremented when any object in the region is updated. This allows us to detect that
subsequent method calls such ascompare whose context is in the same regions and
versions, return the same result value. That is, we cache themethod calls, and return
previously computed result values if there is no change in any of the objects inside the
regions reachable from the context. Therefore, we are able to conclude thatmerge’s
post holds, becausecompare is pure, andmerge andaddLast do not updateρ3’s
version.

9.4.2 Context Versioning

Recall that in the symbolic execution presented in Figure 9.4, we use the field to
limit the number of non-deterministic choices. That is, when the lazier initialization
algorithm chooses existing objects, it only chooses from heap objects with undefined
 field. This produces unsoundness in the context of contract-based reasoning de-
scribed earlier. The example in Figure 9.6 demonstrates this problem. Suppose we are
analyzing the methodfoo where we usebar’s specification instead of its implementa-
tion. Sincewrapper is a non-null parameter, the analysis starts with a symbolicobject
for it. The field accesswrapper.myInt.f at line 5 will makewrapper.myInt ini-
tialized and the choosing range does not include the localMyInt object created at line
4. This is consistent becausewrapper.myInt at line 5 can only point to any object
from the calling context offoo. For the method invocation at line 6, contract-based
reasoning creates a symbolic object (because of@Fresh) for the return value ofbar
and assigns it tow. After the method call at line 6,w.myInt points to the objecto
created at line 4 in real execution. However, according to the algorithm in Figure 9.4,
the choosing range unsoundly excludeso because its field is defined.

To address this, instead of using one bit flag for, we record context version
in object by using an integer value for. Each time a method invocation uses
the method’s specification in place of its implementation, the objects created after the
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1 public class W {
2 MyInt myInt ;
3 void foo ( @NonNull W wrapper ) {
4 MyInt m = new MyInt ( ) ;
5 i n t tmp = wrapper . myInt . f ;
6 W w = bar (m) ;
7 i f (w. myInt != m) { . . . }
8 }
9 / /@ post : \ r e s u l t . myInt != n u l l ;

10 @Fresh W bar ( @NonNull MyInt m) {
11 W w = new W( ) ; w. myInt = m; return w;
12 }
13 }
14 class MyInt { i n t f = 0 ; }

Figure 9.6: A Context Versioning Example

invocation have a higher version number than the objects before that. The generalized
algorithm for lazier initialization then chooses from existing heap objects with version
number less than or equal to that of the object instead of choosing from existing heap
objects with undefined field. For example, the parameterwrapper starts with
the context version 0, and the version of the objecto pointed to bym at line 4 is
1. Meanwhile, the returned object frombar at line 6 has 2 as its context version.
Therefore, the choosing range ofw.myInt at line 7 includes the objecto pointed to by
m because 1≤ 2.

9.5 Discussion

We have implemented Kiasan using the Bogor framework [RDH03, Bog]. The pro-
totype uses a specification processor similar tojmlc [CL02] that translates annotated
Java source code and embeds the effective contracts in the code. The resulting code
is compiled using a standard Java compiler, which is then translated to Bogor’s input
language (BIR) extended with Java bytecode instructions modeled as BIR language
extensions [Bog]. Each language extension modeling a Java bytecode is interpreted
using the semantics presented in Section 9.3 and enhanced with the versioning tech-
niques described in Section 9.4. The Java bytecode to BIR translation virtually gen-
erates one atomic transition for each bytecode. During the translation, we close the
system as described in Section 9.4. We use CVC Lite [BB04] as adecision procedure
to determine satisfiability of path conditions.

We have evaluated our prototype on the examples presented inTable 9.1 as well as
some other examples (e.g., examples used to demonstrate ESC/Java). For all the ex-
amples, we use versions that work on primitive Java integer type and object types
to demonstrate how Bogor/Kiasan can reason about open systems with and with-
out complete system implementation. The Red-black Tree example is from Java 5’s
java.util.TreeMap; we adapted the primitive integer version from the object type
version. The rest of the examples, except for themerge example, are from [Wei98].

During our experiments, we found that errors caused by contract violations or
runtime exceptions are usually found quickly with smallk bound. For example, we
tried Bogor/Kiasan on the ESC/Java’sBag example and found its errors as quickly
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Example k Pre B-Post A-Post States Time

Array 1 1 1 1 181 0:00.6/0:00.2
Binary Heap 2 2 2 2 332 0:01.0/0:00.6
deleteMin() 3 3 4 4 628 0:02.3/0:01.7
(int) 4 4 7 7 1.1k 0:05.0/0:04.3
Array 1 1 1 1 86 0:00.4/0:00.0
Insertion Sort 2 1 3 3 214 0:00.7/0:00.3
sort() 3 1 9 9 760 0:02.1/0:01.6
(int) 4 1 33 33 3.4k 0:10.8/0:10.0
Linked-list 1 1 1 1 667 0:00.6/0:00.0
merge() 2 4 5 5 3.3k 0:01.0/0:00.0
(int) 3 9 19 19 16.1k 0:02.6/0:00.6

4 16 69 69 78.5k 0:11.2/0:04.9
Binary 1 2 4 4 1.6k 0:00.8/0:00.1
Search Tree 2 5 21 21 12.6k 0:02.7/0:01.1
insert() 3 26 236 236 233k 0:55.8/0:39.5
(int) 4 - - - - > 10min
Red-black Tree 1 2 5 5 1.4k 0:00.9/0:00.1
remove() 2 6 43 43 34.7k 0:07.3/0:04.2
(int) 3 31 579 579 1M 5:25.9/4:17.5

4 - - - - > 10min

Example k Pre B-Post A-Post States Time

Array 1 1 1 1 218 0:00.7/0:00.3
Binary Heap 2 2 2 2 418 0:01.4/0:00.9
deleteMin() 3 3 4 4 819 0:04.3/0:03.6
(Comparable) 4 4 7 7 1.5k 0:14.5/0:13.6
Array 1 2 2 2 179 0:00.6/0:00.1
Insertion Sort 2 3 4 4 376 0:01.3/0:00.8
sort() 3 4 10 10 1.1K 0:06.4/0:05.6
(Comparable) 4 5 34 34 4.4k 1:15.1/1:13.9
Linked-list 1 1 1 1 904 0:01.1/0:00.0
merge() 2 4 5 5 4.0k 0:01.1/0:00.0
(Comparator) 3 9 19 19 18.7k 0:06.2/0:03.9

4 16 69 69 89.5k 1:06.6/0:58.1
Binary 1 2 4 4 2k 0:00.9/0:00.1
Search Tree 2 5 21 21 15.3k 0:03.1/0:01.1
insert() 3 26 236 236 285k 1:09.7/0:49.0
(Comparator) 4 - - - - > 10min
Red-black Tree 1 2 5 5 1.9k 0:00.9/0:00.1
remove() 2 6 43 43 40k 0:08.3/0:04.7
(Comparator) 3 31 579 579 1.3M 6:01.5/4:40.5

4 - - - - > 10min

Table 9.1: Experiment Data

as ESC/Java does; on top of that, Bogor/Kiasan produced counter-examples as error
evidence. When sorting an array of Comparable objects whereall the elements are not
guaranteed to be non-null, Bogor/Kiasan signals an exception (as specified in Java 5
API), which are easily found withk = 2 in less than one second. Another example is
the seeded error on the Red-black Tree example as described in [VF04], where we also
found quickly on both the primitive integer and the object type versions withk = 2 in
less than two seconds.

To evaluate the performance of Bogor/Kiasan, all examples data in Table 9.1 are
versions without errors.k denotes the resource-bound. For all of the examples, we
did not need to use loop bounding.Pre, B-Post, andA-Post denote the number of states
at M’s entry, before executingM’s post, and after executingM’s post respectively.
States denotes the number of states executed by Bogor/Kiasan. TheTime format is in
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m:s.ms/m:s.ms(rounded,m=minutes,s=seconds, andms=milliseconds) The first half
shows the overall time required by Bogor/Kiasan (including calls to CVC Lite), and
the second half shows the portions of time taken by CVC Lite. The timing data does
not include translation time from Java bytecode to BIR. (Thetranslation process can be
done transparently and incrementally in a Java Integrated Development Environment)
The experiments were done using a 2.2GHz Opteron workstation using Java 5 32-bit
with 64 MB heap size. Space constraints do not permit a thorough discussion, however,
we highlight some interesting observations.

ComparableandComparatorimpose a total order on a set of objects as described
in Java 5 API. This is crucial because object ordering relationship is often used in
programs manipulating data structures such as the examplesin Table 9.1. The tran-
sitivity property of the total order cannot be specified in anexecutable form because
establishing the transitivity property requires the execution history. To facilitate this,
we provide a specification pattern for describing transitive closure relation on objects
(e.g., via method calls). Empowered with this, Bogor/Kiasan successfully checked the
strong properties ofmerge discussed in Section 9.2.

As can be expected for the array sorting example (onComparables), the number
of A-Post follows the formulaΣk

i=0i!. This holds because for any array withn elements,
there are possiblyn! orderings (permutations). In ourk-bounded symbolic execution,
the state-space fork = i includes cases fork < i. In the case for the array integer sorting
example, the formula isΣk

i=1i! because the casek = 1 andk = 0 are represented using
one symbolic execution path. This happens because in the precondition that we used
for theComparable version requires that all elements of the array is non-null,thus,
the precondition expands the array elements up to the bound.In the integer case, we do
not need to require this, thus, both arrays with zero and one element are not expanded
into different execution paths. This also causes theirPre numbers to be different.

Lazier initialization significantly reduces Kiasan’s performance, for example, Ki-
asan checked themerge method for the strong properties described earlier in about
thirty seconds with only lazy initialization fork = 3. Lazier initialization reduces this
to about three seconds by avoiding non-deterministic choices when callingcompare
with the data of contained in the linked-lists.

From most of the experiment data, we can observe that CVC Liteconsumes around
half of the running time or more. We plan to have a tighter integration with CVC Lite
(as library instead of as a separate process communicating using character strings).

One weakness that Kiasan shares with all state-enumerationtechniques (e.g., Ko-
rat [BKM02], Alloy [Jac02b]) is that it potentially enumerates too many states in order
to check strong specifications precisely (e.g., propertiesrequiring very precise aliasing
information). Note that methods using weakest precondition calculation have a similar
problem because in order to be precise, it also has to take possible aliases between ob-
jects and variables into account when computing statement weakest precondition. To
address this, we plan to investigate using sampling techniques or to develop additional
bounding techniques. To improve Kiasan’s general performance, we can also adopt
complementary techniques such as [KS05].
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9.6 Related Work

This work is based on [KPV03]; we adapted it to reason about open systems and intro-
duced a quantifiable bounding technique that provides fine-grained controls over heap
explorations. In addition, we developed techniques to enhance its performance and
alleviate its sources of unsoundness or intractability. Another main difference is the
treatment of method preconditions; [KPV03] does not symbolically execute method
preconditions early on, instead they maintain necessary mappings to lazily use precon-
ditions during the execution of the method.For each lazy initialization, it reconstructs
structures to their states before destructive updates, andexecutes method precondi-
tions; in our case, we only execute the method preconditionsonce, and we do not
require reconstruction of structures. Another work close to ours is XRT [GTS06]. To
guarantee termination, [GTS06] bound the maximum number oftransitions per path.
Kiasan prefers bounding the length of lazier initialization chains first and only uses
loop bounding as the last resort. This provides us with better control (methodolog-
ically) on how we increase the coverage on paths that exhaustthe k-bound without
exhausting the loop bound. Kiasan uses a different bounding technique than the ones
used in Alloy [Jac02b], TestEra [MK01], and Korat [BKM02] asdescribed in Sec-
tion 9.3. Another difference is that we do not mandate specifications to check methods;
Kiasan can still symbolically execute methods without their specifications and check
for errors. In contrast to all the work above and [XMSN05, SMA05], Kiasan is de-
signed to check strong heap properties of open systems, where some system parts are
unavailable or open ended in addition to unknown input values.

The related work that can check properties of open systems is[FLL+02, CK04,
BLS05]. They use weakest precondition as the basis of its all-paths compositional
analysis engine while we depend on a path-sensitive analysis using symbolic execu-
tion. Similar to [CK04], Kiasan’s basic symbolic executionis relatively sound and
complete. One limitation of Kiasan is that it requires a specification formalism that
is transformable to executable form, similar to JML runtimemonitoring [CL02]. An
advantage of using a path-sensitive analysis is that it naturally produces a counter-
example when an error is found. We believe it is more intuitive and potentially easier
to produce an explanation to describe the error. In addition, we only use quantifier-free
first-order logic (FOL) in our path condition that is better handled by theorem provers.
While this potentially limits the class of specifications that our current approach han-
dles, some quantifications on objects can be unfolded up to the resource-bound of
the analysis similar to Alloy [Jac02b]. Moreover, we can introduce some specifica-
tion patterns such as the transitive closure relation on objects to enrich our analysis
without fully adopting FOL. This allows us to have tighter controls over the source of
incompleteness of our tool (e.g., incompleteness of theorem proving on FOL). Another
difference is Kiasan can check stronger heap properties similarto [RRDH06], and it
allows a mixed compositional/non-compositional reasoning that addresses one of the
usability problems when using pure compositional reasoning tools.

Most work on contract-based software verification manipulates logical formulae.
Smallfoot [BCO06] is a symbolic execution tool in which symbolic execution updates
formulae including spatial formulae rather than the state of a program. PALE [MS01]
translates a given program annotated by graph type into weakmonadic second-order
logic formulae, then consults the underlying decision procedure MONA [HJJ+95] to
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verify them. TVLA [LAS00] expresses a program and its annotation using FOL for-
mulae with transitive closure and performs data-flow analysis interpreting formulae
under three-valued logic structure. Space constraints do not permit in-depth discus-
sion, thus, we only offer a high-level comparison. We trade-off complete soundness
(unbounded heap) for fully automatic analysis, while the above approaches either use
some fixed algorithms to handle a limited number of heap structures (i.e., limited spec-
ification expressiveness) or require some level of user intervention to help the analysis.
In the end, we do not limit ourselves to the approach presented here. That is, we can
incorporate richer logics and abstractions in the same way we can enhance concrete ex-
ecution with symbolic execution as they become more mature and automated analysis
is possible.

9.7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented Kiasan, an alternative technique to reason about open systems
based on symbolic execution that is able to check strong heapproperties. We have
implemented Kiasan on top of the Bogor framework. Methodologically, we envision
our tool being used similar to frameworks like ESC/Java [FLL+02]. For example, a
user can start checking a method (even compositionally) without annotation and re-
ceive error feedback from the tool. One can then inspect the feedback or look at the
generated counter-examples to determine whether the errors are really errors or be-
cause of a lack of specification. The user can either fix the code or add/modify the
specifications and repeat the process. We believe using a small k for interactive pro-
gramming and checking mode is acceptable, while using larger k increasingly can be
employed using, for example, continuous testing [SE03] or adistributed solution. We
now highlight several future research directions to improve Bogor/Kiasan.

1. Currently, Kiasan conjoins class invariants and method preconditions to generate
the initial state of symbolic execution. Using a two-stagedapproach, where the
initial state is generated based on invariants first and thena precondition is added
for each method to tailor the initial state, may be better. This approach allows
one to generate the initial states using class invariants only once to analyze all
the methods in the class that should satisfy the invariants.

2. Our prototype uses a rudimentary specification processorthat hinders us to con-
duct systematic case studies. To address this, we plan to collaborate with the
JML-oriented Integrated Verification Environment (IVE) effort [KCH05]. By
targeting the same specification language, we can reuse a significant amount of
previous work, e.g., the Java library models. Moreover, [KCH05] plans to sup-
port multiple theorem provers using SMT-Lib [SMT]. This integration would
allow us to cross-pollinate ideas and to conduct systematiccase studies compar-
ing ESC/Java2 and Bogor/Kiasan.

3. Section 9.4 describes how we can leverage heap region and transitivity informa-
tion for checking strong heap properties. While these reasoning patterns can be
used to check, for example, themerge method, however, we believe we need
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various reasoning patterns for different kinds of strong properties (e.g., mono-
tonicity). To address this, we plan to incorporate other common reasoning pat-
terns in Kiasan.

4. Kiasan’s stateless analysis isembarrassingly parallel; we can fork the analysis
when exploring different paths. This can help curbing the analysis time consid-
ering processor developments are moving toward multi-corearchitecture.
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